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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Board Meeting Agenda 

April 28, 2022| 4:00 p.m. 

PENDING PASSAGE OF RESOLUTION 002-2022, ITEM 2 ON THE AGENDA, THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD 
VIRTUALLY VIA ZOOM REMOTE CONFERENCING SERVICE — NO PHYSICAL MEETING LOCATION 

https://scwa-ca-gov.zoom.us/j/83964272729?pwd=ZGRXK0xWQU44cDBXc1ZhS1pnakc2Zz09 

Webinar ID: 839 6427 2729| Passcode: 694436 
(888) 788 0099 US Toll-free

http://www.petalumavalleygroundwater.org 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call

2. Consider Emergency Resolution 002-2022

3. Consent Calendar

a. Minutes of February 24, 2022
b. Year-to-Date Financial Report
c. Year-to-Date Member Agency Contributions

4. Directors/Subcommittee Report

5. Advisory Committee Report

6. Information Items

a. Drought Conditions Update
b. Groundwater Sustainability Plan Implementation
c. Future GSA Technical, Grant, Outreach and Administrative Services

7. Action Items

a. Calendar: Adopt revised 2022 Meeting Calendar
b. Rate and Fee Study Update. Consider elimination of one or more funding options and

providing additional direction to consultants.
c. Fiscal Year 2022-23 Budget. Review and approve final Fiscal Year 2022-23 Budget.

8. Legal Counsel, Plan Manager and Administrator Report

9. Public comment on matters not listed on the agenda but within the subject matter jurisdiction of the
Board

10. Adjournment

This agenda posted this 25th day of April 2022 
 Secretary/Clerk of the Board 
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Member Agency Directors Alternates 

County of Sonoma David Rabbitt James Gore 

Sonoma County Water Agency Susan Gorin James Gore 

Special Accommodations: If you have a disability which requires an accommodation, an alternative format, 
or requires another person to assist you while attending this meeting, please contact Ann DuBay, (707) 524-
8378, as soon as possible to ensure arrangements for accommodation. 

Public Comment: Any member of the audience desiring to address the Board on a matter on the agenda: 
Please ‘raise your hand’ via Zoom options. If calling into the meeting, please unmute yourself when the Chair 
asks for public comments and let the Chair know that you have a comment. Please state your name clearly 
and slowly. The public may comment on closed session items prior to the Board adjourning to closed session. 
In order that all interested parties have an opportunity to speak, please be brief and limit your comments to 
the subject under discussion. Each person is usually granted three minutes to speak; time limitations are at 
the discretion of the Chair. While members of the public are welcome to address the Board, under the Brown 
Act Board members may not deliberate or take action on items not on the agenda, and generally may only 
listen. 

Meeting Documents: The associated documentation is available at the offices of the local agencies listed 
above and on the website at: http://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/. 

Any changes to the date of the hearing, or any other updates will be noticed on the above website. For more 
information, please contact Ann DuBay, Ann.DuBay@SCWA.ca.gov.  

City of Petaluma 

North Bay Water District 

Sonoma Resource Conservation District 

Michael Healy 

Carolyn Wasem 

Bruce Abelli-Amen 

Gina Benedetti-Petnic 

Mike Sangiacomo 

John Nagle 
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Agenda Item: 2 
Meeting Date: April 28, 2022 
 
 

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Action Item 

 
 

TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM:  Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT:  Emergency Resolution to Meet Virtually 
  
 
Summary: Government Code section 54953(e), amended by AB 361, permits Brown Act legislative 
bodies to meet solely via teleconference in specified situations.  The proposed resolution makes findings 
to permit legislative bodies of the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency ("Agency") to 
meet via teleconference pursuant to Section 54953(e). 
  
 

Background 
Prior to September 16, 2021, the Brown Act only permitted a few legislative body members to attend a 
meeting via teleconference, and required the Agency to list all locations, give notice and access at each 
teleconference location, have a quorum in the jurisdiction, and offer a physical location for the public to 
attend and provide public comment. (Government Code, § 54953(b)(3).)     
 
On March 4, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom proclaimed a state of emergency to exist in California as a 
result of the threat of the COVID-19 virus pandemic.  That proclamation remains in place today and 
applies statewide.  Subsequently, the Governor issued Executive Orders that, in part, suspended 
provisions of the Brown Act to allow completely teleconferenced meetings so long as the public was 
afforded certain access and opportunity to participate. The Agency met via teleconference pursuant to 
these Executive Orders until they expired on September 30, 2021.  
 
On September 16, 2021, the Governor signed urgency legislation Assembly Bill 361, which, effective 
immediately, amended the Brown Act to allow legislative bodies to meet in modified teleconference 
situations if (1) the Governor has proclaimed a state of emergency applicable within the body's 
jurisdiction, and (2) either (a) state or local officials implemented or recommended measures to promote 
social distancing, or (b) the legislative body finds, by majority vote, that the emergency conditions make 
meeting in person an imminent risk to attendee human health and safety.  The legislative body can meet 
via teleconference when social distancing is recommended, to decide if meeting in person would be a 
danger to attendee health and safety, or, after voting as such, meeting pursuant to that vote. In any 
situation, the legislative body is required to reevaluate its decision to meet via teleconference at least 
every thirty (30) days.  

 
On September 22, 2021, Health Officer of the County of Sonoma, Dr. Sundari R. Mace, MD MPH, issued 
"Sonoma County Public Health Recommendations for Safely Holding Public Meetings." Paragraphs 3 and 4 
of those recommendations provide "it is recommended that the protocol [to meet in person] require social 
distancing – i.e., six feet of separation between attendees …" and "seating arrangements should allow for 

002  Item 2 STAFF REPORT _ Emergency Resolution 1 
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Agenda Item: 2 
Meeting Date: April 28, 2022 
 
 

002  Item 2 STAFF REPORT _ Emergency Resolution 2 
 

staff and members of the public to easily maintain at least six-foot distance from one another at all 
practicable times."  These recommendations remain effective today.  
Further, aspects and conditions of the COVID-19 virus pandemic make meeting in person present 
imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees. Specifically, because the virus is passed from person to 
person through the air when in close contact with an infected person, no matter if he or she has symptoms 
or not.  
 
The Board adopted Resolution 001-2022 on February 24, 2022, resolving for all Agency legislative bodies 
to meet via teleconference.  That resolution expired as an operation of law since the Board did not 
renew it within 30 days of adoption. Therefore, the Board is required to adopt new initial findings rather 
than extend the prior resolution.  

Current Situation  
The proposed Resolution finds the Governor has proclaimed a state of emergency related to the 
COVID-19 virus pandemic on March 4, 2020, that Dr. Sundari, a local officer, has recommended 
measures to promote social distancing, that as a result of the emergency, meeting in person would 
present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees, and, because of these facts, the Board 
resolves for all Agency legislative bodies to hold meetings pursuant to Government Code section 
54953(e). The Resolution also provides that it will terminate in 30 days, unless extended by the Board or 
terminated early.  
 
Adopting the proposed resolution will allow the Agency's legislative body to conduct meetings solely 
via teleconference in conformity with Government Code section 54953(e). Specifically, legislative 
bodies, including the Board, will be able to meet via teleconference without giving notice of each 
teleconference location, posting notice at each location, providing public access at each location, 
requiring a quorum be present within the Agency's jurisdictional boundaries, or providing an option to 
meet at a physical location.  Instead, the legislative body will be required to (1) give notice of the 
meeting and post agendas as otherwise required,(2) allow members of the public to access the 
meeting via call-in or internet-based service (e.g. Zoom), (3) provide details on the agenda regarding 
how to access the meeting and comment, (4) give an opportunity for the public to comment pursuant 
to Government Code section 54954.3 and allow a reasonable amount of time during public comment 
for a person to register, login, and comment, and (5) monitor the call lines and internet-based service 
lines to ensure no disruption hinders access or ability to comment, and if there is, take no action until 
public access is restored, or else the action is subject to challenge. 

Staff Recommendation 
1. Approve Resolution 002-2022 which would allow the April 28 meeting to occur remotely, as well 

as all meeting of Agency legislative bodies for the following 30 days. 
 

2. Direct staff to take all actions necessary to effectuate the purpose and intent of the Resolution. 

3. Discuss whether the Board would prefer, depending on circumstances at that time, to meet 
remotely or in person for the next Board meeting. Note that if a public health emergency 
continues to persist, the Board will need to re-consider and re-adopt a resolution specific to 
those circumstances to meet remotely.  
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Meeting Date: April 28, 2022 

002  Item 2 STAFF REPORT _ Emergency Resolution 3 

Fiscal Information 
Minor fiscal impact. Meeting remotely reduces meeting expenses by approximately $250 per meeting. 

Vote Required 
Majority. 

List of Attachments 
1. Resolution No. 002-2022

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Ann.DuBay@scwa.ca.gov, (707) 524-8378 
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Agenda Item: 2, Attachment 1 
Meeting Date: April 28, 2022 
 
 

RESOLUTION NO.: 002-2022 
Dated: April 28, 2022 

  

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE PETALUMA VALLEY GROUNDWATER 
SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY RATIFYING THE PROCLAIMED STATE OF EMERGENCY DATED 

MARCH 4, 2020, APPLICABLE IN ITS JURISDICTION AND AUTHORIZING TELECONFERENCE 
MEETINGS OF THE LEGISLATIVE BODIES OF THE PETALUMA VALLEY GROUNDWATER 

SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY PURSUANT TO BROWN ACT PROVISIONS. 
 

WHEREAS, the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency ("PVGSA" or 
"Agency") is committed to preserving and nurturing public access and participation in meetings of its 
legislative bodies; and 
 

WHEREAS, all meetings of PVGSA’s Board of Directors ("Board") and other legislative 
bodies are open, and  public, as required by the Ralph M. Brown Act, Government Code section 54950 et 
seq., so that any member of the public may attend, participate, and watch the Agency’s legislative 
bodies conduct the Agency's business; and 
 

WHEREAS, Government Code section 54953(e)(1) provides a legislative body may meet 
via teleconference if the Governor has proclaimed a state of emergency pursuant to Government Code 
section 8625 and either (1) state or local officials have imposed or recommended measures to promote 
social distancing, (2) the legislative body meets to determine by majority vote that, as a result of the 
emergency, meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees, or (3) 
the legislative body has voted as such and is meeting pursuant to that vote; and  

 
WHEREAS, while a legislative body meets via teleconference pursuant to Section 

54953(e), it must take actions to preserve public access and public participation and give notice of the 
meeting and post agendas as otherwise required, allow members of the public to access the meeting via 
call-in line or internet-based service line, provide details on the agenda on how to access the meeting 
and give public comment, give an opportunity to comment pursuant to Government Code section 
54954.3 and allow a reasonable amount of time during public comment for a person to register, login, 
and comment, and monitor the call-in line and internet-based service line to ensure no disruption 
hinders access or ability to comment, if there is, take no action until public access is restored; and  

 
WHEREAS, a legislative body's decision to meet pursuant to Section 54953(e) must be 

reevaluated and renewed at least every thirty (30) days, or else the body will be required to adopt new 
initial findings; and  

 
WHEREAS, the Board adopted Resolution 001-2022 on February 24, 2022 resolving for 

all Agency legislative bodies to meet via teleconference and that resolution has expired so the Agency is 
required to adopt new initial findings; and 
  

1 
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WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom proclaimed a state of emergency 
pertaining to the threat to human health and safety posed by the COVID-19 virus pandemic and that 
proclamation remains in effect to this day in the Agency's jurisdiction, Sonoma County, and statewide; 
and  

 
WHEREAS, the Health Officer of the County of Sonoma, Dr. Sundari R. Mace, MD MPH, 

issued "Sonoma County Public Health Recommendations for Safely Holding Public Meetings" on 
September 22, 2021, which recommends measures to promote social distancing, including that people 
maintain at least six-foot distance from one another; and  

 
WHEREAS, the September 22, 2021, public health order is still in effect; and  
 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Government Code section 8635 et seq., the Board has the 

authority during a state of emergency to take all actions necessary to perform its functions in the 
preservation of law and order, preservation of the furnishing of local services, and protection of life and 
property, which includes the authority to direct meetings of all Agency legislative bodies to be held via 
teleconference pursuant to this Resolution; and  

 
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors desires to ratify the Governor's March 4, 2020, 

proclamation of state of emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic as it applies in the Agency's 
jurisdiction, find a local official has recommended measures that promote social distancing, find that as a 
result of the emergency, meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of 
attendees, and authorize teleconference meetings of SPPGSA legislative bodies pursuant to Section 
54953(e)(1) so long as all provisions of that section are followed to provide public access and opportunity for 
public comment; and 
 

WHEREAS, PVGSA has made and will continue to make all agendas and materials available 
online, provide access to meetings via a call-in option and/or internet-based service option for all meetings 
of Agency legislative bodies, and permit persons requiring additional assistance to access meetings to 
contact the Administrator to request reasonable accommodations. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PVGSA DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS: 
 
Section 1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and correct and are incorporated into this 
Resolution by this reference. 
 
Section 2. Ratification of Governor’s Proclamation of a State of Emergency. The Board hereby ratifies the 
Governor of the State of California’s Proclamation of State of Emergency related to the COVID-19 virus 
pandemic dated March 4, 2020, and finds the Proclamation remains valid and applicable within the 
jurisdiction of the Agency. 
 
Section 3. Measures to Promote Social Distancing. The Board hereby finds a state of emergency exists 
within the jurisdiction of the Agency related to the COVID-19 virus pandemic, the conditions of that 
emergency present an imminent risk to the health and safety of attendees at Agency legislative body 
meetings, and the Health Officer of the County of Sonoma, Dr. Sundari R. Mace, MD MPH, has 
recommended measures to promote social distancing.   

2 
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Section 4. Remote Teleconference Meetings. All meetings of PVGSA legislative bodies are hereby 
authorized and directed to take all actions necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this 
Resolution including, conducting open and public meetings in accordance with Government Code 
section 54953(e) and other applicable provisions of the Brown Act. 
 
Section 5. Effective Date of Resolution. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its adoption 
and shall be effective for 30 days unless the Board takes action to rescind the Resolution.  On or before 
the 30th day since adoption, the Board may take action to extend the Resolution's permissions pursuant 
to Government Code section 54953(e)(3). 
 
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability   Agency, 
this 28th day of April 2022, by the following vote: 
 
MEMBERS: 
Abelli-Amen: _______ Gorin: _______   Healy: ________  Rabbitt: _______   Wasem: _______ 
 
 
AYES:    NOES:   ABSENT:   ABSTAIN: 
 
 
SO ORDERED 
 
The within instrument is a correct copy of the original on file with this office. 
 
 
ATTEST: DATE: April 28, 2022 
 
 
 
 

Ann DuBay 
Clerk of the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency         of the State of California 
in and for the County of Sonoma 

3 
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Agenda Item: 3A 
Meeting Date: April 28, 2022 
 
 

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Board Meeting  

February 24, 2022 | Draft Minutes 
 

http://www.petalumavalleygroundwater.org 

 
1. Call to Order and Roll Call 

Director Rabbitt called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m. and roll call was conducted by Ann DuBay, 
Administrator. Director Bruce Abelli-Amen, Director Gorin, Director Healy and Director Wasem were 
present.  
 
2. Consider Emergency Resolution 001-2022 

Director Rabbitt explained that Governor Newsom’s Executive Order for Emergency Meetings expired 
on September 30th, 2021. Since then, if the Board meets virtually, it needs to declare an emergency 
and pass a resolution which lasts for 30 days. The Board needs to pass Resolution 001-2022 to allow 
this meeting to take place remotely. 
 
Director Gorin moved to approve Emergency Resolution 001-2022 as presented, Director Abelli-
Amen seconded. Motion passed unanimously 5-0-0.  
 
Roll call Vote: 
Director Gorin – aye 
Director Healy – aye 
Director Abelli-Amen – aye 
Director Wasem – aye 
Director Rabbitt - aye 

 
3. Consent Calendar 

a. Approve Meeting Minutes of December 8, 2021 
b. Approve Year-to-Date Financial Report 
c. Approve Year-to-Date Member Agency Contributions 
d. Contract time extension with SCI Consulting Group for Rural Community Outreach project 

 
Board Questions/Comments 
Director Healy – The State grant revenue seems to be coming in slowly and I am wondering if it is a 
concern or if there is a reason for that? 
 DuBay – It is a timing issue. The GSA is running about two quarters behind on income from DWR. 
 Director Healy – So we expect to come close to the budgeted number? 
 DuBay – Yes. 
 

PVGSA Board Mtg – Draft Minutes – 02.24.22 1  
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PVGSA Board Mtg – Draft Minutes – 02.24.22 2  

Director Abelli-Amen commented that he appreciates the quality of the meeting notes. 
No public comment. 
 
Director Healy moved to approve the Consent Calendar as presented, Director Abelli-Amen 
seconded. Motion passed unanimously 5-0-0. 
 
Roll call Vote: 
Director Gorin – aye 
Director Healy– aye 
Director Abelli-Amen – aye  
Director Wasem – aye 
Director Rabbitt – aye 

 
4. Directors/Subcommittee Report 

None. No public comment. 
 
5. Advisory Committee Report 

Ann DuBay said the Advisory Committee Report is in the packet. The AC discussed fees at length at 
the last Advisory Committee meeting and provided feedback in the form of a poll. The poll and 
comments are on pages 22 and 23 of the Board meeting packet. The AC didn’t feel it critical to take 
the same approach as the Santa Rosa Plain 2019 Fee Study, nor that it is necessary for the fee to be 
consistent across the three basins in Sonoma County. Overall concerns included: equity, cost, fairness, 
affordability, the benefits of managing groundwater, and groundwater sustainability value for money 
paid. 
 
Director Wasem – Did anyone bring up the idea of merging all three Groundwater Sustainability 
Agencies into one? 

Director Gorin – Yes, and the topic should be put on our agenda for discussion at our next 
meeting. 

 
6. Information Items 

a. Groundwater Sustainability Plan Updates 

Marcus Trotta, hydrologist with Sonoma Water, technical support to the GSA, provided an update on 
the Groundwater Sustainability Plan. He confirmed the Plan was successfully submitted to the 
California Department of Water Resources (DWR) and is available for public comment through April 
23, 2022, at https://sgma.water.ca.gov/portal/gsp/preview/132. DWR gave notice that the Plan is 
deemed complete. They now have two years to approve or decide if corrective actions are needed. 
Trotta thanked the Board, Advisory Committee, community members, and technical, facilitation, 
grants, outreach, and administrative staff for the team effort in helping achieve the milestone. Trotta 
then gave an overview of primary initial implementation activities with existing funding sources, and 
Year 1 implementation activities pending funding availability. 
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Board Questions/Comments 
Director Wasem – Is the well permitting process at the county specific to GSAs or is it countywide? 
 Trotta – Countywide. 

Director Wasem – Could we discuss that? The ag community and jurisdictions are working with 
the State Water Board right now and looking at a voluntary drought initiative in areas that aren’t 
in medium or high priority basins. They are asking people to preserve the surface water resources 
and use well water if possible. It would be great to have a conversation with the Water Board, and 
with you Marcus, to look at how the wells will be preserved in the future.  

 
Director Rabbit – Rate and Fee Study due June 2022, is that a goal of ours? Are any dates controlled 
by someone other than ourselves? 

Trotta – The Annual Report has a regulatory due date that is in SGMA. The other dates on the 
grant funded projects are driven by our current grant agreements. We may get an extension for 
the Permit Sonoma scope and for the monitoring well program. 

 
Director Abelli-Amen – Were there any mishaps with the helicopters doing the surveys? 
 Trotta – None that I have heard. 
 
No public comment. 

 
b. Rate and Fee Study Updates 

 
Ann DuBay introduced Jerry Bradshaw of SCI Consulting. He said much work had advanced on the 
rate/fee study project. Bradshaw said the reason for SCI to be at the meeting is to show the progress 
made, provide fee options, and to have a discussion with the Board. He said the fee study is based in 
part on the 2019 study done by Raftelis, and he verified that SCI used the 2019 data in addition to 
2022 GSP well data sources. Bradshaw provided updated pumping estimates, preliminary annual 
average costs, highlighted funding sources, fee options (fees or tax/assessment), and listed next steps. 
He asked for Board feedback on policy questions regarding basis of costs/budgeting, fee structure, 
and timing and pace. 
 
Board Questions/Comments 
Director Healy – Does the data of pumping with the City of Petaluma Municipal use actual data of 
pumping, I understand the pumping varies quite a bit? 

Bradshaw – We are looking at a seven- to eight-year average from 2013 to 2020. The uptick in 
pumping hasn’t appeared in our data yet. 

 Director Healy – When do you expect to get the data? 
 Bradshaw – I don’t know that we will have it in time to conclude this study. 
 
Director Abelli-Amen – You said that SGMA envisioned fees based on a groundwater extraction 
model. What is the section reference for that in the law? 
 Bradshaw – In Water Code 730 and 703.2 they talk about fees.  
 
Director Abelli-Amen – What is urban irrigation, there are other categories like turf irrigation, golf, 
and schools? 

PVGSA Board Mtg – Draft Minutes – 02.24.22 3  
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Bradshaw – Properties within public water service areas, with a well. We assume they are doing 
some outside irrigation. 
Director Abelli-Amen – So, urban residential would be for internal domestic use and urban 
irrigation for outdoor used? 
Bradshaw – The actual implementation would be on a parcel-by-parcel basis. 

 Trotta – In the other basins we worked with the cities, we will continue to investigate.  
Gina Benedetti-Petnic – We have a lot of city wells that are generally used for irrigation, on 
properties. I don’t know that we have a record of it, but we can help come up with a reliable 
estimate. Most of the wells don’t have backflow devices. 
Director Gorin – I have a backflow device but do not have a well, it doesn’t necessarily mean 
there is a well. 
 

Director Healy – The budget assumes no repayment of prior Member agency contributions, is that 
accurate? 
 Bradshaw – Yes, that is correct. 
 
Director Healy – I am looking at the regulatory fees. $230 to $400 seems high in the abstract.  
  
Director Abelli-Amen – Regulatory fees between $230-$400 acre-foot. $230 with grant funding? If we 
underestimate, or overestimate then what happens? Where do we get the additional money, or if we 
have extra money, how do we give it back? 
  
Scott Morris – Most of the time Benefit Assessments have been done, it has been done as a water 
rate and you need to send out the information to the people voting on it. 

Bradshaw – The model follows the same rate structure we have here – it would be to everyone in 
the basin. 

 
Policy Questions to the Board  
Basis of Costs 
Budget for grant revenue to keep rates down? 
Include full, partial, or no repayment of prior member contributions? 
Look to member agencies for future contributions to keep rates down? 
 
Fee Structure 
Only groundwater users? 
All water consumers? 
 
Timing & Pace 
Implement in July 2022 and/or re-visit revenue structure in Year 2 or Year 3? 
 
Director Rabbitt – Is overhead for fee collection in the budget, especially delinquencies and 
collections? 

Bradshaw – I don’t know that the administration for the fees is in the budget, but it isn’t a large 
amount, it would be in the $15-$20,000 per year range.  

 Director Rabbitt – If it isn’t a property tax amount, I don’t think the county chases a delinquency. 
Bradshaw – It is my understanding that they do, they go after the entire tax bill. I believe Sonoma 
County has a Teeter program.  

PVGSA Board Mtg – Draft Minutes – 02.24.22 4  
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Director Rabbitt – We do have a Teeter program, but I don't think the property tax collector 
collects fees across the board for other entities that aren't associated with the property tax itself. 
I will look at it. 

 
Director Healy [To Marcus Trotta] – On the assumption of grant revenue, is 40% realistic for grants? 

Trotta – Yes, we looked at data gaps, studies for projects, management actions, etc. for upcoming 
grant opportunities. The State has a set amount of $200 million available (one time grant) for all 
the basins. The minimum award amount is $1 million. 
Director Healy – I would be comfortable with 40%. On your second point, I am fine with the City 
not being repaid. 

 
Director Abelli-Amen – Is there any other insight gained from our Advisory Committee? Was it 
considered in this presentation? 
 Bradshaw – They didn’t see as many details one month ago as you see today. 
 
Director Wasem – Was the presentation the same for Santa Rosa Plain? 
 Bradshaw – Yes, it was but the numbers are quite different for Santa Rosa Plain.  

Director Wasem – On a per acre-foot basis for water extraction, what was the difference? 
 Bradshaw – It was under $100 per acre-foot, even at the high range. 

Director Wasem – I think this points to the need for consolidating the GSAs; it would help with 
the fees. 

 
Public Comment 
Richard Marzo – There is talk of combining the GSAs for economy of scale. Will this translate to a 
combining of policies and or fee structures or is this purely staff related? On the Ag use slide, 
truck/berry – were those listed by size or usage? This legislation was created, on behalf of the entire 
state of California. What lies underneath the land belongs to the state, and therefore I would say that 
everyone in the state should bear the burden. Thank you. 

Director Rabbitt – When we talked about combining the GSAs, I didn’t think that we were 
combining the average fee structure. It would be interesting to see how it works with Santa Rosa 
Plain because they would be going in the other direction. 
Bradshaw – Regarding the size or type of crop, we estimated annual water needed per year. It 
was applied to all acres in the crop times the number of acre-feet. 
Director Rabbitt – I think everybody would agree that everyone in the state should share the 
burden. 

 
Director Wasem – I assume costs will increase over time, even on administration. How would you 
raise fees if it needs to happen? 
 Bradshaw – Just like the Water District, the Board could raise fees every five years. 

Director Wasem – Regardless of the option we choose, farmers need to plan their budgets every 
year; they are going to bear a large portion of this, and small farmers, particularly, are much more 
sensitive to increase. It is something that needs to be discussed at the Advisory Committee level.  
 

Director Rabbitt – I agree with Director Healy. We shouldn’t seek reimbursement from member 
agencies. On timing, it might be a while until we agree on revenue structure, we should do our due 
diligence, I think the July deadline might be too soon. 
 

PVGSA Board Mtg – Draft Minutes – 02.24.22 5  
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Director Abelli-Amen – I agree with 40% budget for grant revenue, and to not seek member agency 
reimbursement. 
 
Director Gorin – I agree with Director Rabbitt on all mentioned points. We don’t really know the 
impact of the fees and how challenging it will be to collect the fees so thank you for the options for 
not having an election. 
 
Public Comment 
Tawny Tesconi – Thank for your hard work. From an ag perspective, Sonoma County has quite a 
diverse palate of crops. We need to support a varied food chain to be able to provide food for our 
local community. I think our vegetable and flower farmers will be hardest hit with the fees. I hope 
you consider that when looking at fees, and ensure incremental fees are small/consistent year over 
year. I think this is all happening very quickly. Many people in the rural communities don’t even 
know what GSA means. The July 1 deadline might be too soon. 

 
7. Action Items: 

a. Administrative, grant administration, outreach, and technical services. Provide 
information on process for future administrative and grant administration services and 
direction on future technical services. 

Ann DuBay explained that administrative, grant administration, outreach, and technical contracts are 
coming to an end on June 30, 2022. Sonoma Water has been providing grant, technical and outreach 
services to all basins. They have also provided administrative services to Sonoma Valley and Petaluma 
Valley. West Yost has been providing administrative services to Santa Rosa Plain. Going forward Ann 
DuBay said Sonoma Water will no longer be providing administrative services to Sonoma and 
Petaluma Valleys, but they are interested in continuing to provide outreach and technical services. 
Staff proposes doing one joint Request for Proposals (RFP) for administrative and grant admin services 
to be done by one administrator for all three basins. The RFP was issued this week, proposals will be 
due late March, and interviews will be held in April. Ideally, all contracts will be in place by July 1, 
2022. DuBay said she is asking for the Board to appoint a member to the administrator selection 
process and to provide feedback to staff regarding entering new contracts with Sonoma Water for 
technical and outreach services or issuing Requests for Qualifications. 
 
Board Questions/Comments 
Director Healy – On page 35 it says that Sonoma Water has charged the GSA what it calls partially 
unweighted rates. Is that what they're no longer willing to do, and is there some mid- tier that they 
are willing to do?  

DuBay – Sonoma Water has been charging a flat labor rate with a percentage on top, that was the 
rate DWR was willing to reimburse. The new rate would be a weighted rate equivalent to other 
similar services, which may not be a fully loaded rate. 
Director Healy – In the past you shared a chart with us that showed different positions and the 
hourly rates for each under the different weighted scenarios. Could something like that be 
generated now for us? Could we see what is being charged now and what is proposed moving 
forward? 

 DuBay – Yes, we can share that information with the Board. 
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Director Gorin – I am looking for a way to move this forward and have flexibility to change and/or 
cancel contracts. Are we able to do that? 

DuBay – In addition to our standard contracts, there is the possibility to do a short-term contract 
and add language about exploring future options. 
Scott Morris – The standard contract that was developed has a termination clause allowing for 
termination with ten days’ notice, it requires you to pay for the services up to that point. I believe 
all contracts have the same language.  
Director Gorin – I wonder if we can put a provision in the contract, where the administrator could 
help negotiate a consolidation of the agencies. 

 Director Abelli-Amen [to Ann DuBay] – This means we won’t work with you anymore? 
 DuBay – I am looking to retire in the not too-distant future. 

Director Abelli-Amen – Congratulations, you will be sorely missed. 
Director Gorin – I would like to echo Director Abelli-Amen and thank you for your service in 
administering two basins. 

 
Director Rabbitt – Is anyone interested to be on the selection process (Item 7A)? There was no 
response so Director Rabbitt volunteered with Director Wasem as a possible alternate. 
 
Ann DuBay – I am looking for a little more direction today. Would you prefer Sonoma Water continue 
technical and outreach services for a one-year period? 
 
Director Healy – I would be more comfortable if I could see what the difference in rates are if Sonoma 
Water were willing to continue with the current rate structure just with inflation adjustments. I think 
there was quite a dramatic difference between the rates in the past, we may have no choice, but to 
do a one-year extension at this point.  
 
Director Gorin – I would welcome continuation of Sonoma Water, it makes sense. I want flexibility for 
the technical expertise to move forward at this stage. Once we get through the fee hearings, we 
should look seriously at consolidating all three agencies. 

DuBay – I will get the rate sheet sent to the Board and assume we move forward with Sonoma 
Water at least temporarily. We could issue an RFQ. 

 
Director Abelli-Amen – Would the budget look different with the new rates?  

DuBay – The administrative services in the GSP implementation budget assume the higher level. 
(SRP $300/hour, Sonoma Water $150/hour). 

 
No public comment. 
 

b. Fiscal Year 2020-21 Audit. Receive report from auditor and consider adoption of the 
audit. 

Brett Bradford, Pisenti & Brinker gave an overview of the 2020-21 fiscal year audit ending June 30, 
2021. The audit is in final draft, there are no problems. Based on their audit, the financial statements 
are considered materially accurate and no significant deficiencies in internal control have been 
identified. No questions from the Board or public. 
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Director Abelli-Amen moved to receive and accept the audit as presented, Director Healy seconded. 
The motion was adopted as presented 4-0-0. Director Wasem absent. 
 

c. Fiscal Year 2022-23 Budget. Review and approve preliminary Fiscal Year 2022-23 Budget. 

Ann DuBay said the JPA requires adopting a preliminary budget before the start of the upcoming fiscal 
year. Today’s presentation requests review and acceptance of the Fiscal Year 2022-23 preliminary 
budget. DuBay summarized the FY21-22 budget and the proposed preliminary FY22-23 budget. The 
proposed budget does not include reserves. No questions from the Board or public. 
 
Director Healy moved to accept the preliminary budget as presented, Director Abelli-Amen 
seconded. The motion was adopted as presented 4-0-0. Director Wasem absent. 
 
8. Legal Counsel, Plan Manager and Administrative Report 

A report is in the packet. No questions or public comment. 
 
9. Public comment on matters not listed on the agenda but within the subject matter 

jurisdiction of the Board 

None. 
 
10. Adjournment 

Director Rabbitt thanked everyone for attending and mentioned the next tentative Board meeting 
date is March 28, the next confirmed meeting is April 25 (most likely in person). The next Advisory 
Committee is March 8 (virtual), and a first community meeting to discuss the Rate/Fee study, is 
scheduled for March 29 at 5:30 p.m. (virtual). The meeting adjourned at 6:06 p.m. 
 
Other Meeting Attendees 
Marcus Trotta, Technical Staff 
Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach Staff 
Scott Morris, Legal Counsel 
Simone Peters, Administrative Aide (recording meeting minutes) 
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting 
Ryan Aston, SCI Consulting 
Brett Bradford – Pisenti & Brinker, LLP 
Sarah Owen, Pisenti & Brinker, LLP 
Kimberly Bowman, DWR 
Chelsea Thompson, City of Petaluma 
Gina Benedetti-Petnic, Public Works & Utilities, City of Petaluma 
Robert Pennington, Permit Sonoma 
Tawny Tesconi, Member of Public  
Joe Stefenoni, Member of Public 
Richard Marzo, Member of Public 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Consent Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Financial and In-Kind Report for Year-to-Date 

Summary: The Agency’s total final budget for FY 2021-22 is $1,089,300. As of April 14, 2022, the 
Agency invoiced $75,000 in member agency contribution; received $126,050 in-kind contributions; and 
received $190,321 in grant funds. Since July 1, 2021, the Agency has expended $194,868.  

Background 
This report covers year-to-date fiscal year 2021-22. The Agency’s total final budget for FY 2021-22 is 
$1,089,300. 

Income: The budget anticipates member agency contributions (including in-kind services) of $210,000, 
and grant funds of $733,800. Member agency cash contributions of $75,000 have been invoiced and 
received. 

Grant funding: The GSA submits invoices quarterly to the California Department of Water Resources 
for Proposition 1 and 68 grant funding. The invoicing lags expenditures made by about one-quarter. To 
date, the Agency has received $190,321 for grant reimbursement. 

In-Kind: In-kind contributions are invoiced quarterly by Sonoma Water and quarterly or semi-annually 
by Sonoma Resource Conservation District. Services totaling $126,050 have been received. 

Expenses: Paid expenses for services and supplies since July 1, 2021, were $194,868. 

Staff Recommendation 
Receive report. 

List of Attachments 
• Year to date Fiscal Year 2021-22 Budget
• Member Agency Contributions Tracking

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency
76401

71110100

Account Account Description

FY 21-22
Final

Budget

FY 21-22
YTD

As of 4.14.22
42360 State Grant Revenue 733,800         190,321
42601 County of Sonoma 40,000           40,000
42618 City of Petaluma 25,000           25,000
42627 Special Districts 10,000           10,000

42000   Total Intergovernmental Revenues 808,800 265,321
46029 In-Kind Member Fees (Sonoma Water & RCD) 135,000         126,050

46000   Total Miscellaneous Revenues 135,000 126,050
Grand Total Revenues 943,800 391,371

51041 Insurance - Liability 2,500 2,187
51201 Administration Services 80,000 6,431
51206 Accounting/Auditing Services 6,500 5,100
51207 Client  Accounting Services (County) 10,000 6,682
51211 Legal Services 80,000 28,464
51226 Consulting Services 728,800 25,673
51244 Permits/License/Fees (well registration) 40,000
51249 In-kind services (Sonoma Water & RCD) 135,000 119,619
51421 Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land 4,000
51803 Other Contract Services 712
51916 County Services Chgs 1,500

        Subtotal Services 1,088,300 194,868
52031 Food 500
52114 Freight/Postage 500

            Subtotal Supplies 1,000 0
51000   Total Services and Supplies 1,089,300 194,868

Grand Total Expenditures 1,089,300 194,868
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MEMBER AGENCY
TOTAL 

CONTRIBUTION
First Invoice: Due 

10/15/21 Received
Second Invoice: 
Due 12/30/21 Received

Third Invoice:  
Due 3/30/22 Received

County of Sonoma  $  40,000 $   40,000 $  - $  - 
City of Petaluma  $  25,000 $   25,000 $   25, 000 $  - $  - 
Sonoma RCD (in-kind)  $  10,000 $         7,283

North Bay Water District  $  10,000 $   3,334 $       3,334 $   3,333 $         3,333 $   3,333 $   3,333
Sonoma County Water 
Agency (in kind)  $  125,000 $     112,366

 $ 210,000 $   68, 334 $   28, 334 $   3,333 $   122, 982 $   3,333 $   3,333
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Information Item 

TO:  Board of Directors 
FROM:   Heidi Bauer, Advisory Committee Chair, and Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Advisory Committee Report 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary: The Advisory Committee met in March to receive an update on Groundwater Sustainability 
Plan (GSP) implementation and to provide input on the rate and fee study.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Background 
At its March 9 meeting, the Advisory Committee received an update on the rate and fee study and 
provided extensive comments (see pages 2-9 of meeting notes, Attachment 1). There were multiple 
questions regarding the GSA budget, implementation costs, and the data analysis. The facilitator 
provided specific questions which the Advisory Committee members answered via a polling function, as 
follows: 

1. Basis of Costs
Budget for grant revenue (~40% of costs) to keep rates down? 
(Seems reasonable – Yes 31%, No 69%) 

Recommend we assume a higher or lower percentage of grant funding? 
(Higher 7%, Lower 86%, No change 7%) 

2. Fee Structure
Only groundwater users? (Yes 85%, No 15%) 
All water consumers? (Yes, 23%, No 77%) 

3. Timing and Pace
Implement in July 2022 and/or re-visit revenue structure ion Year 2 or Year 3 
Implement in FY 2022/23 (Yes 77%) 
Delay until Year 2 or 3 (23%) 

4. Parcel Tax
Based on high cost of placing it on the ballot and 2/3 vote require, should parcel tax be eliminated? (Yes 
71%, No 29%) 

1 

Considerations for Fee Structure 
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GSP Update 
Andrea Rodriguez provided a brief overview of the Outreach and Engagement Plan update. The Advisory 
Committee will discuss the draft updated plan at its May meeting. 

Marcus Trotta noted that AC members would receive a draft Annual Report for review and comment. 
The Annual Report was submitted to DWR on April 1, 2022. 

Upcoming Advisory Committee activities: 
The Advisory Committee will meet in May to get an update on the rate and fee study and to discuss the 
status of Permit Sonoma’s work on grant-funded tasks related to well permitting and databases. 

Staff Recommendation 
Information only. 

Fiscal Information 
No fiscal impact. 

Attachments 
1. Draft notes from March meeting

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 

2 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

March 9, 2022 | Draft Summary 

Contact: Ann DuBay, Sonoma County Water Agency, PVGSA Administrator 
Email: Ann.DuBay@scwa.ca.gov  Phone: (707) 524-8378 

Petaluma Valley GSA website: http://petalumavalleygroundwater.org 

Welcome and Call to Order 
Sam Magill, Facilitator, opened the meeting at 3:02 p.m. Heidi Bauer, Chair, welcomed the participants, and 
gave a succinct overview of the agenda. Most of the meeting focus today is the rate and fee study.  

General Public Comments 
Ted Cabral – I was the chair of the Zone 2A Flood Advisory Committee for many years and am currently a 
member of one of the State Parks Commission, so I am familiar with processes and procedures of meetings. 
When you talk about taxes or fees, you need to follow strict protocols. I am a little concerned how the agenda 
is being handled for these meetings. Normally, you should adhere to regulations. I believe there needs to be a 
45-day notice period when talking about fees. Also, it is important that public comment be added after each
topic. Please check with some of the Resources Code and Brown Act on this.

DuBay – I would refer to Jerry Bradshaw who will be giving the presentation. There definitely is a 45-
day notice period for Prop 218 related fees but I am not sure the 45-day rule applies when discussing 
options. We will refer to Legal Counsel, thank you. 

Agenda Review, Approval of Previous Meeting Summary, and 2022 Meeting Schedule Review 
Objective: Review 2022 schedule modifications as needed; confirm January meeting summary. 

There were no modifications requested to the January meeting summary. Please send any comments to Sam 
Magill or Simone Peters by the end of the week so the summary can be posted. 

Ann DuBay said the Board met at the end of February primarily to discuss the rate and fee study and receive 
an update on the implementation of the Groundwater Sustainability Plan and the Annual Report. The Board 
will most likely not meet in March but will meet in April and May, probably in person. The Advisory Committee 
will also meet in May and receive an update from Rob Pennington/Permit Sonoma on Prop 68 grant funded 
tasks. Community meetings are planned for March 30 (virtual) and May 12 (most likely in-person). 

No public comment. 

Rate and Fee Study 
Objective: Receive AC input on Rate and Fee Study options and discuss public engagement events. 

PV AC Draft Meeting Summary 03.09.22 1 
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Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting gave an update on the Rate and Fee Study progress. He provided an overview 
of the background, well data sources, funding sources, budget, and timing. Bradshaw was looking for input 
from the Advisory Committee in preparation for the Community workshops. 
 
Questions/Comments 
Clayton Engstrom – You allocated small and large public users; the difference was only 10 acre-feet. What is 
the difference between a small and a large public user? 

Bradshaw – In Petaluma Valley, the large public users are the City of Petaluma and North Bay Water, 
everyone else is considered a small user. 
Engstrom – You allocated a half-acre-foot for rural users, five times that of an urban user. You said you 
would double the first number for a rural residential user if you have multiple houses on the property? 
Wouldn’t that be parallel to an urban user? 
Trotta – If there are multiple housed on one lot, a smaller amount would be estimated for the 
secondary houses. 
Bradshaw – Urban users are hooked up to city water, if there is a well, we assume it is used for 
irrigation. They have two sources of water, that is why the amount estimated for an urban well user is 
only a small amount. 
Engstrom – So you think that if there is more than one house, you would use the multiple of a half-
acre foot per house? 
Bradshaw – Yes, we believe that.  

 Engstrom – Then, how much is usual city use? 
 Bradshaw – We would assume the same half-acre foot. 
 Engstrom – Then the rate fee should be the same amount for everybody. 

Trotta – I want to clarify that for properties with multiple residences, a smaller amount than half-acre 
foot is assumed for the additional houses. 
Engstrom – I own several of these types of properties. The main house usually takes care of the 
landscaping, the extra houses are only using water indoors. 
DuBay – Properties with multiple homes would be charged per half acre-foot for the first home and 
.25 acre-feet for the additional homes, for the very reasons you state. For a good description of filling 
data gaps, projects, operations, modeling, etc., look at the groundwater sustainability plan, located 
here: https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/gsp/. 

 
Engstrom – A large part of your budget is about data gaps. What are data gaps? 

Trotta – Data gaps are informational gaps identified in the GSP in this basin. Petaluma Valley’s 
monitoring networks are not as developed as in the other Sonoma County basins. There is a greater 
need here for increased monitoring to comply with the Department of Water Resources’ requirements 
as per SGMA.  
Engstrom – It seems the Operations and Projects would do that. I don’t think we should be setting 
budgets on grants that can fluctuate a lot. You said the Prop 218 fee is going to deal with a $600,000 
budget? 

  
Engstrom – What is the budget for all the basins? 

Bradshaw – Each basin has almost the same budget, just over a million. We assume we can get by on 
$600,000 with grants. 
Engstrom – You said you would be explaining the benefits to the rural user. What are the benefits [you 
are messaging] to the community? 

 Bradshaw – We haven’t gotten into that in depth yet, we are working on it now. 
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Engstrom – Our basin is in equilibrium, no fear of overdraft. We should be concentrating on charging 
fees to users that could upset our basin. 

 
Engstrom – Where has state intervention taken place? To say that the state will take over sounds like a threat, 
especially if it hasn’t happened yet. And if it has happened, I would like to know what that looks like. How do 
our protocols compare to other counties? 

Bradshaw – Budget-wise we did compare budgets for different administrative and other functions. We 
line up well with other basins around the state. 
Trotta (chat) – I don't believe the SWRCB has intervened in any basins yet as all basins met the first 
two SGMA requirements of forming GSAs and submitting Groundwater Sustainability Plans on time. 
DWR has completed their review of GSPs submitted in 2020 and found many of them deficient – those 
GSAs have until July of this year to address the deficiencies. If they do not, they could be subject to 
SWRCB intervention. 

 
Peter Kiel – I support Clayton Engstrom’s and Drew Buechley’s comments. I think you are hearing frustration in 
this basin because there isn’t a predominate use class; this is an ag dominated basin. My personal 
recommendation is the fee structure be as broad as possible based on diversity. You mentioned a con of Prop 
218 is subject to the majority protest. We have many parcels and relatively few large landowners. Does this 
mean that Prop 218 is more viable than going through a benefit assessment process? 

Bradshaw – I think that is a fair statement that the Prop 218 fee is more attainable than going to the 
landowner vote for the benefit assessment process.  
Kiel – You mentioned the cons of proportionality, longer process, some legal risk, and potential benefit 
of adaptability. Should there be effort focused on this option? 

 Bradshaw – We will be putting effort on this option. 
 
Lindsey Strain – We need to pay this money. We can’t change what needs to be paid, so must find a way to 
pay for it. I agree with Becky Ng, I don’t think we can fund it with grants. Everyone benefits from the GSA. If 
we can do metering and people can prove they use less than the estimated amount, they should get a 
discount. 
 
Eugene Camozzi – Irrigation rate for pasture is .04 – is that livestock drinking or irrigation? 
 Bradshaw – It is a small amount; I believe it is a blend of the two. 

Camozzi – A lot of the ranches pay the state for livestock drinking. For irrigation of agriculture, you 
have 1900 acre-feet – an estimate. It is so overblown. How did you come up with that number of acre-
feet? 
Bradshaw – We think we have quite good data on the delivery of surface water, or in some cases, 
recycled water. 
Camozzi – There aren’t many crops you can irrigate that would be worth growing. When it comes to 
pumping water for agriculture, PG&E is the most expensive thing you can do. It is going to cost more 
than the crop is worth. 
Bradshaw – We get them from demand factors that we have established through the various state and 
industry sources. 

 Camozzi – Can I get that information? 
Trotta – Yes, we have estimates of water use by crop type. If there is a surface water right associated 
with a parcel, the metered use is subtracted from the estimated total water use. In some cases, there 
might not be any well water use. 

 Camozzi – Can I get a fact sheet on how you calculate the 1600-1900 acre-feet? 
 Bradshaw – Yes, please contact me offline. 
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John Shribbs(chat) – What are our member agencies? Do member agencies have long term budgets ready to 
support GSA? 

DuBay (chat) – The member agencies are Sonoma County, Sonoma Water, City of Petaluma, Sonoma 
Resources Conservation District and North Bay Water District. These agencies are the signatory to the 
Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JPA) that created the GSA, as required by the Sustainable 
Groundwater Management Act. 
Magill (chat) – https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/agencies/ 

Shribbs (chat) – Water in acre-feet? Per parcel or total for valley? Where do Lagunitas and Creamery get put in 
these estimates? 

Trotta (chat) – Yes, acre-feet. Lagunitas and Creamery fall under Commercial. 

Strain (chat) – If we choose one of these options, would we ever in the future have the option to change the 
way we charge people within the basin? 

Bradshaw – Yes, absolutely. The Board has the authority to revisit and change direction. We are 
putting together a five-year study, but the Board can change the structure and/or the rate at any time 
along the way. 
Shribbs (chat) – Can we separate different users and charge differently based on value and profit from 
water use? Different than commercial? 
Bradshaw – It has been litigated in southern California. There are some provisions in the code that 
allows ag to be charged at different rates. I think there is an opportunity for that, but you need to look 
at equity with the public. There are options and pros / cons either way. 

Drew Buechley – Without metering, how would you charge per acre-foot? 
Bradshaw – I correlate it to other fees that the average person pays such as water and sewer fees. 
Most public properties have a meter and are charged on the amount of water used. Sewage is 
typically not metered; it is often a model. For the private user that doesn’t have a meter, we use a 
water demand model based on type of crops. It is something of an over-simplification, but we think it 
is a good model. If someone takes measures to reduce their water consumption, the model won’t 
recognize it unless they ask for a rate adjustment; there is an appeals process. 

Rebecca Ng (chat) – Can we charge a base fee for all water consumers and then, charge additional fee-based 
amounts (tiers) such as water bills? 

Bradshaw – Yes, it is an option, it is a mix and match approach. Proposing two options may require 
two options/processes, it is something we could consider.  
Strain (chat) – That is what I was thinking! 

Shribbs (chat) – Can we charge similar to PG&E style by transmission, amount, admin costs, etc. so diversify 
bills to meet needs of GSA. 

Drew Buechley (chat) – Very against that approach and can give examples. 
Engstrom (chat) – I agree with Drew Buechley. 

Shribbs (chat) – Some vineyards seem to be going to dry farming so it can be very diverse. We need metering if 
charging per acre-foot. 
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Ng (chat) – Do we have the authority to require meters on wells especially non-residential? 
DuBay (chat) – The GSA has the authority to require meters on non-de minimis water users (people 
who use less than two acre-feet annually and who don't use water for commercial production). This 
would be a Board policy decision. 

Shribbs (chat) – Since surface water is linked to groundwater, can we charge equally for both sources? 
DuBay (chat) – Surface water users and recycled water users would not be charged. Only groundwater 
users. 

Shribbs (chat) – Can we subsidize metering, like water, gas, electric? 

Shribbs (chat) – Metering could be a short-term grant to establish. 

Shribbs (chat) – Can ag users afford groundwater? Will it break the bank if they get charged several thousand 
per year? Would like to see groundwater cost as would look like per acre of production. Ag has thin line of 
profit as is. 

Buechley (chat) – What is the budget for CA? 
Magill (chat) – Can you be more specific? Which budget are you referring to? 
Buechley (chat) – Total cost of SGMA for CA would be interesting as we take this in front of the 
constituents. 

Heidi Bauer (chat) – In my opinion, groundwater should be managed as the precious resource it is. The more 
you use the more you pay; that would incentivize conservation and reductions for groundwater wells used by 
cities and rural users. I also like the idea of subsidizing meters if possible. That way we can meter and issue 
fees proportional to use. 

Buechley (chat) – Depending upon the cost of meters, I would agree. I also echo Clayton Engstrom's statement 
that there is no problem here. 

Engstrom (chat) – Does Mendocino have a million-dollar budget or is it based on user fees? 
Trotta (chat) – The Ukiah Valley GSA in Mendocino appears to cite a cost range of $140K to $405K per 
year. This cost does not appear to include data gap filling which they appear to rely on State funding 
to cover. Their funding mechanism cited in the GSP appears to rely on member agency contributions 
"at the start of implementation". 
Engstrom (chat) – How many wells/parcels do they have compared to the Petaluma Basin? 
DuBay (chat) – You can get basin information in the Ukiah Valley GSP, which is available online at 
https://www.mendocinocounty.org/home/showpublisheddocument/47316/637731717832670000 

Bauer (chat) – I think we should pursue the prop 218 option for sure. 
Ng (chat) – Prop 218 does look more attainable. 
Buechley (chat) – I like the Prop 218 process, as it is a state taxation of its constituents. 
Shribbs (chat) – At this time any added tax would not get a positive vote. 

Buechley (chat) – This is broad reaching legislation, the cost of which should be spread broadly. I would like to 
see the analysis directly for agriculture as well. 
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Strain [to Eugene Camozzi] (chat – Put a meter on your wells and prove the data wrong. 

Buechley (chat) – I would like to see site by site between ground and surface. 

Shribbs (chat) – Can we match up water cost for ag comparing those that have access to recycled water versus 
those that can have surface to those that need groundwater for their production. We need to make sure 
growers have level field of play for water costs, assuming this is a critical cost affecting profit. I still want to see 
the typical water costs on local farms and commercial users. 

Buechley (chat) – I would like the committee to see a sample data set on the agricultural estimates. Not off-
line requests. 

Trotta (chat) – The slide here shows the per crop and per parcel estimates, if it is not part of the 
meeting packet we can provide. We can also provide the total estimates being derived from these per 
crop and per parcel basis to the entire Advisory Committee once we complete some refinements on 
the numbers. 

Public Comment 
Maryse Suppiger (chat) – I thought Santa Rosa Plain GSA charged ~ $20 per acre-foot for groundwater, not 
$230-400 per acre-foot as Option A suggests. Perhaps, I'm not understanding correctly? 

DuBay (chat) – The Santa Rosa Plain fees (current fees) are based on the current budget (which will 
change beginning on July 1, as we start implementing the groundwater sustainability plan). The big 
difference, however, is that the costs of implementing the plans for each basin are quite similar, but 
Petaluma has a lot less people to share the costs. 
Maryse Suppiger (chat) – I see. OK, so the template/formula is the same, just smaller pool of people 
splitting the cost? 

Maryse Suppiger (chat) – Re subsidizing meters. Other GSAs are doing this, i.e., Lower Tule & Pixley in Tulare. 
I believe meters are around 5,000 on average but there is a huge range depending on size. Lower Tule 
& Pixley are likely offering growers $1,000 - 2,000 each in subsidy (for the nice ones, around 4 or 5k). 

Maryse Suppiger (chat) – Are these slides available online? 
DuBay (chat) – The rate/fee slides are in the meeting packet online. The full slides will be posted in the next 
couple of days. 

Ted Cabral – There has been a lot of development with storm drain captures that direct everything to the 
Petaluma River or one of its tributaries. It has degraded the ability of this basin to recharge groundwater from 
the region. Many of the planned projects don’t include recharge component, they rarely even have a storm 
water component. Net positive recharge is possible, I don’t see it captured in any of these rates, I encourage 
the Advisory Committee and consultants to look at this. There should be a net re-charge credit. I appreciate 
your efforts with this. 

1. Basis of Costs
Budget for grant revenue (~40% of costs) to keep rates down? 
(Seems reasonable – Yes 31%, No 69%) 

PV AC Draft Meeting Summary 03.09.22 6 
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Strain (chat) – I only say no because I don't want the budget to rely on grants. 

Camozzi (chat) – Grant is a tough one, it would be nice. 

Buechley (chat) What is the grant process?  I am not sure we have a basis for an understanding the over / 
under on the risk. 

Shribbs (chat) – Grants will not be sustainable long term - our economics are going to fluctuate. 

Shribbs (chat) – Grants for special projects only in future, need consistent money (fees) for operation costs, 
otherwise risk going into red frequently. Who would bail us out if there is a major shortfall? 

Strain (chat) – I hope that if we didn't budget for any grants, and then got grants, we could use the money we 
"saved" to put meters on, or use it to fund a ballot measure, to lower the fees for future uses. 

Peter Kiel (chat) – SCWA is very effective in grant seeking, so I trust the grant estimate, but hedge my bets for 
lower than 40% based on the lower priority/problems on the Petaluma Valley Basin. 

Shribbs (chat) – Grants for special projects only in future, need consistent money (fees) for operation costs, 
otherwise risk going into red frequently. There is a major shortfall? 

Trotta – We are assuming that most of the grants would be competitive. There will be $200 million available 
statewide for 90 basins across the state. The award is $1 million minimum and there is no match requirement, 
but you do get extra points if you provide a 5% match. Obviously, there is no guarantee of getting grant 
funding, but we have been successful through the program in the past to fund the development of the GSP. 

Public Comment 
Maryse Suppiger (chat) – I think as SGMA gets underway, less funding will be available from DWR. It will start 
to dry up. 

Maryse Suppiger (chat) – I thought that grant (SGM grant) was not competitive (by subbasin). 
DuBay (chat) – The next grant round will be competitive, https://water.ca.gov/work-with-us/grants-
and-loans/sustainable-groundwater. 

Recommend we assume a higher or lower percentage of grant funding? 
(Higher 7%, Lower 86%, No change 7%) 

Camozzi – It would be nice if the grant paid the whole thing. 

Other comments were received in the chat previously. 

2. Fee Structure
Only groundwater users? (Yes 85%, No 15%) 
All water consumers? (Yes, 23%, No 77%) 

Shribbs (chat) – City users need to contribute. 

PV AC Draft Meeting Summary 03.09.22 7 
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Camozzi – Fees levied directly on groundwater users only? No. All water users Yes. 

Strain – Yes, all water users, but not immediately. We don’t have the money to put it on the ballot now. 

Shribbs (chat) – Since city uses groundwater, they can charge for it without extra tax. Voters will reject tax at 
this time. 

Public Comment 
Maryse Suppiger (chat) – Yes, because if we can mitigate undesirable results associated with over-pumping, 
everyone benefits. 

3. Timing and Pace
Implement in July 2022 and/or re-visit revenue structure ion Year 2 or Year 3 
Implement in FY 2022/23 (Yes 77%) 
Delay until Year 2 or 3 (23%) 

Ng (chat) – Implement as soon as possible. 

Shribbs (chat) – Delay if we have grant money to continue. 

Camozzi – Delay until year 2 or 3. 

Shribbs (chat) – Years, given no more rain this year? 

4. Based on high cost of placing it on the ballot and 2/3 vote require, should parcel tax be eliminated?
(Yes 71%, No 29%)

Camozzi – No. 

See attachment for detailed poll responses. 

GSP Annual Report 
Objective: Provide overview of GSP Annual Report and receive AC feedback. 

Marcus Trotta shared key figures and findings of the 2021 water year Annual Report. He also provided 
implementation progress and Plan water year 2022 activities. Trotta is hoping to have a draft report for the 
Advisory Committee to review by this Friday, you will have two weeks to review it: be on the lookout for the 
report via email later this week. 

Questions/Comments 
Kiel – My recommendation is that you qualify comments about missing thresholds, where you don't have a lot 
of historic data to explain that it's a monitoring tool but it's not necessarily an indication of adverse impact. 

Trotta – We plan to make these types of qualifications in the report. 

Shribbs (chat) – Since groundwater takes years to recover, a downtrend now will continue for how many years 
given no more rain this year? Concerned current drought cycle will continue several more years. 

PV AC Draft Meeting Summary 03.09.22 8 
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Kiel (chat) – What is historic basis for interconnected SW thresholds? 

Andy Rodgers (chat) - Will the report be posted on the GSA website after submittal? 
Trotta (chat) – Yes, it will be posted on the GSA website and on DWR's SGMA Portal. 

Shribbs (chat) – Can the city add or increase a fee in regular water bill to add funding to GSA? 

Ng (chat) – The City of Petaluma cannot include the GSA fees on their water bills. 

No public comment. 

Outreach and Engagement Plan 
Objective: Introduce Outreach and Engagement Plan and receive AC feedback. 

Andrea Rodriguez – The Outreach Working Group met to discuss the next Community Engagement Plan on 
February 8 with participants from all basins. The main themes of the engagement plan are: 

• Use the new Portrait of Sonoma County in identifying disadvantaged communities
• Rate and Fee: Need to have a clear understanding of why and the benefit
• Education message: We all need to conserve water/longevity of the aquifer for future generations

Next steps include drafting a community engagement plan and meeting with the work group on revisions to 
bring back to the Advisory Committee for feedback. The upcoming Community meeting on March 30 is a 
virtual meeting and the second Community meeting on May 12 is scheduled to be in person. A postcard will go 
to the printers on Monday, there will be a press release, as well as an announcement in our monthly mailing. 
Additionally, we will have information for you to share with your stakeholder groups. We anticipate having a 
good number of public attendees given the subject of fees. 

Questions/Comments 
Camozzi – Back in July, Sonoma Water was going to ask everyone to cut back water use by 15-20%. At our 
meeting, you said that the City of Petaluma was estimating to pump an extra 225 acre-feet to get through July 
through September. I am curious as to what the actual numbers were for the period. 

Chelsea – From July to October we were pumping about one million gallons a day. 

Shribbs – Since we are using more groundwater last summer, and probably a lot more this coming summer, 
can we charge or increase fees for groundwater that is being used, it’s a little bit more expensive for 
electricity. Is the city willing to add that into their budget? 

Chelsea – We will be doing a new water rate study including drought rate surcharges, we currently 
don’t have a way of charging more during water shortages. 
Shribbs – I was asking if the city, not just to recoup the monies for themselves, but to recruit money 
for the GSA by adding onto bills, both now and in the future. If we want to charge the general 
population for the groundwater, the GSA, and for projects, and if down the road we run out of grants, 
we will need money from the city to support the GSA. Is there a means for which we can add this to 
the water bill, without going to vote, so that we bypass the vote and are able to add a little bit to 
everybody? 
DuBay – We can ask Jerry Bradshaw and legal counsel about that. 
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Engstrom – The numbers Chelsea was using are double of what Jerry Bradshaw had in his report. He needs to 
update his report. 

DuBay – Jerry Bradshaw’s numbers were based on water years through 2020. 
Engstrom – The numbers we have now are better than what we had in the past. 

No public comment. 

Sam Magill thanked everyone for participating and adjourned the meeting at 6:38 p.m. The next scheduled 
Advisory Committee meeting is Wednesday, May 11, 2022, at 4:30 p.m. and the next Board meeting is on 
Thursday, April 28, 2022.  

Attendees 
Advisory Committee Members - Attending 
Andy Rodgers 
Clayton Engstrom 
Drew Buechley  
Eugene Camozzi 
Heidi Bauer 
John Shribbs 
Lindsey Strain 
Peter Kiel 
Rebecca (Becky) Ng 

Advisory Committee Members – Absent/Excused 
Gary Mickelson 

Staff / Presenters 
Ann DuBay, PV GSA Administrator 
Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager (arrived 4:53pm) 
Marcus Trotta, Technical Staff 
Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach Staff 
Simone Peters, GSA Administrative Aide (recording meeting notes) 
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting Group 
Ryan Aston, SCI Consulting Group 

Facilitator 
Sam Magill, Sacramento State University – Consensus and Collaboration Program 

Other Attendees 
Chelsea Thompson, City of Petaluma 
Bob Anderson, Santa Rosa Plain Advisory Committee Chair 
Maryse Suppiger, Member of Public 
Ted Cabral, Member of Public 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Information Item 

 

TO: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM: Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager, and Marcus Trotta, Technical Project Manager 
SUBJECT: Groundwater Sustainability Plan Implementation Update 

 
 
 

Summary: The Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) was submitted on January 29, 2022, by the 
Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA) and initial implementation activities are 
underway. This update provides an overview of in-progress and near-term planned activities for the 
following implementation components: annual monitoring and reporting, communication, and 
stakeholder engagement, addressing data gaps, land use planning and well permitting coordination, and 
projects and management actions. 

 

Background 
Section 7 of the Petaluma Valley GSP provides the implementation plan which describes the scope and 
schedule for activities needed to comply with the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) and 
achieve sustainability by 2042. 

Update on GSP Implementation Activities  
The following provides a status update and summary of the primary ongoing and near-term activities 
associated with the implementation plan: 
 
Annual Monitoring and Reporting 
Monitoring of the six sustainability indicators is a key component for successful implementation of the 
GSP. Routine annual monitoring conducted since submittal of the GSP has included the compilation, 
evaluation and reporting of datasets related to each of the six sustainability indicators for the annual 
report and planning the coordination of spring groundwater-level measurements amongst the various 
groups and entities involved in groundwater-level data collection. 
 
SGMA requires that, following adoption of a GSP, GSAs annually report on the condition of the basin and 
show that the GSP is being implemented in a manner that will likely achieve the sustainability goal for the 
basin. GSA staff began developing the Water Year (WY) 2021 Annual Report in January 2022 for Petaluma 
Valley which includes background information on the GSA and GSP, a summary of the plan area and 
hydrogeologic setting, WY 2021 conditions and status of sustainability indicators, and a summary of 
planned and in-progress GSP implementation activities.  GSA staff provided an overview of the key 
findings and figures from the draft annual report at the advisory committee’s March meeting. Staff 
incorporated feedback from the advisory committee meeting and prepared a final report, which was 
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submitted to DWR on April 1, 2022.  The final report can be viewed at DWR’s SGMA Portal at this location 
https://sgma.water.ca.gov/portal/gspar/submitted and on the GSA’s website at 
https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/annual-reports/. The following provides information related to 
conditions within the Basin from the executive summary of the WY 2021 annual report: 

• Using the methodology for classifying water years during implementation of the GSP, WY 2020 is 
classified as a normal year and WY 2021 is classified as a very dry year.  Although the region also 
experienced well-below average rainfall and very dry conditions in WY 2020, it is classified as a 
normal year using the GSP methodology which applies a 3-year rolling weighted average to the 
combined yearly precipitation record, as groundwater recharge has a latency to precipitation, 
infiltration, and other processes. The GSP also uses the US Drought Monitor’s Long Term Drought 
Indicator Blend to assess for drought conditions for GSP implementation purposes, which indicate 
that WY 2020 is classified as abnormally dry, and WY 2021 is classified as an extreme drought.  

• Groundwater levels were generally similar in WY 2021 compared with WY 2020, with declines of up 
to 5 feet occurring in isolated areas throughout the Basin. Seasonal low groundwater elevations 
measured in fall 2021 at all representative monitoring points (RMPs) are above minimum thresholds 
indicating that undesirable result conditions are not occurring in WY 2021 and seasonal high 
groundwater elevations measured in spring 2021 at 4 of the 11 RMPs are above measurable 
objectives.  While remaining above minimum threshold elevations, groundwater levels have 
continued to decline at the three RMPs which have exhibited historical and recent declining trends 
located in the northeast and northern margins of the Basin.  

• Annual changes in groundwater in storage is estimated for the principal aquifer system in this annual 
report using the groundwater-level change method. For the three years following the GSP’s reported 
current water budget period of 2012 to 2018, the groundwater-level method estimates an increase in 
storage of approximately 1,600 acre-feet between 2019 and 2021 for the principal aquifer system.  

• At the time of preparation of the WY 2021 annual report chloride data more recent than the data 
included in the GSP was not available.  Additional chloride data is anticipated to be available for 
inclusion in the WY 2022 annual report and will be used to update the chloride isocontour for 
comparison with the minimum threshold and measurable objective. 

• There were no exceedances of minimum thresholds for degraded water quality in WY 2021. 
• There were no exceedances of minimum thresholds for subsidence in WY 2021. 
• Average measured dry-season low groundwater levels at the three RMPs used as proxies for the 

depletion of interconnected surface water were below minimum thresholds in WY 2021.  Due to the 
significant data and information gaps associated with the depletion of interconnected surface water, 
it is unknown whether these conditions are due to groundwater pumping or other factors such as the 
extreme drought conditions in WY 2021 or surface water diversions under the jurisdiction of the 
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB).  Ongoing and planned activities to address these data 
and information gaps related to the depletion of interconnected surface water are described in 
Section 4 of this annual report and in Section 7 of the GSP. 

• Total water use within the Basin is summarized in Section 3.8 based on the estimated and metered 
uses of groundwater, surface water and recycled water.  Total water use within the Basin is 
estimated to be 14,242 acre-feet in 2020 and 14,453 acre-feet in 2021. The total annual groundwater 
extraction estimated using a parcel-based method developed for an ongoing fee study is 
approximately 2,650 acre-feet for 2020 and 2,993 acre-feet for 2021, which are within or near the 
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2012 through 2018 ranges developed using the numerical groundwater flow model for the GSP of 
approximately 2,200 acre-feet to 2,850 acre-feet per year. 

The annual report additionally includes a summary of planned and in-progress GSP implementation 
activities that are also summarized, below, in this staff report. 

Communication and Stakeholder Engagement 
• Since adoption and submittal of the GSP, the GSA has held one GSA Board and two advisory

committee meetings in 2022. Topics discussed at the meetings have primarily focused on the rate
and fee study, annual report development and GSP implementation planning.

• Under Proposition 68 grant-funded work, consultants from SCI Associates and Larry Walker
Associates have completed a state-grant funded rural community outreach project, which included
surveying rural residential groundwater users and follow up focus groups to help inform effective
development and implementation of GSA and GSP priorities, projects, and initiatives. This report is
being finalized and will be posted on the GSA website in April.

• GSA staff have initiated an update of its community outreach plan based on input from a
community outreach subcommittee.  A draft of the updated plan will be shared with the advisory
committee at their May meeting.

• Community meetings for the rate and fee study are underway with the initial meeting held on
March 30 with an additional meeting planned for May 12.

Addressing Data Gaps 
• Under Proposition 68 grant-funded work and on behalf of the GSA, Sonoma Water, and its consultant

Ramboll completed pilot study ground-based geophysical transects to test the feasibility of
geophysical technology to map and monitor the distribution of brackish or saline groundwater within
the specific hydrogeologic and water quality regime of the southern portions of the Basin. Ramboll is
currently developing a report which will be completed in 2022 and submitted to DWR.

• Under Proposition 68 grant-funded work and on behalf of the GSA, Sonoma Water has continued
planning for construction of three multi-level monitoring wells in the Basin.  The specific focus is to
provide monitoring data in key data gap areas with important features such as fault zones, basin
boundaries, surface water bodies, and/or proximity to areas of substantial groundwater pumping.
Construction of the monitoring wells is planned to begin in May 2022. The wells will be
instrumented with pressure transducers and added to the GSA’s RMP network following
construction.

• GSA staff has initiated planning and initial outreach for refining the voluntary groundwater-level
monitoring program within the Basin and surrounding areas to help fill data gaps in the
groundwater level monitoring network.

• In recognition of the significant information and data limitations related to interconnected surface
water, the GSA staff plan to conduct initial coordination with the interconnected surface water
(ISW) work group which formed during the development of the GSP.  Interested members of this
ISW work group will help prioritize and scope activities to address the data gaps identified in the
GSP.
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• Following receipt of airborne electromagnetic geophysical survey results from DWR, GSA staff will 
conduct an evaluation of the data and consider approaches to integrate the data into 
hydrogeologic conceptual model updates. 
 

Land Use Planning and Well Permitting Integration/Coordination 
• Under Proposition 68 grant-funded work and on behalf of the GSA, Permit Sonoma is improving the 

collection, compilation, and management of groundwater information maintained by the County 
and establishing protocols and procedures for sharing groundwater information between Permit 
Sonoma and the GSAs in Sonoma County. The scope includes modification of the well permit 
application to include categories for proposed well depth, enhance land use options, number of 
units for residential, type of crop and number of acres to be irrigated, and increase options for 
reason for new well. Permit Sonoma is also updating operating procedures, reporting tools, and 
program database for Permit Sonoma to meet the needs of the GSA. Improvement of datasets for 
parcel-specific water supply and water use attributes and development of the necessary protocols 
and tools to update the GUIDE program are also being conducted under the grant. This work is 
scheduled to be completed in June 2022. 
 

Projects and Management Actions 
Initiation of activities related to project and management actions within the Basin includes: 
 
• In March 2022, the City of Petaluma was awarded $2.9 million in funding for its Adobe Road Recycled 

Water Pipeline Project and $450,000 for ASR planning. Both recycled water expansion and ASR are 
identified as key projects for planning and future implementation in the GSP to help maintain 
sustainable conditions within the Basin. 

• Initial coordination between staff of the GSA and Permit Sonoma to discuss approaches for 
development of the policy options management action. GSA staff will coordinate with other land-
use agencies with jurisdiction in the Subbasin to scope a study of potential policy options for future 
GSA consideration or recommendation. This study will prepare a prioritized list of potential policy 
options, including stronger demand management actions that may need to be adopted should the 
projects previously described in this section not be implementable or successful. 

• GSA staff have initiated planning and scoping of an assessment and implementation of 
conservation and groundwater-use efficiency opportunities. This project would include an 
assessment of groundwater-use characteristics, existing levels of water-use efficiency, and 
recommendations on preferred tools and strategies for implementation.  

• Grower interest groups have initiated collaboration with the GSA on the coordination of Farm Plans 
developed at individual farm sites with implementation of the GSP. This collaboration will Identify 
areas of mutual interest in addition to challenges that need to be addressed.  The collaboration will 
also identify requirements or standards to demonstrate benefits to GSP implementation, develop 
metrics that would be measured and verified, and consider options to incentivize actions of mutual 
benefit. 

 
Requested Board Action 

Information only. 
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Fiscal Information 
None. 

List of Attachments 
None. 

Contact 
Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager, 707-547-1959, Jay.Jasperse@scwa.ca.gov 
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water, 707-547-1978, Marcus.Trotta@scwa.ca.gov 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 

Information Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Staffing services 

Summary: Update on technical, grant administration, outreach, and administrative services. 

Background 
Currently, the GSA has a technical services agreement with Sonoma Water to provide the following services 
through June 30, 2022: 

• Technical, including preparation, completion and submission of the Groundwater Sustainability
Plan (GSP); support for ongoing and expanded monitoring within the basin; and support for the fee
study and a groundwater user/well registration program;

• Grant administration, including monitoring grant activities, preparing grant applications,
negotiations with granting agencies, and management of grant contracts (including invoicing,
reporting, monitoring the budget and schedule, and the grant closeout process); and

• Outreach and communication services, including implementing the community engagement plan,
coordinating social media, scheduling, and coordinating community meetings, issuing monthly
email updates to the interested parties list, maintaining, and updating the website, and developing
fact sheets, press releases and other materials.

The GSA has a separate contract to provide administrative services to the GSA, which also ends on June 30, 
2022. 

Since 2017, Sonoma Water has charged the GSA at partially ‘unweighted’ rates, which do not include 
Sonoma Water’s full overhead costs. The rates charged are intended to reflect the amount that was 
normally reimbursable by granting agencies, rather than Sonoma Water’s actual cost of doing business. In 
addition, since 2019, Sonoma Water has provided up to $125,000 of services annually as its member agency 
contribution. (In 2017 and 2018, Sonoma Water provided $117,233 of services annually as its member 
agency contribution.) 

Current Issues 
As described at the February Board meeting, Sonoma Water will no longer be able to provide grant services 
and administrative services to the GSA. To increase efficiencies and reduce duplicative tasks and costs, in 
February 2022, the three Sonoma County GSAs jointly issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) for agency 
administration and grant management. Staff will provide an update on progress to secure a new 
administrator and grant administrator. 

Based on feedback received at the February Board meeting, staff has taken a two-pronged approach to the 
technical contract, as follows: 

1 
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1. Extend the current contract for one year (through June 30, 2023) for no additional costs. The time
extension will allow Sonoma Water to complete the invoicing, reporting, and closing of the existing
Proposition 1 and Proposition 68 grants (for GSP development). The time extension will also allow
technical staff to continue working on the construction and completion of the monitoring wells that
are funded through Proposition 68.

2. Bring back to the Board at its May meeting, options for modifying the contract with Sonoma
Water, for new technical and outreach services. The options will be based on the Board direction
received regarding the rate and fee study and budget (items 8B and 8C). The options will likely
include amending the contract scope for a very limited amount of work and a small budget to
ensure that required monitoring, reporting and outreach occur or a more expanded scope that will
include policy and project planning and more robust outreach. All options will include a full rate
sheet and budget.

Fiscal Information 
The GSP implementation budget and the draft FY 2022-23 budget include technical, grant administration, 
outreach, and administrative services. 

Staff Recommendation 
Feedback requested for any areas of concern. 

Vote Requirement 
None. 

List of Attachments 
None. 

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Action Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Revision of the 2022 Meeting Calendar 

Summary: Consider Revision of the 2022 Meeting Calendar. 

Background 
The Board annually adopts a meeting calendar for the year. At is October 2021 meeting, the Board 
adopted a 2022 meeting calendar. That calendar included meetings to be held every other month. The 
ongoing rate and fee study necessitates additional meetings. Staff proposes that a revised meeting 
calendar be adopted that includes monthly meetings starting in April 2022 (with the exception of 
December). Note that the November Board meeting is currently scheduled for November 17 (the third 
Thursday) to avoid Thanksgiving. 

Meetings not needed will be cancelled and noticed in advance. The following proposed dates will 
complete the Board meeting calendar for the remainder of the year. The Board will meet at 4:00 p.m. at 
the Petaluma Community Center or virtually. 

April 28, 2022 August 25, 2022 
May 26, 2022 September 22, 2022 
June 23, 2022 October 27, 2022 
July 28, 2022 November 17, 2022 (third Thursday) 

Staff Recommendation 
Approve revised regular Board meeting calendar for 2022. 

Fiscal Information 
Board meetings’ staff time and resources are included in the Administrator’s contract. 

Vote Required 
Majority. 

List of Attachments 

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, (707) 524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 

1 

None.
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Action Item 

TO: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Rate- Fee Study Update 

Summary: GSA staff and consulting team will update the Board on the status of the Rate and Fee Study 
Update being conducted for the Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA) and review 
GSA funding needs, rate and fee options, and feedback from the March Advisory Committee and 
community meetings. Board feedback will provide the consultants direction for completing the study 
and inform preparation for the May community meeting and a future board hearing to consider 
adoption of a groundwater sustainability fee. 

Background and Purpose of the Rate and Fee Study Update 
The Petaluma Valley GSA was established in 2017 and funded for five years by contributions from 
member agencies (through June 2022) and through grants. Member agency contributions totaled 
$1,470,048 and grants and technical assistance from DWR totaled approximately $2.2 million. 

The GSA’s Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JPA) anticipated that the GSA would become self-funded 
between July 1, 2019, and June 30, 2022, by adopting a rate and fee structure, during which time a 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) would be developed and adopted. 

A study of possible rate or fee options began in December 2017. In June 2018, the Board questioned the 
advisability of moving forward with a fee during GSP development and requested that staff negotiate 
new contribution agreements. The new agreements were approved by the Board in August 2018 and the 
fee study was halted. The consultant, Raftelis, submitted a final report to the GSAs in December 2018 
(available at https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/PV_RATE_-STUDY_ADA.pdf). 

During the preliminary fee study, multiple funding options were identified, including fees based on 
parcels, acreage, land-use type, estimated groundwater use, and combinations of the above. Data 
assumptions and funding options were reviewed with staff, the Advisory Committee, Ad hoc committee, 
Board, and the Petaluma Valley community. While ultimately, a fee wasn’t pursued in 2018, the 
information has helped inform the current fee study, as described below. 

Santa Rosa Plain Fee  
In 2018, both Petaluma Valley and Sonoma Valley GSAs pursued ongoing contributions from member 
agencies, but the Santa Rosa Plain GSA (SRPGSA) completed its fee study and the Board of the SRPGSA 
adopted a rate and fee structure in 2019. Key elements of the SRPGSA fee include the following:  

1 
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• Fee is based on groundwater use, either actual (municipal, public water systems and some
commercial) or estimated (agriculture, rural residential and others)

• The fee amount is based on amount needed to cover the non-grant funded costs of operating
the GSA during GSP preparation ($337,000 annually) divided by total actual and estimated
groundwater pumping (17,000 acre-feet annually) for a rate of $19.90 per acre foot

• This translated to the following amounts:
• Rural residential (de minimis) groundwater users would pay $9.95 a year
• Large groundwater users would pay $19.90 per acre foot of water pumped annually
• Urban well owners (groundwater users within urban areas who receive municipal water for

most uses) would pay $1.99 a year
• Example: A vineyard with 100 acres of irrigated vines (60 AFY) would pay $1,194 annually (or

$11.94 per acre).

Though the SRPGSA Board unanimously approved the fee methodology, concern remained about 
charging fees to estimated groundwater user categories prior to the development of a Groundwater 
Sustainability Plan in 2022. This concern resulted in development of an ‘Alternative Plan’ to provide a 
County and Sonoma Water contribution to the GSA that would cover costs (~$240,000 annually) for all 
groundwater users in the SRP sub-basin, except for the municipal pumpers for Fiscal Years 2019-2020 
through 2021-2022. Municipal pumpers paid $101,885 annually during these three years. 

2022 Rate and Fee Study Update 
In spring 2021, the three Sonoma County GSAs issued a joint Request for Qualifications for a 
professional services consultant to conduct a rate and fee study. Three proposals from qualified firms 
were received and a committee comprised of representatives from the three GSAs recommended the 
consultant team of SCI Associates and Larry Walker Associates (SCI/LWA). This recommendation was 
adopted by the three GSA boards. 

Since summer of 2021, SCI/LWA have been working closely with GSA staff, Sonoma Water, and Permit 
Sonoma to update the groundwater database for the Sonoma Valley, research methodology options, 
solicit input from the Ad Hoc committee, member agency staff and the Advisory Committee, and 
develop preliminary ranges of rate and fee calculations.  

Without funding, the GSA cannot comply with the requirements of the Sustainable Groundwater 
Management Act (SGMA), and the state could place the Petaluma Valley basin on probation and charge 
groundwater extractors significant fees to pay for the cost of SGMA implementation under state direction, 
while also requiring the GSA to correct deficiencies and resume implementation.   

The core objective of the fee study is to develop a fair and efficient funding mechanism using the best 
available information and industry practices to create a financially independent GSA for the Petaluma 
Valley. The funding mechanism is intended to be designed to incorporate the unique characteristics of 
the Petaluma Valley GSA’s jurisdiction while meeting SGMA’s legal requirements. 

Since the 2018 study, the GSP was completed providing an improved understanding of the groundwater 
basin characteristics, groundwater uses, data gaps, and the needs to achieve basin-wide sustainability 
into the future. The GSP also improved the groundwater database, established vital communications 
and collaborations with local, State and Federal resource management agencies, and provided 
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estimated costs for GSA operations and projects and management actions over the next five years. This 
improved understanding/data and approved GSP are the basis of the 2022 rate and fee study.   

The SCI/LWA consultant team and GSA staff will provide the Board with an overview of rate and fee 
study update work completed to date, estimated annual costs over five years to operate the GSA and 
implement the GSP, and comply with SGMA. Options for funding the GSA will be reviewed, including tax 
and fee options, ongoing member agency contributions and continuing the pursuit of grant funds.  

Fee estimates vary by methodology, user type, and budget revenue and expense assumptions. The 
structure of each method is also an important contributing factor. The lowest fee estimates are 
associated with a higher numbers of payers and/or portions of annual agency expenses are offset by 
other funding sources. 

Table 1 provides a short overview of the options, advantages and disadvantages, payers and the 
estimated amounts. The fee amounts are partially based on the following assumptions, following 
feedback at February Board meeting: 

• It is assumed that the GSA will receive approximately 40 percent of its revenues from grants;
and

• Member agencies do not expect to be paid back for prior year contributions at this time.

3 

Table 1. Possible Funding Methodologies 

Type Advantages Disadvantages Who pays? Estimated 
Amount 

All rates are annual. AFY = Acre feet annually. 
Parcel tax • Least expensive

per payor
• Could be tiered by
land use

• Requires 2/3
voter approval
• Expensive to
place on ballot
• Cannot be
implemented until
Year 2

• All taxable
parcels in the
basin

• $28-$55 per
parcel

Benefit 
assessment 

• Lower rate
• Proportionate
(tied to land use)
• Reflects the
benefits of
groundwater to
everyone in basin

• Requires
landowner
approval (50%,
weighted)
• High cost to
implement
• Cannot be
implemented until
Year 2

• All parcels that
benefit from
groundwater

• $55 - $96 per
AFY
• ($28 - $48
annually for
rural
residential
parcels)

Fee based on 
acre feet of 
groundwater 
pumped 

• Most common
methodology
• Related to
groundwater use 

• Relatively high
fee
• Most private
pumping is not 

• All
groundwater
users (pumper
and parcels that

• $230 - $400
per AFY
• ($47.50 - $80
annually for 
rural 
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• Based on
estimated use for
non-metered
pumpers

metered, so use is 
based on estimates 

use 
groundwater) 

residential 
parcels) 

Well head fee • Simple to
administer
• Wells can be
classified by use to
make more
equitable

• Not related to
amount of water
pumped
• How to handle
wells that aren’t
being used

• All well owners • $490-$850
per parcel

Member 
agency 
contributions 

• Simple to
administer

• Not all agencies
are in the same
financial position,
and can no longer
support GSA

• Ratepayers,
taxpayers, or
donors of the
member
agencies

• N/A

Grants • GSA has had
success in securing
grants to date

• Generally, don’t
pay for operations
and required
annual reporting
• New grant round
could be more
competitive

• State or
federal
taxpayers

• N/A

Advisory Committee and Community Feedback 
At its March meeting, the Advisory Committee discussed the options and provided feedback (draft 
meeting notes are provided in Item 5A Attachment 1). Opinions were mixed regarding the most 
favorable options, with some people praising the regulatory fee approach for its relationship to water 
pumped and other condemning it for its high per-acre foot cost and the use of estimates. 

In general, the Advisory Committee was skeptical of a 40% grant assumption (although they hoped that 
this would be the case); they felt the parcel tax has merits as they would like to spread costs more 
broadly; and, at the same time, the majority believe that only groundwater users should pay the fee.   

Approximately 55 people attended a virtual community meeting in late March. The full comments and 
questions and answers are included in Attachment 1 of this item.  Many of the comments focused on 
how fees are estimated; whether metering would be required; length of time the fee would be in place; 
and whether agricultural recharge would be taken into consideration. Participants did not express 
opinions regarding the type of assessment. 

Staff Recommendation 
Provide staff and consultants direction to further develop and refine the preferred option(s) for further 
consideration at the May 12 Advisory Committee meeting and the May 26 Board meeting and possible 
adoption at the June 23 Board meeting.  

The following specific policy questions are based on feedback received at the February Board meeting 
and from the Advisory Committee and Community meetings. 
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Policy questions for Board: 
1) Basis of Costs (Budgeting)

a) Is Board comfortable with assumption (based on feedback from last meeting) that 40% of
revenues will be covered by grants?

b) Is Board comfortable with the assumption (based on feedback from last meeting) that prior
member agency contributions will not be repaid at this time?

2) Revenue Options
a) Eliminate wellhead fee?
b) Continue pursuing parcel tax?
c) Pursue fee based on estimated or actual groundwater use?
d) Pursue benefit assessment approach?

i) Because benefit assessment cannot be implemented in Year 1, consider some amount of
future member agency contributions to maintain agency functioning and to conduct
monitoring, annual reporting and grant development and administration?

Fiscal Information 
The cost for conducting the rate and fee study update is included in the GSA budget. 

Vote Required 
Majority. 

List of Attachments 
1. Summary and Comments from March 30, 2022 Community Meeting
2. Presentation

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, (707) 524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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.

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Community Meeting Summary 

March 30, 2022 

1. Meeting Agenda and Purpose
Sam Magill, Facilitator, opened the meeting announcing the purpose of the gathering was two-fold: 
1) introduce the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Plan, and 2) receive feedback on the rate and
fee study options. Magill gave a brief overview of the agenda and introduced David Rabbitt, Sonoma County
Supervisor and Petaluma Valley GSA Chair, who provided opening remarks.

2. Welcome and Background
David Rabbit welcomed the group and thanked everyone for joining the meeting to help protect our 
groundwater basin as we face ongoing climate change. Groundwater is the only drinking water source for 
thousands of people in Petaluma Valley.  

In 2014, the state of California passed the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA), a statewide 
framework to help protect groundwater resources over the long-term. There are three basins in Sonoma 
County that need to comply with SGMA: Santa Rosa Plain, Petaluma Valley and Sonoma Valley, all of which 
must be managed locally. The Groundwater Sustainability Agencies were created in 2017.  

Local management is currently identifying, monitoring, and fixing existing groundwater problems that are 
caused by pumping groundwater. An example of what this means, can be found in the Drought Emergency 
Executive Order that was issued by Governor Newsom on Monday, March 28. Order Number 9 of that 
emergency order requires the Groundwater Sustainability Agency to provide written approval for nearly all 
larger well permit applications. Effective immediately, county permitting must get approval from the GSA 
before a well permit can be issued for any wells, except public water supply wells and residential wells that 
pump less than two acre-feet annually.  

The county, cities, towns, and special districts have supported the GSA for the first five years. In total, local 
agencies have paid more than $1.5 million to support this GSA, and this has been matched by state grants 
and technical assistance of about $2.2 million.   

Today, we will discuss the options being considered to pay for running the Agency and implementing the 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP). 

3. Groundwater Basin Conditions, Projects, and Budget
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water Principal Hydrogeologist, shared information regarding the GSP, which is 
available online. The GSP was adopted in December 2021, following more than 50 public meetings and input 
from the GSA Board and a diverse, stakeholder-based Advisory Committee. 
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Section 3 of the Plan describes the status of six key sustainability indicators: 

1. Groundwater Quality – Highly variable in Petaluma Valley basin but, overall, is generally
acceptable for most uses, while there are some areas that do have water quality problems. These
are generally localized and related to either historical land uses or local geologic conditions.
Groundwater quality is measured by looking at three different constituents of concern that are
either naturally occurring or the result of human activities: arsenic, nitrates, and salts.

2. Land Surface Subsidence – Evaluated whether it’s occurring, the cause, and whether it is
permanent or inelastic. There is no evidence of inelastic land subsidence due to groundwater
pumping.

3. Interconnected Surface Water – Data is limited on the effect of groundwater pumping on stream
flows, it will be important to gain more information as we move forward.

4. Seawater Intrusion – We also have limited information regarding how and if sea water is
migrating inland into the basin from the Baylands area.

5. Groundwater Storage – The overall amount of groundwater storage has been relatively stable,
just a slight decrease because of the dryer conditions.

6. Groundwater Levels – Generally stable in most areas, however, there are some wells along the
northeastern hills of the basin and northern basin boundary where we see some declining trends
that have been occurring over the past five to 15 years.

Section 4 of the Plan sets thresholds and objectives for each of the five key sustainability indicators. 

Section 6 includes projects and actions needed to address current and future problems such as water use 
efficiency and alternative water source projects for rural resident, commercial and industrial users, and 
agriculture. Other projects and actions include aquifer storage and recovery (ASR), storm water capture 
and on-farm capture and low-impact development, and policy options including discretionary review of 
well permits, Farm Plan Coordination, and well metering for non-residential pumpers. 

4. Fee and Rate Study Update and Next Steps
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting Group, gave an update on funding sources, groundwater pumping data, 
costs, and preliminary options and rates associated with the options. 

Funding sources are broken down into three groups: 1) grants from the state, 2) GSA members (water 
agencies, cities, and towns), and 3) groundwater users (directly benefiting from pumping and/or spreading 
costs across all properties). 

Rate classes include: 
Municipal and other public service providers 
Agriculture and other irrigation 
Rural residential 
Commercial 
Urban wells 

Rate category breakdown: 
Municipal and other public systems (approximately 10% of water pumped) 
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Ag, turf (approximately 66% of water pumped) 
Rural residential (approximately 17% of water pumped) 
Commercial and Urban irrigation (approximately 6% of water pumped) 

The fee based on groundwater pumped is calculated by dividing the average annual cost of implementing 
the GSP by the average annual amount of groundwater pumped in the basin. If the budget assumes that the 
GSA will receive grant funding, the fee would be $230 per acre foot of groundwater pumped. If it’s assumed 
that no grant funding is received, the fee would be $400 per acre foot. The fee study assumes that rural 
residents (with no commercial water use) use 0.5 acre-feet of water annually. So, rural residents would pay 
$115-$200 annually. 

Alternative funding options include: 

A wellhead fee, which would be between $480 to $850 per parcel annually, and which has the disadvantage 
of not distinguishing between commercial wells and residential wells; 
A parcel tax, which would be levied on all parcels in the basin (not just groundwater users). The parcel tax 
would be $28-$55 per parcel, but requires to be placed on the ballot and 2/3 voter approval; 
A benefit assessment approach, which would be a $55 to $96 fee on all property owners in the basin, based 
on the benefit received from groundwater as a resource. 

Next steps include discussing community feedback with the GSA Board in April and asking the Board to 
narrow the available options; one additional community meeting; a meeting with the Advisory Committee; 
and potentially approving rates and fee in May or June. 

5. Closing Remarks
David Rabbitt thanked everyone for attending the meeting. Please continue to remain involved. Your 
feedback on the fee study is much appreciated, we will be discussing it at our next Board meeting in April 
and you are invited to attend.  

Again, if you are interested in reading the GSP which has been submitted to the state, it is on our website. 
We look forward to seeing you later in April. Thank you again for attending, this is not your last opportunity 
to stay informed. 

For more information on the GSA and its Groundwater Sustainability Plan required by the Sustainable 
Management Groundwater Act, please visit https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/. 

For more information on the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Plan, please visit 
https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/gsp/. 

Attachments: 
1. Questions and Answers / Comments
2. List of Attendees
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Petaluma Valley 03.30.22 Community Meeting 
Questions and Answers / Comments 

1. Erik Griswold
This fee seems like the Fire Prevention Fee, which was deemed to be an illegal tax in violation of 
Prop 13, how is this any different? 

This is different in that SGMA specifically provides powers for these agencies to put fees in 
place. Of course, they still need to comply with the Constitution, primarily Prop 26. 

2. Craig P Jacobsen
Are the per parcel fees annual fees? 

Yes, the per parcel fees are annual fees. 

3. Erik Griswold
This seems like a property tax requiring a 2/3 assembly vote. 

Yes, the parcel tax requires 2/3 majority of the voter, the parcel assessment is just 50% of the 
actual parcel owners. 

4. Herb Roche
When you use parcel fee Is that only on parcels with active wells or all parcels? 

A parcel tax or a benefit assessment would be levied on all parcels in the basin (not just parcels 
with wells). 

5. Erik Griswold
Municipal and private water companies utilize water wells to supply water to their paying customers, 
will they also be taxed on the water they pump?  

If the GSA implements a fee based on groundwater pumping, the City of Petaluma, municipal 
and private water companies would pay a fee based on groundwater pumped.  

6. Beverly Petrovic
Basin doesn’t include City of Petaluma? 

Yes, most of the City of Petaluma is within the basin. 

7. Gino Medeiros
Does the basin include Penngrove? 

Yes, much of the Penngrove area is in the basin. You can check for an address by going to 
https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/bp-dashboard/final/ and typing your address in the ""search"" bar 
in the box at the top left of your screen. 

8. Craig P Jacobsen
Will there be a credit to the parcels doing recharge? 

Should the GSA Board select a regulatory fee that is based on estimated or metered extraction, 
the GSA could also consider crediting users for implementing recharge projects that benefit the 
basin. The recharge conducted by landowners would need to be determined to provide benefits 
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to the GSA that can be quantified, and additional localized information would need to be 
gathered to determine this, such as the ability for recharge to occur and whether it would reach 
the underlying aquifer or benefit streamflows. 

An example pilot program for “Recharge-net metering” has been underway on the Central Coast 
in the Pajaro Valley for several years where farmers have built and maintained recharge facilities 
on their properties and receive a credit for the recharge they contribute annually, as measured 
by a 3rd party certifier to document benefits to the basin. Information on the program can be 
found here - https://www.law.berkeley.edu/research/clee/research/wheeler/renem/. 

9. Beverly Petrovic
Would all people even city residents also pay the additional fee not just rural residents? 

Under the extraction-based fee methodology, the City of Petaluma would be charged the fee 
based on the amount of groundwater they pump. This fee would likely be passed from the City, 
to city residents, in their water bills. 

10. Maryse Suppiger
What is the annual overdraft for the entire basin? 

The change in storage can be found in Section 3 of the Groundwater Sustainability Plan. Figure 
3-31 provides a good summary. The mean change in storage between 2012 and 2018 was -100
AFY. https://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/Section-03_Basin-
Setting_PV_GSV_Final_508.pdf.

11. Beverly Petrovic
For new permit applications who have potential high water-usage if deemed nonessential, will those be 
placed on hold?  

Until earlier this week, I would say no, the SGMA legislation and regulations have a clear 
separation between the Groundwater Sustainability Agency authorities and land use agency 
authorities, so the GSA does not have land use authorities. Nor does it have well permitting 
authorities – those remain with the county or cities that have authorities. SGMA requires that 
the GSA coordinate and share information with those agencies to inform their land use planning 
decisions. As Chair Rabbitt noted, the governor's recent Drought Executive Order includes a 
requirement that the well permitting agencies get written approval from Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies for any proposed well permit basins, excluding de minimis users and 
public water supply wells. 

12. Gino Medeiros
So, you want to charge us to use our own water, that we paid heavily for, you won’t maintain them, or 
offer credits?  Ya, unfair tax. This expense should be passed on to HEAVY agriculture use, not to 
individual homeowners.  

13. Beverly Petrovic
Who would have oversight and responsibility over this department, that it’s effective and 
productive….and over time? 

The Agency is a joint powers authority. It was formed with the City of Petaluma, the county of 
Sonoma, Sonoma Water, the Sonoma Resource Conservation District and North Bay Water 
District coming together. The rules and regulations around the joint powers authority and how 
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the agency is governed and structured, is posted online. We have a lot of different policies that 
the Board has approved regarding spending and purchasing and all budgets. The GSA Board, 
which is chaired by Supervisor Rabbitt, has the ultimate authority over the GSA. 

14. Phil Heiman
Do the member public agencies have a formula for the money they contribute to the GSA and if so, what 
is it? 

Good question. The original formula was included in the JPA (for the first fiscal years). The 
formula was changed in 2018 and the amount varies annually, but generally it is as follows: 
Sonoma Water, $125,000; North Bay Water District and Sonoma RCD, $10,000 each; City of 
Petaluma and the County split the rest of the costs based on a formula. 

15. Geralyn Fessler
We have one cow and a couple of steers and chickens. Are we considered agriculture or rural 
residential? We in no way use as much water as a vineyard. 

It depends on the County assessor's use code for your property. If you don't have irrigated crops 
grown on your property you shouldn't get charged any of the crop-specific rates under the 
extraction-based methodology. 

16. Gino Medeiros
Am I hearing this right? Basically, you are going to “guess” or “estimate” usage? 

The estimates are based on a lot of information about water use for various categories of users. 

17. Erik Griswold
For these fees on our wells, is it envisioned that the bill be sent by GSA, Sonoma County assessor’s 
office, or state government? 

The assessor's office will likely collect the fee, but the fee will be levied by the GSA. 

18. Beverly Petrovic
Rural residential: We do not use nearly 446 gallons per day for 1/2 acre. 

It’s assumed that people who use groundwater for their home, landscaping, and garden use – 
use on average – about ½ an acre foot of water per parcel annually (about 466 gallons per day). 
While it is recognized that there is a very wide variety of development, water use practices and 
conservation on rural residential properties, the estimate of an average of 0.5 acre-feet per year 
is consistent with metered data reported from mutual water systems within Sonoma County 
which are in more rural and unincorporated settings more similar to rural residential properties. 
Without metering of wells, this is our best available information. 

19. Gino Medeiros
Does the county have plans to limit cannabis growing? That is a major issue. 

The GSA doesn’t have the authority to limit land use, like new cannabis development. Land use 
is decided by the county and the cities, who have representatives on the GSA Board and 
Advisory Committee. These representatives can help carry information about groundwater 
concerns back to their boards and councils. In addition, SGMA requires land-use agencies to 
consider groundwater resources and the new groundwater plans when they make development 
decisions. 

20. Phil Heiman
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A follow-up question about the agency funding: was the funding just broken down in broad strokes, or 
was there a calculation based on the amount of ground water each agency uses, or customers served (in 
either population numbers or services attached to the system)?  

Good question. The JPA is a combination of water suppliers (pumpers, the City and Sonoma 
County Water Agency) and agencies that have land management or water resource 
management responsibility, but don't pump or deliver water (the County, the Resource 
Conservation District, and the North Bay Water District), so the contributions from member 
agencies were based more on financial capacity. 

21. Gino Medeiros
So, again, I ask: Why is this cost not being passed on to the cannabis growers, vineyards, dairies, etc.?  
Estimating” does not give anyone a real incentive to conserve. Also, is this PER PROPERTY or PER WELL? 
Many of us have more than one well. 

Cannabis growers, vineyards and dairies would be charged a fee under the extraction-based fee 
methodology. Jerry Bradshaw presented different options that include per parcel, per well and 
per acre-foot options. The actual approach will be selected by the GSA Board after gathering 
input through public meetings and considering other funding source options. 

22. Sara Malone
Are we the first community in CA or our area to consider implementing this kind of program? 

There are more than 100 GSAs in the state, and many of them are going through the same 
discussions. Locally, Sonoma Valley and Santa Rosa Plain are going through fee studies, too. 

23. Beverly Petrovic
Who exactly makes the final rate decision? 

The Groundwater Sustainability Agency Board of Directors would make the decision. 

24. Craig P Jacobsen
How many water plans have been submitted to the State that have been rejected by the State? 

Of the GSPs reviewed by the state so far, about half have been deemed 'incomplete.' These basins 
have 180 days to correct/add to the GSPs. 

25. Herb Roche
You say Agricultural irrigation, does that include livestock watering? 

It is a small amount, but it was factored into the pasturage. 

26. Richard King
Dryland grain and dryland pasture both don’t use groundwater. Need to distinguish irrigated pasture 
from non-irrigated pasture.  None of your numbers do so. 

The estimates currently being developed that Jerry presented do incorporate available 
information on whether crops are irrigated or not and the source of irrigation water. 

27. Gino Medeiros
That’s not equitable. Our neighbor has the same size parcel with seven people living there. There are 
only two on our parcel. How is that fair? 

Without metering of wells, using estimates that are based on studies of groundwater use is the best 
that we can do. 
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28. Craig P Jacobsen
How do you know your modeling is correct? 

The data sets are quite extensive. The modeling ‘correct’ is an interesting term because a model 
is imprecise, it’s a method to get towards ‘fair’. There are different studies and 
recommendations by industries, on what typical crops require. It is our intention to have a 
resolution that allows for appeals if actual water usage differs from our estimates. 

29. John Shribbs
How do you know what is being grown on which parcels? 

Those estimates are derived from land use mapping that's conducted by the State Department 
of water resources, they publish crop maps. Their most recent is from 2018 and that's the 
primary source for the type of crops that's grown on specific parcels. There are also data sets 
from an older study by DWR which indicates the source of irrigation water for specific parcels 
that is also incorporated into the database. 

30. Clayton Engstrom
Will there be credits for recharge? 

Credits for recycled or surface water deliver after are factored in. We expect a public GIS portal 
that people can access in the next couple of months to look at the exact data that we are using 
for their parcel and make needed corrections/updates. Credits for recharge is something being 
explored and piloted in other areas and basins within the state, we are looking at it and trying to 
learn from others. 

31. Larry Reed
How is 6-acre property, diverse ag zoning assessed? As rural residential? 

Our data is not dependent on zoning, we're using crop maps. We have many parcels that have 
multiple crops so maybe some vineyard and some pasture and then a residence and, 
occasionally, maybe even a commercial purpose on a few of them, so one parcel can have many 
different slices of the pie, depending on what we see in our data. 

32. Clayton Engstrom
The City of Petaluma pumped three times your estimate in the slides. What will the City pay? 

The number in the slides is based on a 5-year average. Other options could be considered in 
terms of how to include the City's pumping for the fee. 

33. Roberto Varriale
Are the municipal water agencies in the basin in a position to raise the water price and pass some of the 
cost to their customers? 

Under the regulatory fee, the per acre-foot charge, we would also charge the city and the other 
public agencies for what they pump, and they could pass that along to their customers. But that 
would only be the portion of the water that they provide their customers that comes from the 
ground. So, if 80% of the water comes from the Russian River, for instance, then the increase 
would be based on the 20% that comes from groundwater, which then gets diluted into water 
bill so, we've tried to do some estimates. Maybe $1 a month or less, it doesn't look like it would 
be very much because the public agencies are only using 10% of the groundwater.  
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03.30.22 PV Community Meeting 6 
Questions and Answers/Comments 

34. Clayton Engstrom
The basin is good now. Should only future pumpers be charged?  

While the basin doesn't currently have problems, the GSA is required to monitor groundwater 
conditions, submit reports annually that show changes, fill data gaps -- especially on seawater 
intrusion and the surface water and groundwater connection. These gaps are large in Petaluma 
Valley. Unlike surface water, groundwater problems and solutions are decades in the making, so 
current users are impacting future users by the pumping they are doing now. 

35. Craig P Jacobsen
City of Petaluma has veto power for any plan they don't like, is this correct? 

The JPA requires a super-majority vote for any fee, and the city and the county must both vote 
in favor of the proposal. 

36. John Shribbs
Do we know all the larger groundwater users that are non-ag, e.g., businesses inside city limits that use 
large quantities? 

Yes, we have a list of businesses within the city that are larger pumpers. 

37. Gino Medeiros
If a homeowner has an old well that can’t be used for drinking water and wants to “retire” it because 
they drilled a new well, do they still have to pay for the retired well? 

We don't have the best data, so we've gone to the crops that are on a parcel knowing that the 
parcel is not hooked to city water, it needs to be getting water from the ground or from surface 
deliveries. As we have the data on the crops and alternate water sources, it doesn't even matter 
if there is a well. 

38. Ray Peterson
What positive thing are the fees going to pay for? Or are the funds only going to pay for all the studies, 
monitoring and staff? 

The fee will allow the basin to remain under local control, rather than being controlled by the 
state. The fee helps protects your well into the future, by preventing groundwater levels from 
further declines through voluntary conservation programs and by developing projects. The fee 
also covers the cost of monitoring groundwater levels, land subsidence, and the movement of 
saltwater inland from San Pablo Bay. Monitoring provides a picture of what is happening 
underground due to groundwater pumping and can help fix problems and prevent them from 
happening. 

39. John Shribbs
If required to meter, what would be an estimate of my cost to add a meter? 

Those costs can be variable depending upon the size and type of meter, but I would say 
anywhere from 500 to 1500 dollars for a reliable meter is probably a reasonable range. 

40. Richard King
How many acre feet of water assumed per 100 acres of pasture? 

Four acre-feet. 
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03.30.22 PV Community Meeting 7 
Questions and Answers/Comments 

41. Phil Heiman
Have there been any studies done on the amount of recharge contributed by a household that’s on a 
well but is also on a septic system? 
The Groundwater Sustainability Plan includes ‘septic returns’ as part of the water budget. It is estimated 
to a total of 100 acre feet annually, total, in the basin. 

42. Craig P Jacobsen
100 acres would carry about 15 cows at 15 gallons per day, times 365 days equals 82,125 gallons. Not 
four acre-feet times 326,000 gallons per acre-feet. 

43. Nita Miller
Are the fees set per year and stay the same year by year? What happens if there is more grant funding 
different years, does fee stay the same? 

The fees are annual, and they would be implemented for five years, with the idea of keeping 
them constant during those five years. if more grants come in, they could be reduced. 

44. Clayton Engstrom
Do you have a link to the slideshow? 

One of our staff had a family emergency and we haven't been able to get the PowerPoint posted 
online yet. I will send you a pdf of it through email. My apologies! 

45. Renee Dulfer
Where do we find copies of the presentations? 

The presentation will be posted online, but the person who normally does this has a family 
emergency. if you email me at ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov, I can send you a PDF. My apologies for 
not having it posted! 

46. Gino Medeiros
As a homeowner who purchased their home WITH water rights and then paid $65,000 to drill a new 
well, how, exactly does the state plan to compensate us? My understanding is that 80% of the problem 
is due to agricultural use. Why are individual homeowners who do not use that much water being hit 
with this? Those of us that are using our wells responsibly are very angry by all of this and we will vote in 
accordance. If that means we need to replace the Board, so be it. Sonoma county property taxes are 
constantly going up. We want to know how you plan to compensate us. Also, this is clearly an unfair 
“tax”, and it will be fought. 

47. Beverly Petrovic
There are enough taxes, we just were assessed $350 for Adobe Fire. Find the money elsewhere, a 
property owner does not have a target on their back for more and more assessments. 

48. Phil Heiman
I think, with the parcel tax option, it’s worth noting that many or most of the groundwater users are 
paying taxes for the Sonoma Dam project for water that they can’t use.  

49. Herb Roche
Rates: Per parcel seems "unfair". Landowner with 200 acres one well but 7 parcels is paying more than a 
landowner with a single parcel of 350 acres. 
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03.30.22 PV Community Meeting 8 
Questions and Answers/Comments 

50. Erik Griswold
Assuming usage seems like a recipe for discord, are their efforts to come up with a better assessment of 
use prior to enacting this initiative? Perhaps starting with for profit agricultural first? 

51. Craig P Jacobsen
Need a new model!! 

52. Gino Medeiros
We have no crops, only pets. 

53. Clayton Engstrom
All my wells are over 50 years old. The static level has not changed. 

54. Bruce Abelli-Amen
I strongly favor the idea of spreading the fees as wide as possible across all residents within the basin, 
because everyone benefits in many ways from a basin in balance, both aesthetically and economically. 
Since it's expensive to sponsor a ballot initiative and the chances of success are low, my suggestion is 
that our GSA consider charging fees to groundwater users AND to the municipality (City of Petaluma) 
based not only on what the City pumps but also on the backup capacity of their wells. I believe they 
receive a tangible benefit from having this backup capacity, even if deliveries from Sonoma Water allow 
them not to use their full capacity each year. This would spread the cost burden more evenly across 
users in the basin and would reduce fees for rural users.  
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Fee & Rate Study Update
Petaluma Valley GSA
Board of Directors Meeting, April 28, 2022
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Background
• Existing Funding Structure

• Scaled for GSP Development
• Grants & Member Agency Contributions
• Expires this Fiscal Year 

• Next Phase – GSP Implementation
• Revenue requirement increases to $1.1 million per year
• Requires a new Rate & Fee Study

• SCI Consulting Group and Larry Walker Associates

PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 2
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Well Owner Metrics
• Based on Groundwater use

• Actual pumping by municipal and other public systems
• Estimated pumping for agricultural, rural residential & others

• Rate Classes 
• Municipal and other public service providers 
• Agriculture and other irrigation
• Rural residential
• Commercial
• Urban wells

PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 3
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2022 
Pumping 
Estimates

• Public Systems (blue)

• Irrigation (green)

• Rural Residential 
(brown)

• Commercial (beige)

• Urban Irrigation (tan)

Large Public, 
5% Small Public, 5%

Agriculture, 55%

Turf, 11%

Rural Res, 17%

Commercial, 6%
Urban Irrig, 

0%

Groundwater Pumping

4PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Estimated

Metered
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Pumping Estimate Method
• Based on Typical Demand

• Agriculture & Other Irrigation – Crop type and acreage
• Rural Residential – Based on studies and local data
• Commercial and Urban Wells – Varies by land use

• Examples
• 50 Acres of Vineyard | 0.6 feet per year | 50 x 0.6 = 30 acre-feet per year
• 100 acres of pasture | 0.04 feet per year | 100 x 0.04 = 4 acre-feet per year
• 100 acres of grain | dry farming | zero acre-feet per year
• Rural Residential | 0.5 acre-feet per year (446 gallons per day)
• Credit for use of Surface or Recycled water

PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 5
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Pumping Estimates (Preliminary)
Acre-Feet per Year Estimates by Category

Large Public Systems 140 to 170 metered
Small Public Systems 150 to 180 metered
Agricultural Irrigation 1,600 to 1,900 estimated

Turf Irrigation (golf and schools) 310 to 380 estimated
Rural Residential 500 to 610 estimated

Commercial 190 to 230 estimated
Urban Irrigation 10 to 15 estimated

Offsets for Alternate Sources * (700) to (500) metered
TOTAL 2,200 to 2,985

Estimates are within the GSP Range
* Alternate Sources include deliveries of recycle or surface water

6PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Data Recap

												Petaluma Valley												Sonoma Valley												Santa Rosa Plain

						Landclass						Parcels		Parcels w/gw		AF		Tot-Ac		Irr-Ac				Parcels		Parcels w/gw		AF		Tot-Ac		Irr-Ac				Parcels		Parcels w/gw		AF		Tot-Ac		Irr-Ac

						R100		SF Res				14,859		692		378		7,311		237				8,528		2,089		808		8,226		298				58,134		6,287		2,876		25,533		916

						R200		Du-Tri-4				438		13		10								729		96		83								3,522		404		261

						R300		Condo				794		133		67								441		0		0								4,218		25		3

						R4/5		Mobile				43		3		12								36		9		23								550		59		197

						R600		Multi-SFR				349		84		90								383		161		169								1,232		759		776



						Cxxx		Commercial				1,138		66		448		2,548		207				655		105		490		3,372		542				4,323		631		2,785		8,378		476

						Axxx		Agriculture				448		203		1,254		34,645		8,521				597		473		3,812		27,315		14,731				1,222		922		6,421		32,812		13,292

						R250		Apartments				114		0		0		117		0				79		8		55		92		0				649		83		1,123		979		7

						Mxxx		Multi_use				51		4		8		20		0				88		8		12		62		0				304		40		39		131		0



						Vxxx		Vacant				827		25		18		2,225		83				723		63		83		6,737		124				3,908		264		190		7,251		842



						Gxxx		Government				138		3		4		1,576		33				74		18		29		2,698		1,450				899		122		175		4,669		1,158

						Nxxx		Non-Taxable				311		22		13		2,951		71				338		17		7		501		79				1,390		67		31		1,794		81

						Public Water										200												1,000												6,740

																																								.

												19,510		1,248		2,502		51,393		9,152				12,671		3,047		6,571		49,003		17,224				80,351		9,663		21,617		81,547		16,772

								Service Providers																																6,800														Large Public Systems		5,800		to		6,500		Metered 

								Agriculture																												1335				7,000														Agricultural Irrigation		5,500		to		6,500		Estimated

								Other Irrigation																												181				1,700														Rural & Urban Residential		3,500		to		5,000		Estimated

								Commercial																												637				1,300														Turf Irrigation (golf & schools)		800		to		1,600		Estimated

								Rural Residential																												6880				5,000														Small Public Systems		800		to		1,000		Metered 

								Urban Wells																												1595				200														Commercial		500		to		1,000		Estimated

								Offsets																																(300)														Urban Irrigation		150		to		200		Estimated

								Estimated Total Acre-Feet																																21,700														Offsets		(800)		to		(300)		Metered 

																																																						Estimated Total Acre-Feet		16,250		to		21,500

																																								83





Ag Rates



						Crop Type		Rate				Source



						Citrus & Subtropical		1.85		feet		2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

						Deciduous Fruit & Nut		1.83		feet		2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

						Grain		0.00		feet		2012 DWR Data

						Pasture		0.04		feet		Randi Black Analysis (Raftelis)

						Truck & Berry		1.78		feet		2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

						Vine		0.60		feet		2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

						Cannabis-outdoor		2.00		feet		Water usage reports to County

						Cannabis-indoor		4.00		feet		Water usage reports to County







																		Land Use		Description		Rate		Units

																		Rural Residential		Not in a public water service area - domestic use		0.5		AF per residential unit

																		Urban Residential		Within a public water service area - outside irrigation only		0.1		AF per parcel

																		Commercial				varies

																		Irrigation 		Schools, golf courses		3.5		feet per year

																		Offsets		Deliveries of surface or recycled water		varies		as reported









Pumping



								Petaluma Valley																								Sonoma Valley																								Santa Rosa Plain Valley

										Parcels				Demand				Acres						Rate		Calc Demand		Error						Parcels				Demand				Acres						Rate		Calc Demand		Error						Parcels				Demand				Acres						Rate		Calc Demand		Error

				sum ft_citrus for ft_citrus>0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				C | Citrus & Subtropical		15				65.4		AF		35.4		AC				1.85		65.49		-0.1				C | Citrus & Subtropical		20				35.9		AF		19.4		AC				1.85		35.89		0.0				C | Citrus & Subtropical		11				28.9		AF		15.6		AC				1.85		28.86		0.0

				sum ft_decidu for ft_decidu>0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				D | Deciduous Fruits & Nuts		1				1.0		AF		0.5		AC				1.83		0.915		0.1				D | Deciduous Fruits & Nuts		24				49.6		AF		27.1		AC				1.83		49.593		0.0				D | Deciduous Fruits & Nuts		25				268.0		AF		146.5		AC				1.83		268.095		-0.1

				sum ft_grain for ft_grain>0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				G | Grain		0				0.0		AF		4,383.5		AC				0		0		0.0				G | Grain		65				0.0		AF		6,006.5		AC				0		0		0.0				G | Grain		94				0.0		AF		942.0		AC				0		0		0.0

				sum ft_pastur for ft_pastur>0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				P | Pasture		150				61.7		AF		1,541.7		AC				0.04		61.668		0.0				P | Pasture		37				36.3		AF		908.6		AC				0.04		36.344		-0.0				P | Pasture		530				220.5		AF		5,399.4		AC				0.04		215.976		4.5

				sum ft_truck for ft_truck>0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				T | Truck Nursery & Berry Crops		25				180.1		AF		101.1		AC				1.78		179.958		0.1				T | Truck Nursery & Berry Crops		6				69.1		AF		38.8		AC				1.78		69.064		0.0				T | Truck Nursery & Berry Crops		98				1,036.7		AF		582.4		AC				1.78		1036.672		0.0

				sum ft_vine for ft_vine>0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				V | Vinyard		97				1,443.0		AF		2,405.0		AC				0.6		1443		0.0				V | Vinyard		642				5,156.9		AF		8,594.8		AC				0.6		5156.88		0.0				V | Vinyard		769				5,454.5		AF		9,099.1		AC				0.6		5459.46		-5.0

								X | Idle										0.0														X | Idle										0.0														X | Idle										0.0

								TOTAL Crop Demand		262				1,751.2		AF		8,467.2		AC												TOTAL Crop Demand		794				5,347.9		AF		15,595.2		AC												TOTAL Crop Demand		1335				7,008.6		AF		16,185.0		AC



				sum use_gw_sch for use_gw_sch > 0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		6				348.9		AF																Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		6				349.7		AF																Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		19				1,284.5		AF



								TOTAL Ag & Turf Irrigation						2,100.1		AF																TOTAL Ag & Turf Irrigation						5,697.6		AF																TOTAL Ag & Turf Irrigation						8,293.1		AF



				sum recycle_af for recycle_af > 0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				Recycled Water Deliveries		25				1,352.9		AF																Recycled Water Deliveries		55				1,323.8		AF																Recycled Water Deliveries		8				306.3		AF

				sum surface_af for surface_ag > 0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				Surface Water Deliveries		36				2,429.6		AF																Surface Water Deliveries		37				2,686.1		AF																Surface Water Deliveries		22				45.2		AF

								three parcels receive both		58				3,782.5		AF																no parcels receive both		82				4,009.9		AF																no parcels receive both		30				351.5

								32 on GW | 29 are zeroed out for GW extraction																								66 on GW | 44 are zeroed out for GW extraction																								28 on GW | 11 are zeroed out for GW extraction

								26 NOT on GW @ 659.2 AF																								16 NOT on GW @ 1,143.7 AF																								2 NOT on GW @ 25.5 AF

				SUM ag_sch_net for gsa_jurisd='San'				Net Ag & Turf Irrigations (Est)						1,498.3		AF																Net Agricultural Extraction (Est)						4,364.9		AF																Net Agricultural Extraction (Est)						7,968.0		AF

								Net Offset for Recycle & Surface						601.8		AF																Net Offset for Recycle & Surface						1,332.7		AF																Net Offset for Recycle & Surface						325.1		AF

								Large Public Systems						155.2		AF		10%														Large Public Systems						704.4		AF		16%														Large Public Systems						5,096.7		AF		30%																7,844.4

								Small Public Systems						166.8		AF																Small Public Systems						684.3		AF																Small Public Systems						1,037.0		AF

								Agricultural Irrigation						1,751.2		AF		66%														Agricultural Irrigation		694				5,347.9		AF		67%														Agricultural Irrigation						7,008.6		AF		41%

								Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		6				348.9		AF																Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		2				349.7		AF								3.5		696.5						Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		19				1,284.5		AF

				sum use_gw_res for use_gw_res > 0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				Rural Residential		1029				556.8		AF								0.5		514.5		42.3				Rural Residential		1880				1,106.3		AF								0.5		940		166.3				Rural Residential		6864				4,460.0		AF								0.5		3432		1,028.0

				sum use_gw_com for use_gw_com > 0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				Commercial		73				207.5		AF																Commercial		116				257.5		AF																Commercial		634				1,318.5		AF

				sum_use_urb for use_gw_urb > 0 and gsa_jurisd='San'				Urban Irrigation		122				12.2		AF		24%						0.1		12.2		0.0				Urban Irrigation		760				76.0		AF		17%						0.1		76		0.0				Urban Irrigation		1595				159.5		AF		29%						0.1		159.5		0.0

								Offsets for Alternate Sources		58				(601.8)		AF																Offsets for Alternate Sources		58				(1,332.7)		AF		1														Offsets for Alternate Sources		58				(325.1)		AF



								TOTAL						2,596.79		AF																812		3074				7,193.40		AF		5,348.1																				20,039.70		AF																		29,829.90



								Acre-Feet per Year Estimates by Category																								Acre-Feet per Year Estimates by Category																								Acre-Feet per Year Estimates by Category

								Large Public Systems		140		to		170		metered																Large Public Systems		630		to		770		metered																Large Public Systems		4,590		to		5,610		metered

								Small Public Systems		150		to		180		metered																Small Public Systems		620		to		750		metered																Small Public Systems		930		to		1,140		metered

								Agricultural Irrigation		1,600		to		1,900		estimated																Agricultural Irrigation		4,800		to		5,900		estimated																Agricultural Irrigation		6,300		to		7,700		estimated

								Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		310		to		380		estimated																Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		310		to		380		estimated																Turf Irrigation (golf and schools)		1,160		to		1,410		estimated

								Rural Residential		500		to		610		estimated																Rural Residential		1,000		to		1,200		estimated																Rural Residential		4,000		to		4,900		estimated

								Commercial		190		to		230		estimated																Commercial		230		to		280		estimated																Commercial		1,190		to		1,450		estimated

								Urban Irrigation		10		to		15		estimated																Urban Irrigation		70		to		80		estimated																Urban Irrigation		140		to		180		estimated

								Offsets for Alternate Sources *		(700)		to		(500)		metered																Offsets for Alternate Sources *		(1,500)		to		(1,100)		metered																Offsets for Alternate Sources *		(400)		to		(300)		metered

								TOTAL		2,200		to		2,985																		TOTAL		6,160		to		8,260																		TOTAL		17,910		to		22,090

								Estimates are within the GSP Range																								Estimates are higher than the GSP Range																								Estimates are within the GSP Range

								* Alternate Sources include deliveries of recycle or surface water																								* Alternate Sources include deliveries of recycle or surface water																								* Alternate Sources include deliveries of recycle or surface water

								GSP Range		2,200		to		2,500		to		2,850														GSP Range		4,500		to		5,700		to		6,300														GSP Range		16,000		to		19,900		to		22,600



																																										14%

								Large Public		5%																						Large Public		8%																						Large Public		25%

								Small Public		5%																						Small Public		8%																						Small Public		5%

								Agriculture		55%																						Agriculture		63%																						Agriculture		34%

								Turf		11%																						Turf		4%																						Turf		6%

								Rural Res		17%																						Rural Res		13%																						Rural Res		22%

								Commercial		6%																						Commercial		3%																						Commercial		6%

								Urban Irrig		0%																						Urban Irrig		1%																						Urban Irrig		1%





								Large Public Systems																								Large Public Systems																								Large Public Systems

								City of Petaluma						155.2																		City of Sonoma						176.5																		Cal Water - Am-Larkfield						463.4

																																Valley of the Moon						528.0																		City of Cotati						298.9

																																						704.4																		City of Rohnert Park						1,728.2

								Regulatory																																																City of Santa Rosa						765.5

								Type		Acres				$   230				$   400																																						City of Sebastopol						1,005.1

								Vineyard		50				6900				12000														Regulatory																								Sonoma State						193.6

								Pasture		100				920				1600														Type		Acres				$   95				$   160														Town of Windsor						50.0

								Rural Residential						115				200														Vineyard		50				2850				4800														Sonoma County Water						592

																																Pasture		100				380				640																				5,096.7

								Benefit Assessment																								Rural Residential						48				80

								Type		Acres				55				96

								Vineyard		50				1650				2880														Benefit Assessment																								Regulatory

								Pasture		100				220				384														Type		Acres				70				115														Type		Acres				$   35				$   50

								Rural Residential						28				48														Vineyard		50				2100				3450														Vineyard		50				1050				1500

																																Pasture		100				280				460														Pasture		100				140				200

																																Rural Residential						35				58														Rural Residential						18				25

																																																								Benefit Assessment

																																																								Type		Acres				15				25

																																																								Vineyard		50				450				750

																																																								Pasture		100				60				100

																																																								Rural Residential						8				13



Groundwater Pumping





Large Public	Small Public	Agriculture	Turf	Rural Res	Commercial	Urban Irrig	0.25027052629895086	5.092	0815423212154E-2	0.34415262083788656	6.3074514377516946E-2	0.21900532045443796	6.4744061663492489E-2	7.8321409445028835E-3	

Groundwater Pumping







Large Public	Small Public	Agriculture	Turf	Rural Res	Commercial	Urban Irrig	8.2621691257862034E-2	8.0254510316308023E-2	0.62723882108351736	4.1015242568654242E-2	0.12975454061682068	3.0201386792760847E-2	8.9138073640769866E-3	

Groundwater Pumping







Large Public	Small Public	Agriculture	Turf	Rural Res	Commercial	Urban Irrig	4.8522238631858221E-2	5.2145306080375611E-2	0.5474904386080568	0.1090791537404928	0.17407644827373572	6.487223961350605E-2	3.8141750519748133E-3	



Subsidy

												Petaluma Valley												Sonoma Valley												Santa Rosa Plain														TOTAL

																$   400		rate										$   160		rate										$   50		rate

						True Rate		Adj Rate				 Acres				True Cost		 Adj Cost		Subsidy				 Acres				True Cost		 Adj Cost		Subsidy				 Acres				True Cost		 Adj Cost		Subsidy

				C | Citrus & Subtropical		1.85		0.6				35.4		AC		$   26,196		$   8,496		$   17,700				19.4		AC		$   5,742		$   1,862		$   3,880				15.6		AC		$   1,443		$   468		$   975						$   22,555

				D | Deciduous Fruits & Nuts		1.83		0.6				0.5		AC		$   366		$   120		$   246				27.1		AC		$   7,935		$   2,602		$   5,333				146.5		AC		$   13,405		$   4,395		$   9,010						$   14,589

				G | Grain		0.00		0				4,383.5		AC		$   -		$   -		$   -				6,006.5		AC		$   -		$   -		$   -				942.0		AC		$   -		$   -		$   -						$   -

				P | Pasture		0.04		0.04				1,541.7		AC		$   24,667		$   24,667		$   -				908.6		AC		$   5,815		$   5,815		$   -				5,399.4		AC		$   10,799		$   10,799		$   -						$   -

				T | Truck Nursery & Berry Crops		1.78		0.6				101.1		AC		$   71,983		$   24,264		$   47,719				38.8		AC		$   11,050		$   3,725		$   7,325				582.4		AC		$   51,834		$   17,472		$   34,362						$   89,406

				V | Vinyard		0.60		0.6				2,405.0		AC		$   577,200		$   577,200		$   -				8,594.8		AC		$   825,101		$   825,101		$   -				9,099.1		AC		$   272,973		$   272,973		$   -						$   -

				Crops to Vine Rate												$   700,412		$   634,747		$   65,665								$   855,643		$   839,105		$   16,539								$   350,453		$   306,107		$   44,346						$   126,550



				Schools								17.4		AF		$   6,956				$   6,956				46.5		AF		$   7,445				$   7,445				196.9		AF		$   9,844				$   9,844						$   24,245

				Golf								331.5		AF		$   132,604								303.2		AF		$   48,507								1,087.6		AF		$   54,381



				Rural Residential								556.8		AF		$   222,720		0		$   222,720				1,106.3		AF		$   177,008		0		$   177,008				4,460.0		AF		$   223,000		0		$   223,000						$   622,728

				residual Res after lower rate														$   27,840												$   55,315

				Lower Rates		$100						2,596.8		AF		$   1,038,718		$   259,679		$   779,038				7,193.4		AF		$   1,150,944		$   719,340		$   431,604				20,039.7		AF		$   1,001,985										$   1,210,642



						$50						2,596.8		AF		$   1,038,718		$   129,840		$   908,878				7,193.4		AF		$   1,150,944		$   359,670		$   791,274																		$   1,700,152



				COMPOUND:  Lower Rate to $50 PLUS Residential																$   936,718												$   846,589																		$   1,783,307



				Commercial & Urban								219.7				$   87,880								333.5				$   53,360								1,478.0				$   73,900

				Public 								322.0				$   128,798								1,388.7				$   222,192								6,133.7				$   306,685

				Offsets								-601.8				$   (240,720)								-1,332.7				$   (213,232)								-325.1				$   (16,255)



				Total Revenue												$   1,038,650												$   1,150,923												$   1,002,008

																		27840												55315

				Closure												$   68												$   21												$   (23)





Pet Scenarios

						Petaluma Valley Scenarios

																						Benefit Assessment (2)														Well Head				Flat Tax				Tiered Rate Tax										Benefit Assessment										Well Extraction												Salinas Valley Model								Member Agency						Split between Extraction and Tax

						Landclass				Parcels		Parcels w/gw		Acres								Dry Parcels		AF-dry		Well Parcels		AF-well				AF total				Parcels				Parcels				SFE per		Unit		SFE		Tax				SFE per		Unit		SFE		Asmt						AF

						R100		SF Res		14,859		692										14,167		7,084		692		378				7,462								14,859				1		parcel		14,859		$   28.64				1		parcel		14,859		$   3.88						378										Irri Acres		5,436

						R200		Du-Tri-4		438		13										425		213		13		10				223								438				1		parcel		438		$   28.64				1		parcel		438		$   3.88						10										90% Budget		$   548,280

						R300		Condo		794		133										661		331		133		67				398								794				1		parcel		794		$   28.64				1		parcel		794		$   3.88						67										$$ / AC		$   100.86		$   4.79

						R4/5		Mobile		43		3										40		20		3		12				32								43				1		parcel		43		$   28.64				1		parcel		43		$   3.88						12

						R600		Multi-SFR		349		84										265		133		84		90				223								349				1		parcel		349		$   28.64				1		parcel		349		$   3.88						90										Services		18,235

																								- 0				- 0				- 0								- 0																		- 0		$   - 0																10% Budget		$   60,920

						Cxxx		Commercial		1,138		66		2,548		Ave		Median				1,072		536		66		448				984								1,138				2.5		parcel		2,845		$   71.59				0.5		Acre		1,274		$   1.94						448				Ave		Median				SS / Service		$   3.34		$   2.26

						Axxx		Agriculture		448		203		34,645		77.33		30.00				245		123		203		1,254				1,377								448				2.5		parcel		1,120		$   71.59				4		Acre		138,580		$   15.54						1,254				6.18		0.60

						R250		Apartments		114		- 0		117								114		57		- 0		- 0				57								114				2.5		parcel		285		$   71.59				2		Acre		234		$   7.77						- 0

						Mxxx		Multi_use		51		4		20								47		24		4		8				32								51				2.5		parcel		128		$   71.59				2		Acre		40		$   7.77						8

																								- 0				- 0				- 0								- 0																		- 0		$   - 0

						Vxxx		Vacant		827		25		2,225								802		401		25		18				- 0								827				0.5		parcel		414		$   14.32				0.1		Acre		223		$   0.39						18

																								- 0				- 0				- 0

						Gxxx		Government		138		3		1,576								135		68		3		4				72												0		parcel		- 0																		4

						Nxxx		Non-Taxable		311		22		2,951								289		145		22		13				158												0				- 0																		13

						Public Water																																																												322

																												- 0

										19,510		1,248												9,131				2,302				11,014				1,248				19,061						Total SFE		21,274										156,834								2,624



								Low Budget Option		$   609,200																						$   609,200				$   609,200				$   609,200								$   609,200										$   609,200								$   609,200

						Res				16,483		925		557

						Non-Res				2,578		298		1,728																		$   55.31				$   488.14				$   31.96								$   28.64										$   3.88								$   232.16

						Tax-Exempt				449		25		17																		per AF				Per Parcel				Per Parcel								Per Parcel																		per AF

																																$   95.70				$   844.55				$   55.30								$   49.54								Res		$   4								$   401.68

																																																								Com 2		$   4

								full budget option		$   1,054,000																																														Com 10		$   19								$   116				Res

																																																								Ag 2		$   31								$   139				Ag 0.6

								Public System Parcels		18,235																																														Ag 30		$   466								$   1,439				Ag 6.2

																																																								Ag 77		$   1,196								$   11,608				Ag 50

																																																								Ag 500		$   7,769

																																																																		18,235		public water parcels

																																																																		$   74,757		public water costs



																																																																		$   4.10		per water customer





Son Scenarios

						Sonoma Valley Scenarios

																						Benefit Assessment (2)														Well Head				Flat Tax				Tiered Rate Tax										Benefit Assessment										Well Extraction												Salinas Valley Model

						Landclass				Parcels		Parcels w/gw		Acres								Dry Parcels		AF-dry		Well Parcels		AF-well				AF total				Parcels				Parcels				SFE per		Unit		SFE		Tax				SFE per		Unit		SFE		Asmt						AF

						R100		SF Res		8,528		2,089										6,439		3,220		2,089		808				4,028								8,528				1		parcel		8,528		$   60.01				1		parcel		8,528		$   6.90						808										Irri Acres		9,996

						R200		Du-Tri-4		729		96										633		317		96		83				400								729				1		parcel		729		$   60.01				1		parcel		729		$   6.90						83										90% Budget		$   757,485

						R300		Condo		441		- 0										441		221		- 0		- 0				221								441				1		parcel		441		$   60.01				1		parcel		441		$   6.90						- 0										$$ / AC		$   75.78		$   4.79

						R4/5		Mobile		36		9										27		14		9		23				37								36				1		parcel		36		$   60.01				1		parcel		36		$   6.90						23

						R600		Multi-SFR		383		161										222		111		161		169				280								383				1		parcel		383		$   60.01				1		parcel		383		$   6.90						169										Services		10,658

																								- 0				- 0				- 0								- 0																		- 0		$   - 0																10% Budget		$   84,165

						Cxxx		Commercial		655		105		3,372		Ave		Median				550		275		105		490				765								655				2.5		parcel		1,638		$   150.02				0.5		Acre		1,686		$   3.45						490				Ave		Median				SS / Service		$   7.90		$   2.26

						Axxx		Agriculture		597		473		27,315		45.75		14.00				124		62		473		3,812				3,874								597				2.5		parcel		1,493		$   150.02				4		Acre		109,260		$   27.58						3,812				8.06		2.70

						R250		Apartments		79		8		92								71		36		8		55				91								79				2.5		parcel		198		$   150.02				2		Acre		184		$   13.79						55

						Mxxx		Multi_use		88		8		62								80		40		8		12				52								88				2.5		parcel		220		$   150.02				2		Acre		124		$   13.79						12

																								- 0				- 0				- 0								- 0																		- 0		$   - 0

						Vxxx		Vacant		723		63		6,737								660		330		63		83				- 0								723				0.5		parcel		362		$   30.00				0.1		Acre		674		$   0.69						83

																								- 0				- 0				- 0

						Gxxx		Government		74		18		2,698								56		28		18		29				57												0		parcel		- 0																		29

						Nxxx		Non-Taxable		338		17		501								321		161		17		7				168												0				- 0																		7

						Public Water																																																												1,389

																												- 0

										12,671		3,047												4,812				5,571				9,970				3,047				12,259						Total SFE		14,026										122,045								6,960



						Budget				$   841,650																						$   841,650				$   841,650				$   841,650								$   841,650										$   841,650								$   841,650



																																$   84.42				$   276.22				$   68.66								$   60.01										$   6.90								$   120.93

																																per AF				Per Parcel				Per Parcel								Per Parcel																		per AF

																																$   112.54				$   368.23				$   91.52								$   79.99								Res		$   7								$   161.21

																																																								Com 2		$   7

								full budget option		$   1,122,000																																														Com 10		$   34								$   60				Res

																																																								Ag 2		$   55								$   327				Ag 2.7

																																																								Ag 14		$   386								$   980				Ag 8.1

																																																								Ag 46		$   1,269								$   7,861				Ag 65

																																																								Ag 500		$   13,792

																																																																		10,658		public water parcels

																																																																		$   167,938		public water costs



																																																																		$   15.76		per water customer





SRP Scenarios

						Santa Rosa Plain Scenarios

																						Benefit Assessment (2)														Well Head				Flat Tax				Tiered Rate Tax										Benefit Assessment										Well Extraction												Salinas Valley Model

						Landclass				Parcels		Parcels w/gw		Acres								Dry Parcels		AF-dry		Well Parcels		AF-well				AF total				Parcels				Parcels				SFE per		Unit		SFE		Tax				SFE per		Unit		SFE		Asmt						AF

						R100		SF Res		58,134		6,287										51,847		25,924		6,287		2,876				28,800								58,134				1		parcel		58,134		$   11.37				1		parcel		58,134		$   3.58						2,876										Irri Acres		15,941

						R200		Du-Tri-4		3,522		404										3,118		1,559		404		261				1,820								3,522				1		parcel		3,522		$   11.37				1		parcel		3,522		$   3.58						261										90% Budget		$   662,940

						R300		Condo		4,218		25										4,193		2,097		25		3				2,100								4,218				1		parcel		4,218		$   11.37				1		parcel		4,218		$   3.58						3										$$ / AC		$   41.59		$   4.79

						R4/5		Mobile		550		59										491		246		59		197				443								550				1		parcel		550		$   11.37				1		parcel		550		$   3.58						197

						R600		Multi-SFR		1,232		759										473		237		759		776				1,013								1,232				1		parcel		1,232		$   11.37				1		parcel		1,232		$   3.58						776										Services		73,809

																								- 0				- 0				- 0								- 0																		- 0		$   - 0																10% Budget		$   73,660

						Cxxx		Commercial		4,323		631		8,378		Ave		Median				3,692		1,846		631		2,785				4,631								4,323				2.5		parcel		10,808		$   28.44				0.5		Acre		4,189		$   1.79						2,785				Ave		Median				SS / Service		$   1.00		$   2.26

						Axxx		Agriculture		1,222		922		32,812		26.85		11.00				300		150		922		6,421				6,571								1,222				2.5		parcel		3,055		$   28.44				4		Acre		131,248		$   14.30						6,421				6.96		2.46

						R250		Apartments		649		83		979								566		283		83		1,123				1,406								649				2.5		parcel		1,623		$   28.44				2		Acre		1,958		$   7.15						1,123

						Mxxx		Multi_use		304		40		131								264		132		40		39				171								304				2.5		parcel		760		$   28.44				2		Acre		262		$   7.15						39

																								- 0				- 0				- 0								- 0																		- 0		$   - 0

						Vxxx		Vacant		3,908		264		7,251								3,644		1,822		264		190				- 0								3,908				0.5		parcel		1,954		$   5.69				0.1		Acre		725		$   0.36						190

																								- 0				- 0				- 0

						Gxxx		Government		899		122		4,669								777		389		122		175				564												0		parcel		- 0																		175

						Nxxx		Non-Taxable		1,390		67		1,794								1,323		662		67		31				693												0				- 0																		31

																																																																		6,740				Public Water

																												- 0

										80,351		9,663												35,344				14,877				48,209				9,663				78,062						Total SFE		85,855										206,038								21,617



						Budget				$   736,600																						$   976,600				$   736,600				$   736,600								$   976,600										$   736,600								$   736,600

								Add for Election & Survey		$   240,000		200k elections, 40k for survey

										$   976,600																						$   20.26				$   76.23				$   9.44								$   11.37										$   3.58								$   34.08

																																per AF				Per Parcel				Per Parcel								Per Parcel																		per AF

																																$   27.27				$   111.21				$   13.77								$   15.31								Res		$   4								$   49.71

																																																								Com 2		$   4

								full budget option		1,074,600																																														Com 10		$   18								$   17				Res

								Add for Election & Survey		$   240,000		200k elections, 40k for survey																																												Ag 2		$   29								$   85				Ag 2.5

										1,314,600																																														Ag 11		$   157								$   239				Ag 7.0

																																																								Ag 27		$   386								$   2,045				Ag 60

																																																								Ag 200		$   2,860

																																																																		73,809		public water parcels

																																																																		$   229,666		public water costs



																																																																		$   3.11		per water customer





Public Pumping-Rev

		PWSID				Name		Annual groundwater use (AF/yr)		Year				2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021				best5-Ave		best5-Max

		CA4901214		Petaluma Valley		ADOBE CHRISTIAN CHURCH		0.71		2013				0.71		0.82		0.69		0.44		0.56		0.79		0.65		0.43						0.58		0.79

		CA4901361		Sonoma Valley		ANABA WINERY		0.08		2013				0.08		0.11		0.12		0.15		0.12		0.11		0.10		6.56						1.41		6.56

		CA4901455		Santa Rosa Plain		APERTURE CELLARS		2.07		2019																2.07		6.03						4.05		6.03

		CA4900673		Santa Rosa Plain		ATHENA TERRACE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		10.74		2013				10.74		10.74		9.85		12.06		12.40		6.89		13.67		20.14						13.03		20.14

		CA4901312		Santa Rosa Plain		BALLETTO VINEYARDS		13.93		2013				13.93		6.83		7.56		6.19		6.57		8.24		7.51		9.18						7.54		9.18

		CA4900986		Sonoma Valley		BARTHOLOMEW FOUNDATION		1.44		2013				1.44		1.32		1.17		1.38		1.36		1.12		1.20		1.14						1.24		1.38

		CA4900693		Santa Rosa Plain		BELLEVUE UNION SCH DIST-BELLEVUE SCHOOL		16.78		2013				16.78		0.00		5.73		5.63		8.44		7.88		8.40		7.70						7.61		8.44

		CA4900558		Santa Rosa Plain		BELMONT TERRACE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		33.45		2013				33.45		28.63		26.21		25.26		27.53		27.95		28.18		30.26						27.84		30.26

		CA4901204		Sonoma Valley		BENZIGER FAMILY WINERY		7.01		2013				7.01		4.78		5.22		8.84		4.72		6.87		5.85		8.80						7.01		8.84

		CA4901393		Sonoma Valley		BOISSET - BUENA VISTA WINERY		4.83		2013				4.83		5.79		5.32		5.09		5.14		0.00		0.00		4.48						2.94		5.14

		CA4900998		Santa Rosa Plain		BOISSET - DE LOACH WINERY		3.19		2013				3.19		1.49		1.52		1.49		6.25		3.61		8.05		7.45						5.37		8.05

		CA4900545		Santa Rosa Plain		BRANGER MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, INC.		41.99		2013				41.99		29.04		27.39		31.48		33.76		36.89		35.41								32.99		36.89

		CA4901468		Santa Rosa Plain		BRICOLEUR VINEYARDS		0.00		2020																		0.00						0.00		0.00

		CA4901375		Sonoma Valley		BROADWAY MARKET		0.22		2013				0.22		0.92		0.68		0.80		0.89		0.96		0.94		0.79						0.87		0.96

		CA4901345		Sonoma Valley		BUCKLEY FAMILY PARTNERSHIP		2.06		2013				2.06		2.16		2.00		2.43		3.20		3.16		2.63		2.75						2.83		3.20

		CA4910023		Santa Rosa Plain		CALIFORNIA-AMERICAN LARKFIELD (PUC)		606.54		2013				606.54		553.52		501.70		467.93		489.57		0.00		487.10		600.69						0.00		0.00				409.06		600.69

		CA4901063		Santa Rosa Plain		CAMPOBELLO		0.49		2013				0.49		0.30		0.34		1.13		1.21		0.06				1.30						0.81		1.30

		CA4910022		Petaluma Valley		CANON MANOR WATER SYSTEM		61.99		2013				61.99		57.28		51.86		65.97		77.05		74.87		77.81		94.08						77.96		94.08

		CA4910022		Santa Rosa Plain		CANON MANOR WATER SYSTEM		94.08		2020				1.20		1.19		1.38		1.23		1.64		1.29		1.14		0.94						1.25		1.64

		CA4901247		Sonoma Valley		CARNEROS WAREHOUSING		130.46		2013				130.46		10.59		8.18		4.32		4.11		4.13		4.19		4.04						4.16		4.32

		CA4900817		Santa Rosa Plain		CASA DEL MAR		1.03		2013				1.03		0.90		0.76		0.90		0.73		0.68		0.71		0.47						0.70		0.90

		CA4901439		Santa Rosa Plain		CENTRO CHRISTIANO EVANGELISTICO CHURCH		0.03		2015								0.03		0.00		0.04												0.03		0.04

		CA4901390		Santa Rosa Plain		CHALK HILL WINERY		12.59		2013				12.59		14.14		11.24		16.03		12.02		0.00		11.62		11.17						10.17		16.03

		CA4901027		Petaluma Valley		CINNABAR THEATER		0.61		2013				0.61		0.76		0.48		0.49		0.33		0.73		0.40		0.41						0.47		0.73

		CA4901278		Sonoma Valley		CLINE CELLARS		49.26		2013				49.26		49.26		49.90		53.55		57.70		55.29		50.14		50.14						53.36		57.70

		CA4900774		Santa Rosa Plain		CLOVERLEAF RANCH SUMMER CAMP		0.37		2013				0.37				0.11		0.11		0.00		0.02		0.02		0.01						0.03		0.11

		CA4901144		Sonoma Valley		COHN WINERY		8.44		2013				8.44		17.92		53.72		47.07		42.89		48.59		29.77		56.65						44.99		56.65

		CA4900667		Petaluma Valley		COLLEGE PARK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		52.87		2013				52.87		44.44		41.71		43.79		55.26		43.69		47.12		60.60						50.09		60.60

		CA4900721		Santa Rosa Plain		COLONIAL PARK		39.23		2013				39.23				49.64		30.00		34.60		37.50		34.79		37.41						34.86		37.50

		CA4901328		Santa Rosa Plain		COPAIN WINE CELLARS		0.66		2013				0.66		4.71		4.58		4.21		2.27		1.98		1.56		1.18						2.24		4.21

		CA4901275		Sonoma Valley		CORNERSTONE SONOMA		0.00		2014						0.00		2.32		2.47		1.31		2.08		2.03		1.31						1.84		2.47

		CA4910016		Santa Rosa Plain		COTATI, CITY OF		394.97		2013				394.97		117.07		284.64		298.47		300.59		366.39		330.07								0		0				323.88		366.39

		CA4910304		Petaluma Valley		CSP-PETALUMA ADOBE STATE HISTORIC PARK		1.00		2013				1.00		0.81		0.83		1.03		0.76		3.67		2.07		0.94						1.70		3.67

		CA4900871		Sonoma Valley		DE ANZA MOON VALLEY WATER COMPANY		28.38		2013				28.38		108.42		89.42		86.89		0.00		77.57		77.97		83.16						65.12		86.89

		CA4901346		Santa Rosa Plain		DELORES LANE WATER SYSTEM		5.41		2013				5.41		3.93		3.52		4.15		3.82		4.00		4.56		3.44						3.99		4.56

		CA4901447		Sonoma Valley		DONUM ESTATE WATER SYSTEM		0.48		2017												0.48		0.29		0.97		1.10						0.71		1.10

		CA4901413		Sonoma Valley		EIGHTH STREET EAST PARTNERS		0.50		2014						0.50		0.50		0.43		0.44		0.42		0.42		0.46						0.43		0.46

		CA4900788		Santa Rosa Plain		EL CRYSTAL MOBILE HOME PARK		10.10		2013				10.10		7.86		9.01		5.44		5.34		2.85		3.86		6.31						4.76		6.31

		CA4900799		Santa Rosa Plain		EL PORTAL MOBILE ESTATES		21.42		2013				21.42		27.58		28.59		25.96		21.03		21.62		20.85		21.62						22.22		25.96

		CA4900728		Santa Rosa Plain		EVERGREEN MOBILE ESTATES		5.68		2013				5.68		4.80		4.38		4.27		5.05		5.26		5.02		5.18						4.96		5.26

		CA4901433		Sonoma Valley		FAT PILGRIM GENERAL STORE		0.09		2017												0.09		0.40		0.34		0.52						0.34		0.52

		CA4900559		Santa Rosa Plain		FIRCREST MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		12.79		2013				12.79		18.68		19.39		17.19		17.86		16.11		20.75		19.53						18.29		20.75

		CA4901340		Santa Rosa Plain		FOG CREST WINERY		0.24		2014						0.24		0.21		0.22		0.24		0.26		0.24		0.16						0.22		0.26

		CA4901262		Petaluma Valley		FRANCISCAN VINEYARDS DBA QUARRY WINERY		12.18		2013				12.18		11.12		9.23		9.69		8.20		6.70		0.00		4.99						5.92		9.69

		CA4900924		Sonoma Valley		FREMONT DINER		0.28		2013				0.28		0.16		0.22		0.24		0.27		0.11		0.08		0.09						0.16		0.27

		CA4900812		Santa Rosa Plain		FRIEDMAN BROTHERS HARDWARE		0.82		2013				0.82		0.11		0.11		1.56		2.04		2.05		2.10		2.20						1.99		2.20

		CA4901324		Santa Rosa Plain		FRITSCH INDUSTRIAL PARK		0.52		2013				0.52		0.32		0.37		0.40		0.45		0.53		0.56		0.42						0.47		0.56

		CA4900973		Sonoma Valley		GEORGE RANCH MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		28.47		2013				28.47		42.27		37.36		35.23		37.80		45.08		46.34		68.10						46.51		68.10

		CA4901028		Sonoma Valley		GLORIA FERRER CAVES		5.54		2013				5.54		5.23		4.68		4.89		7.17		12.45		16.57		10.39						10.29		16.57

		CA4900708		Santa Rosa Plain		GRAVENSTEIN SCHOOL DISTRICT-GRAVENSTEIN		3.28		2013				3.28		3.32		3.20		4.60		4.12		3.12		3.47		4.67						4.00		4.67

		CA4901073		Santa Rosa Plain		GRAY WATER SYSTEM		0.00		2014						0.00		0.42		0.11		0.11		0.13		0.10		0.10						0.11		0.13

		CA4901218		Sonoma Valley		GROSKOPF WAREHOUSE & LOGISTICS		6.04		2013				6.04		5.63		4.37		4.44		5.52		3.76		3.63		2.11						3.89		5.52

		CA4901018		Sonoma Valley		GUNDLACH BUNDSCHU WINERY		7.14		2013				7.14		7.72		7.89		8.72		7.11		0.00		0.00		7.53						4.67		8.72

		CA4900512		Santa Rosa Plain		HAPPY ACRES MUTUAL BENEFIT WATER SYSTEM		51.18		2013				51.18		42.46		43.32		47.13		45.32		37.70		41.55		47.52						43.84		47.52

		CA4900546		Santa Rosa Plain		HAWKINS WATER CO-CAL WATER SERVICE (PUC)		9.96		2013				9.96		8.87		8.45		8.29		10.63		12.08		0.00		13.73						8.95		13.73

		CA4901388		Sonoma Valley		HEIRS OF MY DREAM WINERY, INC.		0.90		2013				0.90		1.38		0.91		1.14		2.18		2.06		3.05								2.11		3.05

		CA4901008		Santa Rosa Plain		HESSEL CHURCH		1.00		2013				1.00		1.21		1.19		1.23		1.30		1.26		1.29		0.98						1.21		1.30

		CA4900548		Santa Rosa Plain		HOLLAND HEIGHTS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		57.36		2013				57.36		49.01		46.52		42.11		46.49		0.00		45.39		55.96						37.99		55.96

		CA4901398		Santa Rosa Plain		HOOK & LADDER VINEYARDS AND WINERY		3.35		2013				3.35		4.46		4.20		4.13		3.84		4.54		0.00		4.74						3.45		4.74

		CA4901244		Santa Rosa Plain		HUMANE SOCIETY OF SONOMA COUNTY		7.45		2013				7.45		6.73		5.83		5.33		5.39		6.10		8.48		7.99						6.66		8.48

		CA4900904		Santa Rosa Plain		J VINEYARDS & WINERY		12.53		2013				12.53		11.82		13.09		10.43		10.12		1.43				7.58						8.53		13.09

		CA4901310		Sonoma Valley		JACUZZI WINERY		3.41		2013				3.41		3.41		115.06		186.88		161.69		158.17		142.61		142.61						158.39		186.88

		CA4901445		Santa Rosa Plain		JAMES COURT WATER SYSTEM		3.49		2016										3.49		9.79		10.51		10.33		10.87						9.00		10.87

		CA4901165		Santa Rosa Plain		JEHOVAH S WITNESSES HALL		0.08		2013				0.08		0.06		0.05		0.25		0.28		0.25		0.21		0.07						0.21		0.28

		CA4900688		Santa Rosa Plain		JOURNEY'S END MOBILE HOME PARK		14.65		2013				14.65		16.36		15.86		12.69														14.89		16.36

		CA4901286		Petaluma Valley		KELLER ESTATE WINERY		1.02		2014						1.02		1.03		1.13		0.88		0.65		0.89		1.12						0.93		1.13

		CA4900560		Santa Rosa Plain		KELLY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		13.31		2013				13.31		11.19		10.05		10.07		10.74		10.62		12.21		13.47						11.42		13.47

		CA4901086		Santa Rosa Plain		KENDALL-JACKSON WINE CENTER		1.81		2014						1.81		1.87		2.31		2.09		2.20		2.22		2.26						2.22		2.31

		CA4901254		Sonoma Valley		KJ CARNEROS  HILLS WINERY		13.10		2013				13.10		12.67		12.22		8.41		7.43		8.41		8.75		3.23						7.24		8.75

		CA4900737		Petaluma Valley		KOA - PETALUMA		20.28		2013				20.28		13.34		18.20		23.09		27.24		26.25		24.70		28.20						25.89		28.20

		CA4900743		Santa Rosa Plain		LA CANTERA RACQUET CLUB		1.14		2013				1.14				1.19		0.91		0.50		0.54		0.69		0.36						0.60		0.91

		CA4901232		Santa Rosa Plain		LA CREMA WINERY		16.12		2013				16.12		15.77		12.46		13.68		13.58		19.61		15.41		15.25						15.51		19.61

		CA4901383		Sonoma Valley		LASSETER FAMILY WINERY		0.76		2014						0.76		0.58		0.64		1.00		1.00		1.07		1.21						0.99		1.21

		CA4901366		Sonoma Valley		LAURA CHENEL'S CHEVRE INC.		11.76		2013				11.76		11.01		9.77		10.18		10.06		11.18		15.65		20.15						13.44		20.15

		CA4900588		Sonoma Valley		LAWNDALE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		0.00		2013				0.00		0.00		56.60		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						0.00		0.00

		CA4900832		Santa Rosa Plain		LEISURE MOBILE HOME PARK		37.33		2013				37.33		32.04		31.52		31.33		30.67		31.04		29.76		29.77						30.51		31.33

		CA4901094		Petaluma Valley		LOMBARDI'S DELI & BBQ		0.00		2013				0.00		0.36		2.14		0.65		0.69		0.76				0.80						1.01		2.14

		CA4901298		Santa Rosa Plain		LYNMAR WINERY		0.42		2013				0.42		0.45		5.39		4.46		4.14		3.82		4.01		3.51						3.99		4.46

		CA4900513		Santa Rosa Plain		MADRONE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		10.03		2013				10.03		7.23		6.15		7.04		7.04		7.04		9.30		10.24						8.13		10.24

		CA4901311		Santa Rosa Plain		MARK WEST NEIGHBORHOOD CHURCH		5.39		2013				5.39		3.28		1.32		0.78		0.94												2.34		5.39

		CA4901093		Santa Rosa Plain		MARTINELLI RANCH		0.00		2013				0.00		0.32		0.32		2.76		2.96		3.28		3.38		2.80						3.04		3.38

		CA4901336		Santa Rosa Plain		MERRIAM WINERY		0.00		2013				0.00				1.20		1.07		1.32		1.42		1.01		0.54						1.07		1.42

		CA4901170		Santa Rosa Plain		MICHAEL ELLIS SCHOOL FOR DOG TRAINERS		0.14		2013				0.14		0.24		0.15		0.40		0.28		0.00		0.40		0.55						0.33		0.55

		CA4901365		Santa Rosa Plain		MICHAEL LUCAS WATER SYSTEM		13.50		2013				13.50		14.71		13.64		11.62		11.46		1.71		0.66		0.20						5.13		11.62

		CA4900813		Santa Rosa Plain		MIDGLEY'S COUNTRY FLEA MARKET		0.05		2013				0.05		0.09		0.06		0.05		0.08		0.07		0.05		0.11						0.07		0.11

		CA4900720		Santa Rosa Plain		MOBILE HOME ESTATES		35.28		2014						35.28		35.33		34.99		16.64		16.89				18.61						24.49		35.33

		CA4901195		Santa Rosa Plain		MOORLAND AVENUE APARTMENTS		0.54		2013				0.54		0.54																		0.54		0.54

		CA4900533		Sonoma Valley		MORTON'S WARM SPRINGS / SONOMA SPRINGS		4.31		2013				4.31		4.19		4.55		2.91		3.87		0.00		3.93		4.43						3.03		4.43

		CA4900643		Santa Rosa Plain		MOUNT WESKE ESTATES MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		14.61		2013				14.61		9.03		7.72		4.41		3.97												7.95		14.61

		CA4900798		Santa Rosa Plain		MOUNTAIN VIEW MOBILE ESTATES, LLC		22.64		2013				22.64		21.72		21.56		21.25		20.97		22.34		22.80								21.78		22.80

		CA4901394		Santa Rosa Plain		NEVES FAMILY TRUST WATER SYSTEM		0.53		2013				0.53				0.37		1.12		1.18		0.26		0.24		0.30						0.62		1.18

		CA4901274		Sonoma Valley		NICHOLSON RANCH WINERY		0.38		2013				0.38		0.41		11.32		11.64		0.89		9.28		9.60		20.02						10.28		20.02

		CA2110003		Petaluma Valley		NORTH MARIN WATER DISTRICT		0.00		2013				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						0.00		0.00

		CA4900797		Santa Rosa Plain		NORTH STAR MOBILE HOME PARK		12.76		2013				12.76		9.75		8.22		7.81		51.67		51.67		8.32		8.37						25.57		51.67

		CA4900695		Santa Rosa Plain		NORTHWEST PREP		0.00		2013				0.00		1.81		1.43		1.37		1.93		1.97		1.72		2.00						1.80		2.00

		CA4901175		Santa Rosa Plain		OAK GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICE		0.11		2013				0.11		0.10		0.10		0.14		0.20		0.17		0.15		0.09						0.15		0.20

		CA4900699		Santa Rosa Plain		OLIVET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL		1.54		2013				1.54		1.20		1.07		1.39		1.75				1.56		1.10						1.37		1.75

		CA4900853		Santa Rosa Plain		PACK JACK BAR-B-QUE/WITHERS WATER		0.81		2013				0.81		1.40		0.95		0.69		0.00		0.33		0.43		0.93						0.47		0.93

		CA4901191		Santa Rosa Plain		PARADISE RIDGE WINERY		1.57		2013				1.57		0.00		1.72		1.72				0.61		0.01		3.72						1.55		3.72

		CA4900553		Santa Rosa Plain		PARK ROYAL MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		12.10		2013				12.10		10.84		9.20		10.23		11.19		12.12		11.17		13.42						11.63		13.42

		CA4910003		Petaluma Valley		PENNGROVE WATER COMPANY (PUC)		0.00		2013				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						0.00		0.00

		CA4901079		Petaluma Valley		PETALUMA LIVESTOCK AUCTION YARD		0.85		2014						0.85		0.72		0.88		0.91		0.90		0.85		0.50						0.81		0.91

		CA4910006		Petaluma Valley		PETALUMA, CITY OF		163.60		2013				163.60		129.62		351.35		327.63		114.22		0.00		0.00		37.26		369.96				0.00		0.00				104.29		369.96

		CA4900787		Santa Rosa Plain		PLAZA MOBILE HOME PARK		13.98		2013				13.98		12.87		12.24		11.73		11.87		14.10		10.85		6.27						10.96		14.10

		CA4901297		Petaluma Valley		PORT SONOMA MARINA		2.23		2013				2.23		2.95		10.15		2.15		1.74		1.20		1.55		1.42						1.61		2.15

		CA4900945		Sonoma Valley		PRESENTATION SCHOOL		7.34		2013				7.34		6.03		5.12		5.17		5.24		4.64		7.90		5.98						5.79		7.90

		CA4901120		Petaluma Valley		RAM'S GATE WINERY		2.40		2013				2.40		2.49		0.16		2.43		0.00		0.00		1.49		0.97						0.98		2.43

		CA4900913		Santa Rosa Plain		ROBIN WAY WATER SYSTEM		10.76		2014						10.76		11.13		6.78		6.12		6.63		6.40		7.42						6.67		7.42

		CA4900897		Santa Rosa Plain		RODNEY STRONG VINEYARDS		52.65		2014						52.65		51.12		56.14		60.73		60.48		59.89		52.64						57.98		60.73

		CA4910014		Santa Rosa Plain		ROHNERT PARK, CITY OF		1,341.10		2013				1,341.10		1,589.69		1,457.72		1,873.00		1,800.33		1,675.43		2,359.98								0		0				1,833.29		2,359.98

		CA4900675		Santa Rosa Plain		ROSELAND MOBILE HOME PARK		17.67		2013				17.67		8.86		4.97		5.93		5.43		4.82		4.80		5.28						5.25		5.93

		CA4901273		Sonoma Valley		S & W WAREHOUSING, LLC		3.57		2013				3.57		0.07		7.93		10.23		10.51		11.52		12.04								10.45		12.04

		CA4900949		Santa Rosa Plain		SAINTS PETER & PAUL RUSSIAN CHURCH		0.14		2013				0.14		0.06		0.00		0.10		0.10		0.10		0.09		0.09						0.10		0.10

		CA4901466		Sonoma Valley		SANGIACOMO WINERY		0.44		2020																		0.44						0.44		0.44

		CA4900878		Santa Rosa Plain		SANTA ROSA GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB		4.60		2013				4.60		4.53		3.56		4.56		0.00		4.70		3.92		2.61						3.16		4.70

		CA4901407		Santa Rosa Plain		SANTA ROSA LIQUOR AND DELI		1.27		2013				1.27				0.78		0.47		0.77		0.79		0.76		0.89						0.74		0.89

		CA4900796		Santa Rosa Plain		SANTA ROSA MOBILE ESTATES		35.65		2013				35.65		38.19		34.50		40.29		35.40		35.06		34.15		32.71						35.52		40.29

		CA4910009		Santa Rosa Plain		SANTA ROSA, CITY OF		1,129.35		2013				1,129.35		1,138.56		1,196.87		1,227.56		0.00		0.00		665.95		1,719.73		1,687.88				0.00		0.00				814.71		1,719.73

		CA4901431		Santa Rosa Plain		SARALEE 3575 SLUSSER ROAD		2.47		2016										2.47		1.22		3.58		1.39		0.69						1.87		3.58

		CA4901193		Sonoma Valley		SCHELLVILLE GRILL		0.02		2013				0.02		0.10		0.00				0.12		0.13		0.25		0.69						0.30		0.69

		CA4901151		Sonoma Valley		SCHUG CELLARS		1.83		2013				1.83		1.81		2.10		1.93		0.00		1.94		2.02		1.63						1.50		2.02

		CA4901409		Sonoma Valley		SCRIBE WINERY		0.00		2020																		0						0		0

		CA4900925		Sonoma Valley		SEBASTIANI VINEYARDS		66.64		2013				66.64		89.62		81.38		82.78		80.53		86.06		0.00		85.54						66.98		86.06

		CA4910011		Santa Rosa Plain		SEBASTOPOL, CITY OF		1,153.90		2013				1,153.90		1,021.02		907.16		932.02		1,021.94		1,006.60		993.40		1,071.61		947.74				0.00		0.00				1,008.26		1,071.61

		CA4900723		Santa Rosa Plain		SHAMROCK MOBILE HOME PARK		34.49		2013				34.49		26.25		24.80		28.41		32.32		34.06		30.45		36.98						32.44		36.98

		CA4900901		Sonoma Valley		SOBRE VISTA WATER COMPANY		42.11		2013				42.11		40.59		33.89		35.87		39.71		38.08		38.59		58.95						42.24		58.95

		CA4901387		Santa Rosa Plain		SONOMA CUTRER		0.00		2013				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								0.00		0.00

		CA4910202		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER		0.00		2013				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00										0.00		0.00

		CA4901198		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER-CAMP VIA		0.09		2013				0.09		0.27		0.65		0.50		0.10		0.00										0.30		0.65

		CA4901258		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA LODGE		39.67		2013				39.67		40.09		39.90		33.34		20.00		13.55		10.02		11.04						17.59		33.34

		CA4900580		Santa Rosa Plain		SONOMA MOUNTAIN COUNTY WATER DISTRICT		13.28		2013				13.28		17.56		16.43		19.84		22.80		22.30		19.17		21.95						21.21		22.80

		CA4901446		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA PACIFIC PALLET COMPANY		0.27		2019																0.27		0.10						0.18		0.27

		CA4901234		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH		0.02		2013				0.02		1.38		1.73		1.17		1.04		1.55		1.24		1.49						1.30		1.55

		CA4910027		Santa Rosa Plain		SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY		212.07		2013				212.07		217.95		184.66				225.53		187.23		168.18		159.89						0.00		0.00				185.10		225.53

		CA4901069		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA VALLEY MOOSE LODGE #2048		0.99		2013				0.99		0.59		0.67		0.74		0.66		0.67		0.72		0.57						0.67		0.74

		CA4901061		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA WAREHOUSING		0.00		2013				0.00		11.26		33.52		7.41		7.39		7.26		7.27		6.78						7.22		7.41

		CA4901250		Santa Rosa Plain		SONOMA WEST HOLDINGS INDUSTRIAL PARK		7.70		2013				7.70		9.42		10.41		10.61		9.58		10.85		8.37		4.71						8.83		10.85

		CA4900934		Santa Rosa Plain		SONOMA WINE SHOP		0.66		2013				0.66		0.61		0.56		0.51		0.53		1.17		0.06		0.62						0.58		1.17

		CA4910012		Sonoma Valley		SONOMA, CITY OF		173.42		2013				173.42		154.60		174.07		196.11		146.56		114.23		276.33		195.38						0.00		0.00				185.72		276.33

		CA4901080		Petaluma Valley		SPEEDWAY SONOMA LLC		0.32		2013				0.32		0.67		3.41		5.91		4.72		3.78		4.03		0.00						3.69		5.91

		CA4901451		Santa Rosa Plain		SPIDER WEB RANCH		1.02		2018														1.02		2.66		2.76						2.15		2.76

		CA4900795		Santa Rosa Plain		STONEGATE MOBILE HOME PARK		34.39		2013				34.39		29.43		24.47		0.00		22.22		21.79		21.08		20.92						17.20		22.22

		CA4901362		Santa Rosa Plain		STRIPE N SEAL		0.20		2018														0.20		0.76		0.59						0.52		0.76

		CA4900907		Santa Rosa Plain		SUMMERFIELD WALDORF SCHOOL		1.10		2013				1.10		0.11		0.89		0.89		0.89		1.62		2.03		1.55						1.39		2.03

		CA4901321		Santa Rosa Plain		SUNCE WINERY		0.48		2013				0.48		0.36		0.35		0.23		0.29		0.28		0.42		0.46						0.33		0.46

		CA4900794		Santa Rosa Plain		SUNSET PARK COMMUNITY		7.73		2013				7.73		7.39		7.35		8.32		7.07		6.68		7.20		7.04						7.26		8.32

		CA4901370		Santa Rosa Plain		SUTTER SANTA ROSA REGIONAL HOSPITAL		57.44		2014						57.44		55.42		62.72		55.96		58.11		51.85		52.65						56.26		62.72

		CA4901225		Sonoma Valley		THE RENTAL PLACE		0.42		2013				0.42		0.42		0.36		0.48		0.53		0.47		0.39		0.36						0.44		0.53

		CA4901269		Santa Rosa Plain		UNITED RENTALS		0.28		2013				0.28		0.06		0.06		0.08		0.16		0.14		0.10		0.43						0.18		0.43

		CA4910013		Sonoma Valley		VALLEY OF THE MOON WATER DISTRICT		465.24		2013				465.24		526.74		534.00		466.00		690.00		117.80		121.30		42.10		124.50				0.00		0.00				219.14		690.00

		CA4901129		Sonoma Valley		VIANSA WINERY		9.50		2014						9.50		44.26		45.80		31.74		43.87		44.84		47.33						42.72		47.33

		CA4901083		Sonoma Valley		VINEBURG DELI & GROCERY		0.86		2013				0.86		1.07		1.09		1.34		0.95		1.03		0.78		0.76						0.97		1.34

		CA4901236		Santa Rosa Plain		VINO FARMS, INC. - PRESTON RANCH		11.73		2013				11.73		10.22		9.96		8.82		9.72		9.73		9.29								9.50		9.96

		CA4900033		Santa Rosa Plain		WASHOE HOUSE		0.65		2013				0.65				0.79		1.68		1.82		2.05		0.93		0.55						1.41		2.05

		CA4900792		Santa Rosa Plain		WAYSIDE GARDENS MOBILE HOME PARK		10.28		2013				10.28		18.39		12.04		9.26		9.46		10.55		12.03		11.54						10.57		12.03

		CA4900669		Santa Rosa Plain		WENDELL LANE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		7.13		2013				7.13		8.68		6.38		3.87		3.96		4.21		4.02		4.76						4.16		4.76

		CA4901096		Sonoma Valley		WESTERBEKE RANCH		7.38		2014						7.38		6.64		5.12		5.42		7.53		6.33		6.25						6.13		7.53

		CA4900791		Santa Rosa Plain		WESTERN MOBILE HOME PARK		1.19		2013				1.19		10.45		11.20		10.57		11.05		9.76		10.27		11.61						10.65		11.61

		CA4901408		Petaluma Valley		WESTSIDE STORAGE WATER SYSTEM		0.42		2013				0.42		0.58		0.76		1.02		0.71		0.26		0.25		0.46						0.54		1.02

		CA4901139		Petaluma Valley		WILLOWBROOK ALE HOUSE		0.07		2013				0.07		0.07		0.03		0.04		0.04		0.04		0.00		0.24						0.07		0.24

		CA4900561		Santa Rosa Plain		WILLOWSIDE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		145.35		2013				145.35		107.44		107.64		96.77		110.38		109.69		108.71		117.39						108.59		117.39

		CA4901156		Santa Rosa Plain		WILLOWSIDE SCHOOL		1.67		2013				1.67		1.35		1.20		1.47		1.47		1.73		1.66		13.53						3.97		13.53

				Santa Rosa Plain		WINDSOR, TOWN OF								50.00		50.00		50.00		50.00		50.00		50.00		50.00		50.00		50.00				0.00		0.00				50.00		50.00

		CA4901300		Petaluma Valley		WINDY HILL WINERY		0.00		2013				0.00		0.88		0.88		11.08		10.46		9.51		3.76		2.08						7.38		11.08

		CA4901332		Sonoma Valley		WINE COUNTRY IND PARK - BLDG C		1.57		2013				1.57		17.58		218.07		18.43		17.66		17.51		17.23		16.66						17.50		18.43

		CA4901294		Sonoma Valley		WINE COUNTRY IND PARK-BLDGS A&B		0.38		2013				0.38		5.47		4.11		2.35		2.25		2.27		2.07		1.91						2.17		2.35

		CA4900694		Santa Rosa Plain		WRIGHT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL		2.79		2013				2.79		3.71		3.56		3.32		3.33		3.29		4.89		1.77						3.32		4.89

				Santa Rosa Plain		SONOMA COUNTY WATER AGENCY								757.00		1271.8		829.1		72.6		27.2		2.1		0		0		0				0.00		0.00				5.86		27.20

								7,468.00						7,993.36		8,360.20		8,517.98		7,724.68		6,607.48		5,274.16		7,063.26		5,716.47		3,180.08				1,802.12		2,256.30				5,139.31		7,757.42

																																		1,802.12		2,256.30				5,133.45		7,730.22

																														Subtotal				1,802.12		2,256.30				5,139.31		7,757.42

																																		Small						Large

																														Petaluma Valley				179.63		224.78				104.29		369.96

																														Sonoma Valley				673.19		869.42				404.86		966.33

																														Santa Rosa Plain				949.31		1,162.10				4,630.16		6,421.12

																																		1,802.12		2,256.30				5,139.31		7,757.42

																																								5best-Ave		5best-Max

																																				Petaluma Large				104.29		369.96				265.67		10%

																																				City of Petaluma				104.29		369.96





																																				Sonoma Valley Large				404.86		966.33				561.47		8%

																																				City of Sonoma				185.72		276.33

																																				Valley of the Moon				219.14		690.00





																																				Santa Rosa  Plain Large				4,630.16		6,421.12				1,790.96		9%

																																				Cal-Am Larkfield				409.06		600.69

																																				Cotatie, City of				323.88		366.39

																																				Rhonhert Park, City of				1,833.29		2,359.98

																																				Santa Rosa, City of 				814.71		1,719.73

																																				Sebastopol, City of				1,008.26		1,071.61

																																				Sonoma State				185.10		225.53

																																				Windsor, Town of				50.00		50.00

																																				Sonoma County Water				5.86		27.20

																																				TOTAL - All Basins				5,139.31		7,757.42				2,618.11





Petaluma Valley

				GSP Implementation Item		2022 -23		2023 - 24		2024-25		2025-26		2026-27		2026-28		2026-29		2026-30		2026-31		2026-32

				Expenses

				GSA Administration and Operations		$   245,000		$   235,000		$   230,000		$   220,000		$   235,000

				Communication and Stakeholder Engagement[a]		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		100,000

				Annual Monitoring, Evaluation, and Reporting		190,000		170,000		170,000		170,000		170,000

				Data Gap Filling[a]		55,000		515,000		885,000		265,000		25,000

				Conceptual Projects		20,000		95,000		185,000		10,000		10,000

				Model Updates[a]		-		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000

				5-year GSP Updates[a]		-		-		-		100,000		200,000



				Subtotal		$   590,000		$   1,125,000		$   1,600,000		$   945,000		$   810,000

				10% Contingency - rounded to nearest $1,000		59,000		113,000		160,000		95,000		81,000



				Total Expenses		$   649,000		$   1,238,000		$   1,760,000		$   1,040,000		$   891,000



												Five-Year Average		$   1,115,600

				Offsetting Revenues

				Member Contributions		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -

				Grants		-		-		-		-		-

				Other		-		-		-		-		-



				Offsetting Revenue Totals		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -



				Net Revenue Requirement		$   649,000		$   1,238,000		$   1,760,000		$   1,040,000		$   891,000











Sonoma Valley

				GSP Implementation Item		2022 -23		2023 - 24		2024-25		2025-26		2026-27		2026-28		2026-29		2026-30		2026-31		2026-32

				Expenses

				GSA Administration and Operations		$   245,000		$   235,000		$   230,000		$   220,000		$   235,000

				Communication and Stakeholder Engagement[a]		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		100,000

				Annual Monitoring, Evaluation, and Reporting		230,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000

				Data Gap Filling[a]		30,000		345,000		805,000		290,000		-

				Conceptual Projects and Planning Design[a]		100,000		150,000		200,000		200,000		90,000

				Model Updates[a]		-		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000

				5-year GSP Updates[a]		-		-		-		100,000		200,000



				Subtotal		$   685,000		$   1,040,000		$   1,565,000		$   1,190,000		$   895,000

				10% Contingency - rounded to nearest $1,000		69,000		104,000		157,000		119,000		90,000



				Total Expenses		$   754,000		$   1,144,000		$   1,722,000		$   1,309,000		$   985,000



												Five-Year Average		$   1,182,800

				Offsetting Revenues

				Member Contributions		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -

				Grants		-		-		-		-		-

				Other		-		-		-		-		-



				Offsetting Revenue Totals		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -



				Net Revenue Requirement		$   754,000		$   1,144,000		$   1,722,000		$   1,309,000		$   985,000











Santa Rosa Plain

				GSP Implementation Item		2022 -23		2023 - 24		2024-25		2025-26		2026-27		2026-28		2026-29		2026-30		2026-31		2026-32

				Expenses

				GSA Administration and Operations		$   285,000		$   255,000		$   250,000		$   240,000		$   255,000

				Communication and Stakeholder Engagement[a]		120,000		95,000		95,000		95,000		110,000

				Annual Monitoring, Evaluation, and Reporting		275,000		220,000		220,000		220,000		220,000

				Data Gap Filling[a]		100,000		355,000		551,000		290,000		-

				Conceptual Projects and Planning Design[a]		80,000		165,000		265,000		20,000		20,000

				Model Updates[a]		50,000		150,000		75,000		50,000		25,000

				5-year GSP Updates[a]		-		-		-		100,000		200,000



				Subtotal		$   910,000		$   1,240,000		$   1,456,000		$   1,015,000		$   830,000

				10% Contingency - rounded to nearest $1,000		91,000		124,000		146,000		102,000		83,000



				Total Expenses		$   1,001,000		$   1,364,000		$   1,602,000		$   1,117,000		$   913,000



												Five-Year Average		$   1,199,400

				Offsetting Revenues

				Member Contributions		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -

				Grants		-		-		-		-		-

				Other		-		-		-		-		-



				Offsetting Revenue Totals		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -



				Net Revenue Requirement		$   1,001,000		$   1,364,000		$   1,602,000		$   1,117,000		$   913,000











Prelim Rates x3



						Santa Rosa Plain



						$1,199,400				=		$65		to		$95		per AF						$55		/AF				$   1,199,400				80.5669375966		68.4818969571

						21,627		AF																						14887						92.651978236



						Petaluma Valley



						$1,115,600				=		$400		to		$550		per AF						$440		/AF				$   1,115,600				477.1599657827		405.5859709153

						2,538		AF																						2338						548.7339606501



						Sonoma Valley



						$1,182,800				=		$180		to		$240		per AF						$212		/AF				$   1,182,800				211.781557744		180.0143240824

						5,585		AF																						5585						243.5487914056









						Current SRP Rate



						$337,000				=		$19.90		per AF										$20		/AF

						16,934		AF







xxxPublic Pumping

		PWSID		Name		Annual groundwater use (AF/yr) from 2013-2220		GSA				Large		Small

		CA4901214		ADOBE CHRISTIAN CHURCH		0.64		Petaluma Valley						0.64

		CA4901361		ANABA WINERY		0.92		Sonoma Valley						0.92

		CA4901455		APERTURE CELLARS		4.05		Santa Rosa Plain						4.05

		CA4900673		ATHENA TERRACE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		12.06		Santa Rosa Plain						12.06

		CA4901312		BALLETTO VINEYARDS		8.25		Santa Rosa Plain						8.25

		CA4900986		BARTHOLOMEW FOUNDATION		1.27		Sonoma Valley						1.27

		CA4900693		BELLEVUE UNION SCH DIST-BELLEVUE SCHOOL		7.57		Santa Rosa Plain						7.57

		CA4900558		BELMONT TERRACE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		28.43		Santa Rosa Plain						28.43

		CA4901204		BENZIGER FAMILY WINERY		6.51		Sonoma Valley						6.51

		CA4901393		BOISSET - BUENA VISTA WINERY		3.83		Sonoma Valley						3.83

		CA4900998		BOISSET - DE LOACH WINERY		4.13		Santa Rosa Plain						4.13

		CA4900545		BRANGER MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, INC.		33.71		Santa Rosa Plain						33.71

		CA4901468		BRICOLEUR VINEYARDS		0.00		Santa Rosa Plain						0.00

		CA4901375		BROADWAY MARKET		0.77		Sonoma Valley						0.77

		CA4901345		BUCKLEY FAMILY PARTNERSHIP		2.55		Sonoma Valley						2.55

		CA4910023		CALIFORNIA-AMERICAN LARKFIELD (PUC)		463.38		Santa Rosa Plain				463.38

		CA4901063		CAMPOBELLO		0.69		Santa Rosa Plain						0.69

		CA4910022		CANON MANOR WATER SYSTEM		70.12		Santa Rosa Plain						70.12

		CA4910022		CANON MANOR WATER SYSTEM		70.12		Petaluma Valley						70.12

		CA4900909		CARNEROS DELI		1.25		Sonoma Valley						1.25

		CA4901247		CARNEROS WAREHOUSING		21.25		Sonoma Valley						21.25

		CA4900817		CASA DEL MAR		0.77		Santa Rosa Plain						0.77

		CA4901439		CENTRO CHRISTIANO EVANGELISTICO CHURCH		0.03		Santa Rosa Plain						0.03

		CA4901390		CHALK HILL WINERY		11.10		Santa Rosa Plain						11.10

		CA4901027		CINNABAR THEATER		0.53		Petaluma Valley						0.53

		CA4901278		CLINE CELLARS		51.90		Sonoma Valley						51.90

		CA4900774		CLOVERLEAF RANCH SUMMER CAMP		0.09		Santa Rosa Plain						0.09

		CA4901144		COHN WINERY		38.13		Sonoma Valley						38.13

		CA4900667		COLLEGE PARK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		48.68		Petaluma Valley						48.68

		CA4900721		COLONIAL PARK		37.59		Santa Rosa Plain						37.59

		CA4901328		COPAIN WINE CELLARS		2.64		Santa Rosa Plain						2.64

		CA4901275		CORNERSTONE SONOMA		1.65		Sonoma Valley						1.65

		CA4910016		COTATI, CITY OF		298.89		Santa Rosa Plain				298.89

		CA4910304		CSP-PETALUMA ADOBE STATE HISTORIC PARK		1.39		Petaluma Valley						1.39

		CA4900871		DE ANZA MOON VALLEY WATER COMPANY		68.98		Sonoma Valley						68.98

		CA4901346		DELORES LANE WATER SYSTEM		4.10		Santa Rosa Plain						4.10

		CA4901447		DONUM ESTATE WATER SYSTEM		0.71		Sonoma Valley						0.71

		CA4901413		EIGHTH STREET EAST PARTNERS		0.45		Sonoma Valley						0.45

		CA4900788		EL CRYSTAL MOBILE HOME PARK		6.35		Santa Rosa Plain						6.35

		CA4900799		EL PORTAL MOBILE ESTATES		23.58		Santa Rosa Plain						23.58

		CA4900728		EVERGREEN MOBILE ESTATES		4.95		Santa Rosa Plain						4.95

		CA4901433		FAT PILGRIM GENERAL STORE		0.34		Sonoma Valley						0.34

		CA4900559		FIRCREST MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		17.79		Santa Rosa Plain						17.79

		CA4901340		FOG CREST WINERY		0.23		Santa Rosa Plain						0.23

		CA4901262		FRANCISCAN VINEYARDS DBA QUARRY WINERY		7.76		Petaluma Valley						7.76

		CA4901262		FRANCISCAN VINEYARDS DBA QUARRY WINERY		7.76		Sonoma Valley						7.76

		CA4900924		FREMONT DINER		0.18		Sonoma Valley						0.18

		CA4900812		FRIEDMAN BROTHERS HARDWARE		1.37		Santa Rosa Plain						1.37

		CA4901324		FRITSCH INDUSTRIAL PARK		0.45		Santa Rosa Plain						0.45

		CA4900973		GEORGE RANCH MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		42.58		Sonoma Valley						42.58

		CA4901028		GLORIA FERRER CAVES		8.36		Sonoma Valley						8.36

		CA4900708		GRAVENSTEIN SCHOOL DISTRICT-GRAVENSTEIN		3.72		Santa Rosa Plain						3.72

		CA4901073		GRAY WATER SYSTEM		0.14		Santa Rosa Plain						0.14

		CA4901218		GROSKOPF WAREHOUSE & LOGISTICS		4.44		Sonoma Valley						4.44

		CA4901018		GUNDLACH BUNDSCHU WINERY		5.76		Sonoma Valley						5.76

		CA4900512		HAPPY ACRES MUTUAL BENEFIT WATER SYSTEM		44.52		Santa Rosa Plain						44.52

		CA4900546		HAWKINS WATER CO-CAL WATER SERVICE (PUC)		9.00		Santa Rosa Plain						9.00

		CA4901388		HEIRS OF MY DREAM WINERY, INC.		1.66		Sonoma Valley						1.66

		CA4901008		HESSEL CHURCH		1.18		Santa Rosa Plain						1.18

		CA4900548		HOLLAND HEIGHTS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		42.86		Santa Rosa Plain						42.86

		CA4901398		HOOK & LADDER VINEYARDS AND WINERY		3.66		Santa Rosa Plain						3.66

		CA4901244		HUMANE SOCIETY OF SONOMA COUNTY		6.66		Santa Rosa Plain						6.66

		CA4900904		J VINEYARDS & WINERY		9.57		Santa Rosa Plain						9.57

		CA4901310		JACUZZI WINERY		114.23		Sonoma Valley						114.23

		CA4901445		JAMES COURT WATER SYSTEM		9.00		Santa Rosa Plain						9.00

		CA4901165		JEHOVAH S WITNESSES HALL		0.16		Santa Rosa Plain						0.16

		CA4900688		JOURNEY'S END MOBILE HOME PARK		14.89		Santa Rosa Plain						14.89

		CA4901286		KELLER ESTATE WINERY		0.96		Petaluma Valley						0.96

		CA4900560		KELLY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		11.46		Santa Rosa Plain						11.46

		CA4901086		KENDALL-JACKSON WINE CENTER		2.11		Santa Rosa Plain						2.11

		CA4901254		KJ CARNEROS  HILLS WINERY		9.28		Sonoma Valley						9.28

		CA4900737		KOA - PETALUMA		22.66		Petaluma Valley						22.66

		CA4900743		LA CANTERA RACQUET CLUB		0.76		Santa Rosa Plain						0.76

		CA4901232		LA CREMA WINERY		15.23		Santa Rosa Plain						15.23

		CA4901383		LASSETER FAMILY WINERY		0.90		Sonoma Valley						0.90

		CA4901366		LAURA CHENEL'S CHEVRE INC.		12.47		Sonoma Valley						12.47

		CA4900588		LAWNDALE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		7.07		Sonoma Valley						7.07

		CA4900832		LEISURE MOBILE HOME PARK		31.68		Santa Rosa Plain						31.68

		CA4901094		LOMBARDI'S DELI & BBQ		0.77		Petaluma Valley						0.77

		CA4901298		LYNMAR WINERY		3.27		Santa Rosa Plain						3.27

		CA4900513		MADRONE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		8.01		Santa Rosa Plain						8.01

		CA4901311		MARK WEST NEIGHBORHOOD CHURCH		2.34		Santa Rosa Plain						2.34

		CA4901093		MARTINELLI RANCH		1.98		Santa Rosa Plain						1.98

		CA4901336		MERRIAM WINERY		0.94		Santa Rosa Plain						0.94

		CA4901170		MICHAEL ELLIS SCHOOL FOR DOG TRAINERS		0.27		Santa Rosa Plain						0.27

		CA4901365		MICHAEL LUCAS WATER SYSTEM		8.44		Santa Rosa Plain						8.44

		CA4900813		MIDGLEY'S COUNTRY FLEA MARKET		0.07		Santa Rosa Plain						0.07

		CA4900720		MOBILE HOME ESTATES		26.29		Santa Rosa Plain						26.29

		CA4901195		MOORLAND AVENUE APARTMENTS		0.54		Santa Rosa Plain						0.54

		CA4900533		MORTON'S WARM SPRINGS / SONOMA SPRINGS		3.52		Sonoma Valley						3.52

		CA4900643		MOUNT WESKE ESTATES MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		7.95		Santa Rosa Plain						7.95

		CA4900798		MOUNTAIN VIEW MOBILE ESTATES, LLC		21.90		Santa Rosa Plain						21.90

		CA4901394		NEVES FAMILY TRUST WATER SYSTEM		0.57		Santa Rosa Plain						0.57

		CA4901274		NICHOLSON RANCH WINERY		7.94		Sonoma Valley						7.94

		CA2110003		NORTH MARIN WATER DISTRICT		0.00		Petaluma Valley						0.00

		CA4900797		NORTH STAR MOBILE HOME PARK		19.82		Santa Rosa Plain						19.82

		CA4900695		NORTHWEST PREP		1.53		Santa Rosa Plain						1.53

		CA4901175		OAK GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICE		0.13		Santa Rosa Plain						0.13

		CA4900699		OLIVET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL		1.37		Santa Rosa Plain						1.37

		CA4900853		PACK JACK BAR-B-QUE/WITHERS WATER		0.69		Santa Rosa Plain						0.69

		CA4901191		PARADISE RIDGE WINERY		1.33		Santa Rosa Plain						1.33

		CA4900553		PARK ROYAL MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		11.29		Santa Rosa Plain						11.29

		CA4910003		PENNGROVE WATER COMPANY (PUC)		0.00		Santa Rosa Plain						0.00

		CA4910003		PENNGROVE WATER COMPANY (PUC)		0.00		Petaluma Valley						0.00

		CA4901079		PETALUMA LIVESTOCK AUCTION YARD		0.80		Petaluma Valley						0.80

		CA4910006		PETALUMA, CITY OF		155.20		Petaluma Valley				155.20

		CA4900787		PLAZA MOBILE HOME PARK		11.74		Santa Rosa Plain						11.74

		CA4901297		PORT SONOMA MARINA		2.92		Petaluma Valley						2.92

		CA4900945		PRESENTATION SCHOOL		5.93		Sonoma Valley						5.93

		CA4901120		RAM'S GATE WINERY		1.24		Petaluma Valley						1.24

		CA4901120		RAM'S GATE WINERY		1.24		Sonoma Valley						1.24

		CA4900913		ROBIN WAY WATER SYSTEM		7.89		Santa Rosa Plain						7.89

		CA4900897		RODNEY STRONG VINEYARDS		56.24		Santa Rosa Plain						56.24

		CA4910014		ROHNERT PARK, CITY OF		1,728.18		Santa Rosa Plain				1,728.18

		CA4900675		ROSELAND MOBILE HOME PARK		7.22		Santa Rosa Plain						7.22

		CA4901273		S & W WAREHOUSING, LLC		7.98		Sonoma Valley						7.98

		CA4900949		SAINTS PETER & PAUL RUSSIAN CHURCH		0.08		Santa Rosa Plain						0.08

		CA4901466		SANGIACOMO WINERY		0.44		Sonoma Valley						0.44

		CA4900878		SANTA ROSA GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB		3.56		Santa Rosa Plain						3.56

		CA4901407		SANTA ROSA LIQUOR AND DELI		0.82		Santa Rosa Plain						0.82

		CA4900796		SANTA ROSA MOBILE ESTATES		35.75		Santa Rosa Plain						35.75

		CA4910009		SANTA ROSA, CITY OF		765.47		Santa Rosa Plain				765.47

		CA4901431		SARALEE 3575 SLUSSER ROAD		1.87		Santa Rosa Plain						1.87

		CA4901193		SCHELLVILLE GRILL		0.19		Sonoma Valley						0.19

		CA4901151		SCHUG CELLARS		1.66		Sonoma Valley						1.66

		CA4901409		SCRIBE WINERY		0.00		Sonoma Valley						0.00

		CA4900925		SEBASTIANI VINEYARDS		71.57		Sonoma Valley						71.57

		CA4910011		SEBASTOPOL, CITY OF		1,005.15		Santa Rosa Plain				1,005.15

		CA4900723		SHAMROCK MOBILE HOME PARK		30.97		Santa Rosa Plain						30.97

		CA4900901		SOBRE VISTA WATER COMPANY		40.98		Sonoma Valley						40.98

		CA4901387		SONOMA CUTRER		0.00		Santa Rosa Plain						0.00

		CA4910202		SONOMA DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER		0.00		Sonoma Valley						0.00

		CA4901198		SONOMA DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER-CAMP VIA		0.27		Sonoma Valley						0.27

		CA4901258		SONOMA LODGE		25.95		Sonoma Valley						25.95

		CA4900580		SONOMA MOUNTAIN COUNTY WATER DISTRICT		19.17		Santa Rosa Plain						19.17

		CA4901446		SONOMA PACIFIC PALLET COMPANY		0.18		Sonoma Valley						0.18

		CA4901234		SONOMA SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH		1.20		Sonoma Valley						1.20

		CA4910027		SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY		193.64		Santa Rosa Plain				193.64

		CA4901069		SONOMA VALLEY MOOSE LODGE #2048		0.70		Sonoma Valley						0.70

		CA4901061		SONOMA WAREHOUSING		10.11		Sonoma Valley						10.11

		CA4901250		SONOMA WEST HOLDINGS INDUSTRIAL PARK		8.96		Santa Rosa Plain						8.96

		CA4900934		SONOMA WINE SHOP		0.59		Santa Rosa Plain						0.59

		CA4910012		SONOMA, CITY OF		176.47		Sonoma Valley				176.47

		CA4901080		SPEEDWAY SONOMA LLC		2.86		Petaluma Valley						2.86

		CA4901451		SPIDER WEB RANCH		2.15		Santa Rosa Plain						2.15

		CA4900795		STONEGATE MOBILE HOME PARK		21.79		Santa Rosa Plain						21.79

		CA4901362		STRIPE N SEAL		0.52		Santa Rosa Plain						0.52

		CA4900907		SUMMERFIELD WALDORF SCHOOL		1.14		Santa Rosa Plain						1.14

		CA4901321		SUNCE WINERY		0.36		Santa Rosa Plain						0.36

		CA4900794		SUNSET PARK COMMUNITY		7.35		Santa Rosa Plain						7.35

		CA4901370		SUTTER SANTA ROSA REGIONAL HOSPITAL		56.31		Santa Rosa Plain						56.31

		CA4901225		THE RENTAL PLACE		0.43		Sonoma Valley						0.43

		CA4901269		UNITED RENTALS		0.16		Santa Rosa Plain						0.16

		CA4910013		VALLEY OF THE MOON WATER DISTRICT		527.97		Sonoma Valley				527.97

		CA4901129		VIANSA WINERY		38.19		Sonoma Valley						38.19

		CA4901083		VINEBURG DELI & GROCERY		0.99		Sonoma Valley						0.99

		CA4901236		VINO FARMS, INC. - PRESTON RANCH		9.92		Santa Rosa Plain						9.92

		CA4900033		WASHOE HOUSE		1.21		Santa Rosa Plain						1.21

		CA4900792		WAYSIDE GARDENS MOBILE HOME PARK		11.69		Santa Rosa Plain						11.69

		CA4900669		WENDELL LANE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		5.38		Santa Rosa Plain						5.38

		CA4901096		WESTERBEKE RANCH		6.38		Sonoma Valley						6.38

		CA4900791		WESTERN MOBILE HOME PARK		9.51		Santa Rosa Plain						9.51

		CA4901408		WESTSIDE STORAGE WATER SYSTEM		0.56		Petaluma Valley						0.56

		CA4901139		WILLOWBROOK ALE HOUSE		0.07		Petaluma Valley						0.07

		CA4900561		WILLOWSIDE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY		112.92		Santa Rosa Plain						112.92

		CA4901156		WILLOWSIDE SCHOOL		3.01		Santa Rosa Plain						3.01

		CA4910017		WINDSOR, TOWN OF		2,952.91		Santa Rosa Plain				50.00

		CA4901300		WINDY HILL WINERY		4.83		Petaluma Valley						4.83

		CA4901332		WINE COUNTRY IND PARK - BLDG C		40.59		Sonoma Valley						40.59

		CA4901294		WINE COUNTRY IND PARK-BLDGS A&B		2.60		Sonoma Valley						2.60

		CA4900694		WRIGHT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL		3.33		Santa Rosa Plain						3.33



						10,155.30						5,364.35		1,888.04

						10,155.30						5,364.35		1,888.04

						321.99		Petaluma Valley				155.20		166.79		321.99		0.00

						1,388.70		Sonoma Valley				704.44		684.26		1,388.70		0.00

						5,491.70		Santa Rosa Plain				4,504.71		1,036.99		5,541.70		-50.00

												5,364.35		1,888.04		7,252.40





Raftelis Comps

												Raftelis				SCI

								Large Extractors (Table - 7)				5,847				1,235				1,802

										City of Cotati		264				0				7960.27

										City of Rohnert Park		1,612				0				6,158

										City of Santa Rosa		1,598				0

										City of Sebastopol		1,004				0

										Sonoma State University		203				199

										Town of Windsor		50				0

										Sonoma Water		592				592

										California American Water - Larkfield		524				444

								Crop Usage (Table - 9)				5,345				6,684

										C | Citrus & Subtropical		119				29

										D | Deciduious Fruit & Nuts		5				268

										G | Grain		69				0

										P | Pasture		152				221

										T | Truck Nursery & Berry		99				1,037

										V | Vineyard		5,726				5,455

										Offset for Recycled & Surface		(825)				(325)

																				Raftelis										SCI

								Rural & Urban Residential Usage (Table - 11)				3,853				5,205				# RR 		AF RR		# Urb		AF Urb				# RR 		AF RR		# Urb		AF Urb		# Sch		AF Sch		# Com		AF Com

										City of Cotati		157				31				290		151		64		6				44		26		48		5		10		143		9		17				14.33

										City of Rohnert Park		0				59				0		0		0		0				117		59		0		0		14		103		1		5				7.35

										City of Santa Rosa		795				1,714				1,260		643		1,516		152				1,018		1,598		1,161		116		102		1,271		284		521				12.46

										City of Sebastopol		22				16				40		22		0		0				25		14		20		2		8		45		4		7				5.58

										Town of Windsor		99				111				135		68		309		31				125		90		211		21		12		37		6		12				3.08

										Unicorporated		2,780				3,274				4,902		2,780		0		0				5,551		3,258		155		16		35		50		332		779				1.44

																				6,627		3,664		1,889		189				6,880		5,045		1,595		160		181		1,649		636		1,339



								Total Usage by Class (Table 12)				16,935				16,728				22,848

										City of Cotati		264				0				6,120

										City of Rohnert Park		1,612				0

										City of Santa Rosa		1,598				0

										City of Sebastopol		1,004				0

										Town of Windsor		50				50

										Sonoma Water		592				592

										Sonoma State University		203				199

										California American Water - Larkfield		524				444

										Small Water Providers		1,096				567				6,943		1,852		Service Providers

										Agriculture		5,345				6,684

										Rural Residential GW		3,664				5,045

										Urban Residential GW		189				160

										Other Irrigation (Golf Courses & Schools)		794				1,649

										Commercial						1,339







Cost 
Estimates
FY 23 – FY 27
• 5-year Average
• Updated from GSP
• Includes financial 

reserves
• Three months operations

• Does not include 
repayment of prior 
member 
contributions 

7PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Item Total Cost
Operational $       479, 400

Data Gaps          282, 800

Projects & Actions          148, 000

GW Model Updates            50, 000

5-yr GSP Update            60, 000

10% contingency          102, 000

$    1, 122,200
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Summary Operational Budget

		SONOMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR OPERATIONAL BUDGET



		GSA Operational Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		5-Year Annualized Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		GSA Administration Finance & Legal (7.2.1)		$   245,000		$   235,000		$   230,000		$   220,000		$   235,000		$   1,165,000		$   233,000

		Administration		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   675,000		$   135,000		Staffing for administrator, grant management, and fee implementation

		Insurance		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Accounting and auditing Services		$   22,000		$   22,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   119,000		$   23,800

		GUIDE program maintenance		$   30,000		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   80,000		$   16,000

		Office supplies, materials, misc. expenses		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Legal		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   40,000		$   53,000		$   243,000		$   48,600



		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement (7.2.2)		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		420,000		$   84,000

		Community engagement		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   175,000		$   35,000		Monthly newsletters, response to community inquiries, community meetings, press communications, etc.

		Advisory Committee coordination		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   100,000		$   20,000		Preparation and participation in quarterly advisory committee meetings

		Agency coordination and consultations 		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   45,000		$   145,000		$   29,000		Consultation and coordination with land-use planning agencies, resource agencies, stakeholder interest groups



		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting (7.2.3)		$   155,000		$   140,000		$   145,000		$   145,000		$   150,000		$   735,000		$   147,000

		Groundwater-level data collection 		$   40,000		$   35,000		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   45,000		$   200,000		$   40,000		Field measurements and download of groundwater level data

		Seepage run measurements		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   100,000		$   20,000		Streamflow measurements to monitor surface water and groundwater interaction

		Data management, compilation, evaluation		$   45,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   185,000		$   37,000		Compilation and analysis of groundwater level, groundwater quality, groundwater storage, interconnected surface water, subsidence, and groundwater extraction datasets. Evaluation of SMCs.

		Annual reporting		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   250,000		$   50,000		Preparation of draft and final versions of text, tables and figures for annual report and data uploads to DWR's SGMA Portal



		Subtotal		$   480,000		$   455,000		$   455,000		$   445,000		$   485,000		$   2,320,000		$   464,000



		Reserve - rounded to nearest $1000		$   16,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   16,000		$   77,000		$   15,400		2 months of operational expenses



		Member Agency Reimbursement												$   - 0		$   - 0		TBD



		Total		$   496,000		$   470,000		$   470,000		$   460,000		$   501,000		$   2,397,000		$   479,400





		Fixed		$   341,000		$   330,000		$   325,000		$   315,000		$   351,000		$   1,662,000		$   332,400

		Per AF		$   155,000		$   140,000		$   145,000		$   145,000		$   150,000		$   735,000		$   147,000

				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0





Summary Implementation Budget

		SONOMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET



		GSA Implementation Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		Annualized 5-Year Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027



		GSA Operational Budget (7.2.1, 7.2.2 & 7.2.3)		$   496,000		$   470,000		$   470,000		$   460,000		$   501,000		$   2,397,000		$   479,400		GSA administration, finance, legal, community and stakeholder engagement, annual monitoring and reporting (see separate Summary Operational Budget spreadsheet for details)



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4) - GSA funding		$   40,000		$   35,000		$   30,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		110,000		$   22,000

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   20,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000		$   9,000		Integration of parcel-specific information obtained through GUIDE with existing well log databases and assessment/refinement of extraction estimates.

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   1,000		Planning for voluntary water quality monitoring

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   7,000		Improve mapping of surface water diversions, planning for GDE remote sensing and review of existing or new habitat studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network (voluntary wells)		$   10,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0						Outreach and coordination for voluntary monitoirng program (assume up to 20 voluntary private wells) 



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4)- Grant or other funding		$   10,000		$   234,000		$   507,500		$   552,500		$   - 0		1,304,000		$   260,800

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   25,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   145,000		$   29,000		Evaluate AEM data, perfrom up to 3 aquifer tests to assess aquifer properties and boundary conditions

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   12,000		Outreach, performance and evaluation of voluntary water quality monitoring at up to 25 private wells

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   120,000		$   24,000		Perform focused surface water/groundwater interaction studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network (dedicated wells)		$   10,000		$   60,000		$   206,000		$   206,000		$   - 0						Install 2 new dedicated multi-level wells and perform video logging and surveying of existing RMPs

		Seawater Intrusion Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   196,500		$   196,500		$   - 0		$   453,000		$   90,600		Install 3 new dedicated multilevel wells

		ISW Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   44,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   44,000		$   8,800		Install 2 new dedicated shallow wells



		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - GSA funding		$   35,000		$   55,000		$   75,000		$   55,000		$   40,000		$   260,000		$   52,000

		Water-use efficiency/alternate water sources		$   10,000		$   20,000		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   65,000		$   13,000		Perform initial assessment and implementation of WUE and other demand management projects

		Recycled water expansion - coordination		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   6,000		Coordination with recycled water purveyors on expanding or improving recycled water use efficiency

		ASR - coordination		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Coordination with other entities on regional feasibility study and potential future ASR operations

		Policy options development		$   15,000		$   20,000		$   30,000		$   15,000		$   5,000		$   85,000		$   17,000		Study and develop potential policy options for GSA consideration or recommendation

		Farm Plan coordination		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   20,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Coordinate with growers on integrating Farm Plans with GSP implementation

		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - Grant or other funding		$   - 0		$   50,000		$   175,000		$   200,000		$   55,000		$   480,000		$   96,000

		Recycled water expansion - study		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   40,000		$   8,000		Co-fund study with recycled water purveyors on recycled water expansion opportunities

		ASR - studies and investigations		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   70,000		$   130,000		$   40,000		$   260,000		$   52,000		Co-fund update to regional groundwater banking feasibility study and perform investigations and pilot studies in favorable areas

		Stormwater capture and recharge		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   75,000		$   70,000		$   15,000		$   180,000		$   36,000		Co-fund study of stormwater capture and recharge project opportunities and implement pilot studies



		Groundwater Model Updates (7.2.6)		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   50,000		$   100,000		$   70,000		$   250,000		$   50,000



		Five-Year GSP Update (7.2.7)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   200,000		$   300,000		$   60,000



		Subtotal - GSA funding		$   571,000		$   560,000		$   575,000		$   620,000		$   741,000		$   3,067,000		$   613,400

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   57,000		$   56,000		$   58,000		$   62,000		$   74,000		$   307,000		$   61,400

																		

tc={87ABEDC3-E1A2-4FC3-88E8-0DDD3C63BB27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Reduce or eliminate for GSA-funded items?		

tc={A6AD28E3-14E2-48D6-965C-711B48F27B93}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could consider grant funding for update as well		Total - GSA funding		$   628,000		$   616,000		$   633,000		$   682,000		$   815,000		$   3,374,000		$   674,800



		Subtotal - Grants or other funding		$   10,000		$   314,000		$   732,500		$   852,500		$   125,000		$   2,034,000		$   406,800

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   1,000		$   31,000		$   73,000		$   85,000		$   13,000		$   203,000		$   40,600

		Total - Grants or other funding		$   11,000		$   345,000		$   805,500		$   937,500		$   138,000		$   2,237,000		$   447,400



		Grand Total		$   639,000		$   961,000		$   1,438,500		$   1,619,500		$   953,000		$   5,611,000		$   1,122,200



				: GSA-funded item												60.1%

				: Grants or other funding source item												$   332,400		Fixed

																$   789,800		per AF

		Operations														$   479,400

		Data Gaps (GSA)														$   22,000

		Projects (GSA)														$   52,000

		GSP Update														$   60,000

		10% (GSA)														$   61,400				$   674,800

		Data Gaps (Grants)														$   260,800

		Projects (Grants)														$   96,000

		GW Modeling														$   50,000

		10% (Grants)														$   40,600				$   447,400

																$   1,122,200

																								Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

																						GSA		$   628,000		$   616,000		$   633,000		$   682,000		$   815,000

																						Grants		$   11,000		$   345,000		$   805,500		$   937,500		$   138,000



Sonoma Valley GSP Implementation





Operations	Data Gaps (GSA)	Projects (GSA)	GSP Update	10% (GSA)	Data Gaps (Grants)	Projects (Grants)	GW Modeling	10% (Grants)	479400	22000	52000	60000	61400	260800	96000	50000	40600	

Sonoma Valley GSP Implementation 



GSA	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	628000	616000	633000	682000	815000	Grants	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	11000	345000	805500	937500	138000	











for PPT



						Item		Total Cost				GSA				Grants

						Operational 		$   479,400				$   479,400				-

						Data Gaps		282,800				22,000				$   260,800

						Projects & Actions		148,000				52,000				96,000

						GW Model Updates		50,000				-				50,000

						5-yr GSP Update		60,000				60,000				-

						10% contingency		102,000				61,400				40,600



								$   1,122,200				$   674,800				$   447,400











Rollup Totals

		SV GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR BUDGET																yr 1

		GSP IMPLEMENTATION ITEM		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5						SW labor/subs

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals 

		GSA Administration & Operations		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		1,165,000				135000

		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		100,000		420,000				80000

		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting		155,000		140,000		145,000		145,000		150,000		735,000				190000				480,000		455,000		455,000		445,000		485,000

		Data Gap Filling (total)		50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		1,414,000				30000

		fees		40,000		35,000		30,000		5,000		0		110,000

		grants etc		10,000		234,000		507,500		552,500		0		1,304,000

		PMA Studies/Refinement (total)		35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000		740,000		740000		30000

		fees		35,000		55,000		75,000		55,000		40,000		260,000

		grants etc		0		50,000		175,000		200,000		55,000		480,000

		Model Updates		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000		250,000

		Five Year GSP Updates		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		300,000

		Subtotal		565,000		859,000		1,292,500		1,457,500		850,000		5,024,000

		10% Contingency		56,500		85,900		129,250		145,750		85,000		502,400

		10% Contingency - rounded to nearest $1000		57,000		86,000		129,000		146,000		85,000		503,000

		Total		622,000		945,000		1,421,500		1,603,500		935,000		5,527,000				465000

		GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR FUNDING PROJECTION

		GSA (thru fees)		612,000		631,000		689,000		751,000		880,000		3,563,000		712,600

		State Grants or other		10,000		314,000		732,500		852,500		55,000		1,964,000

		Totals		622,000		945,000		1,421,500		1,603,500		935,000



				565,000		859,000		1,292,500		1,457,500		850,000



		Base Operations		480,000		455,000		455,000		445,000		485,000

		Contingency (not shown)		80000		76000		76000		74000		81000

		Total Operations (not shown)		560,000		531,000		531,000		519,000		566,000





Rollup Totals v2

		Fiscal Year		GSA Administration & Operations		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation,  & Reporting		Data Gap Filling		Projects		Model Updates		Five Year GSP Updates		Subtotal		10% Contingency		Total

		2022-2023		245,000		80,000		155,000		50,000		35,000		0		0		565,000		56,500		621,500

		2023-2024		235,000		80,000		140,000		269,000		105,000		30,000		0		859,000		85,900		944,900

		2024-2025		230,000		80,000		145,000		537,500		250,000		50,000		0		1,292,500		129,250		1,421,750

		2025-2026		220,000		80,000		145,000		557,500		255,000		100,000		100,000		1,457,500		145,750		1,603,250

		2026-2027		235,000		100,000		150,000		0		95,000		70,000		200,000		850,000		85,000		935,000

		Management Actions?

		Note - Rollup Totals V1 and V2 are the same, just different layout 





GSA Admin & Ops

				Sonoma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						F& 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Beginning Fund Balance				(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)



		40002		Prop Tax - CY,Secured

		40003		Direct Charges - CY

		40005		Prop Taxes - RDA Increment

		40006		AB1290 RDA Pass Throughs

		40007		H&S 33401 RDA Pass Throughs

		40008		H&S 33676 RDA (2%) Allocation

		40010		Residual Prop Tax - RPTTF

		40011		Direct Charges - Intercounty

		40012		SB2557 Prop Tax Admin

		40050		Property Tax Accrual

		40101		Prop Taxes - CY, Unsecured

		40105		CollectCost Del CY Unsecured

		40111		Supplemental Prop Taxes - CY

		40201		Prop Taxes - PY, Secured

		40202		Direct Charges - Prior Year

		40211		Prop Taxes - PY, Unsecured

		40221		Supplemental Prop Taxes - PY

		40301		Sales and Use Tax

		40404		Timber Yield Tax

		40900		Other Taxes

		40999		Penalties and Costs on Taxes

		40000		  Total Tax Revenue		0		0		0		0		0



		41132		Licenses - Other

		41152		Mitigation Fees

		41000		  Total Licenses,Permits,Franchises		0		0		0		0		0



		42360		State Grant Revenue		0		0		0		0

		42461		Federal Other Funding

		42601		County of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42610		Other Governmental Agencies (SCWA)		0		0		0		0

		42618		City of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42627		Special Districts (VOMWD, NBWD, RCD)		0		0		0		0

		42000		  Total Intergovernmental Revenues		0		0		0		0		0

						0

		43201		Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties

		43000		  Total Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties		0		0		0		0		0



		44002		Interest on Pooled Cash

		44003		Other Interest Earnings

		44050		Unrealized Gains and Losses

		44101		Rent - Real Estate

		44102		Rent - Equipment

		44109		Concessions

		44000		  Total Revenue - Use of Money & Prop		0		0		0		0		0



		45008		NCPA Fees for Govt. Services

		45061		Planning and Engineering Svcs

		45062		Construct/Bldg Permit Rvw Svcs

		45065		Inspection Fees

		45221		Sewer/Water Usage Fees

		45253		Ambulance Fees

		45281		Library Services

		45283		Library Postage Recovery

		45284		Fines - Delinquent Collections

		45291		Parks and Recreation Services

		45301		Charges for Services

		45309		Retirement Administration Fees

		45310		Fire Dispatch Fees

		45311		Other Fire Services

		45313		Sale - Water

		45319		Abatement Revenue

		45507		Telecommunication Data Lines

		45530		Maintenance fees

		45533		Reprographics Photocopy

		45000		  Total Charges for Services		0		0		0		0		0



		46002		Sales - Taxable

		46003		Sales - Non Taxable

		46021		Capital Grants - Federal

		46022		Capital Grants - State

		46023		Capital Grants - Other

		46024		Connection Fees

		46027		Insurance Claims Reimbursement

		46028		Insurance Claims Rebates

		46029		Donations/Contributions

		46040		Miscellaneous Revenue

		46041		Discounts Earned

		46050		Cancelled/Stale Dated Warrants

		46051		Returned Checks

		46200		Revenue Appl PY Misc Revenue

		46210		Refunds

		46000		  Total Miscellaneous Revenues		0		0		0		0		0



		47002		Sale of Capital Assets

		47101		Transfers In - within a Fund

		47102		Transfers In - btw Govtl Funds

		47103		Transfers In - All Others

		47000		  Total Other Financing Sources		0



		49002		Advances

		49003		Advances Clearing

		49004		Administrative Control Account

		49005		Admin Control Acct Clearing



				Grand Total Revenues		0				0		0		0



		50701		Perm Position - Local Bds

		50702		Extra Help - Local Bds

		50703		Overtime - Local Bds

		50704		Boards/Commissions - Local Bds

		50705		Premium Pay - Local Bds

		50707		Standby Pay - Local Bds

		50708		Contract Employee - Local Bds

		50709		Temporary Help - Local Bds

		50751		Retirement - Local Bds

		50752		County Retirement - Local Bds

		50753		FICA Retirement - Local Bds

		50754		Deferred Comp - Local Bds

		50755		PERS - Local Bds

		50756		Medicare - Local Bds

		50801		Health Ins - Local Bds

		50802		Disability - Local Bds

		50803		Dental - Local Bds

		50804		Life Ins - Local Bds

		50805		Vision - Local Bds

		50806		Unemployment - Local Bds

		50808		Worker's Comp - Local Bds

		50000		  Total Salaries and Employee Benefits		0		0		0		0		0



		51041		Insurance - Liability		4,000		4,000		5,000		5,000		6,000

		51201		Administration Services

		51202		Election Services

		51204		Property Tax/Assessment Admin

		51205		Advertising/Marketing Svc

		51206		Accounting/Auditing Services

		51209		Information Tech Svc (non ISD)

		51207		Client accounting services (county)		10,000		10,000		12,000		12,000		12,000

		51206		Auditor		10,000		10,000		11,000		11,000		11,000

		51211		Legal Services

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
		50,000		50,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation		50,000		40,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		53,000

		51213		Engineer Services

		51214		Agency Extra/Temp Help

		51225		Training Services

		51226		Consulting Services*

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000

		51241		Outside Printing and Binding

		51242		Bank Charges

		51244		Permits/License/Fees

		51249		Other Professional Services

		51250		Planning/Mapping/Inspections

		51251		Claims Processing

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51244		Well registration program		30,000		20,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		10,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		10,000		10,000

		51249		In-kind services (Sonoma Water)				0		0		0		0

		51421		Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		2,000		2,000		3,000		3,000		4,000

		51601		Training/Conference Expenses		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51916		County service charges		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000

				        Subtotal Services		244,000		234,000		229,000		219,000		234,000

		52031		Food		500		500		500		500		500

		52091		Memberships/Certifications		0

		52111		Office Supplies		500		500		500		500		500

		52117		Mail and Postage Supplies

		52118		Printing and Binding Supplies

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
1 mailing per year to all groundwater users						

Daniel Muelrath: Daniel Muelrath:
TBD		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
						

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation				

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget				0		0		0		0

				            Subtotal Supplies		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51000		  Total Services and Supplies		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000



		53012		Support and Care of Persons

		53101		Principal Payments - LT Debt

		53103		Interest on LT Debt

		53104		Other Interest Expense

		53105		Costs of Issuance

		53201		Judgments and Damages

		53301		Taxes and Assessments

		53402		Depreciation Expense

		53501		Contributions

		53611		Income Allocations

		53000		  Total Other Charges		0		0		0		0		0



		54101		Land

		54305		Machinery and Equipment

		54330		Grant Acquired Equipment

		54331		Mobile Equipment

		54333		Computer Equipment

		54405		CIP - Bldg & Impr

		54406		CIP - Infrastructure

		54503		Work in Progress - Eqt

		54000		  Total Capital Expenditures		0		0		0		0		0



		55011		Appropriation for Contingenc

		55000		  Total Appropriations for Contingencies		0		0		0		0		0



		56030		Residual Equity Transfers

		56000		  Total Special Items		0		0		0		0		0



		57011		Transfers Out - within a Fund

		57012		Transfers Out - btw Govtl Fund

		57015		Transfers Out - All Others

		57101		Other Financing Uses

		57000		  Total Other Financing Uses		0		0		0		0		0



		58010		Reimb. - General

		58011		Reimb. - Administration

		58016		Reimb. - Labor

		58000		  Total Reimbursements		0		0		0		0		0



		59002		Advances

		59004		Administrative Control Account

		59005		Admin Control Acct Clearing

		59000		  Total Administrative Control Accts		0		0		0		0		0



		19810		Acq-Land

		19820		Acq-Machinery and Equipment

		19821		Acq-Grant Acquired Equipment

		19831		Acq-CIP-Bldg & Impr

		19832		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure

		19834		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure Labor

		19840		Acq-WIP-Equipment

		19850		Acq-Intangibles-Amortizbl

		19000		  Total Capital Assets		0		0		0		0		0



				Grand Total Expenditures		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



				Increase/(Decrease) to Fund Balance		(245,000)		(235,000)		(230,000)		(220,000)		(235,000)



				Reserves		0		0		0		0		0



				Repayment of Member Agency Contributions		0		0		0		0		0



				Ending Fund Balance		(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)		(1,165,000)

		*		Consulting services includes Exec Director, fee implementation, grant administration - see 51126 Fund Detail spreadsheet for detail





































Communication & Stakeholder Eng

		Tasks		ED		
Clerical		Total $

		Annual Community Engagement 										2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		  Monthly email/newsletter		$   5,000				$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Social media posts, responses (1 hour week)		$   10,000				$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		Community Meetings - one per year						$   20,000				$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		Advisory/Tech Committee Meetings (quarterly)

		  Prep (Assisting tech with posting, etc)		$   6,000		$   4,000		$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		  Meeting attendance		$   4,000		$   1,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Follow-Up		$   2,000		$   3,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000



		Agency Engagement and Coordination

		Meetings, notifications, consultations 										25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		45,000



										Totals		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Annual Mon, Eval. & Reporting

										Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

		Annual Monitoring & Maintenance		Annual Cost		Previous				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Groundwater levels*		35,000						40,000		35,000		40,000		40,000		45,000

		Stream Flow Seepage Runs		20,000						20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		InSAR Data Download and Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Data Management System O&M		10,000						10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Storage Change Calculations**		5,000						10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Interconnected SW-GW Evaluation		10,000		20000				15,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Quality Download & Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Annual Report & Data Submittal***		50,000		100000				50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000

								Totals		155,000		140,000		145,000		145,000		150,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Includes start-up/transfer of outreach and voluntary monitoring program  in Year One

		** Assumes first year set up of consistent, repeatable calcuation process

		***Assumes analysis of data and development of contour maps, MT analysis in data submittal 





Data Gap Filling

		DATA GAP FILLING																								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells and Extraction

		Integrate well-log and GUIDE databases																								15,000		5000								20,000

		Assess technologies for improving extraction estimates																										5,000		20,000						25,000



		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Evaluate AEM and incorporate into HCM																										20,000								20,000

		Aquifer Tests - constant rate pumping (up to 3 locations)		25,000		50,000		50,000		125,000																				25,000		100,000				125,000



		Seawater Intrusion Study 		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Voluntary WQ Sampling near Baylands (up to 25 wells)		5,000		30000		10,000		45,000																5,000		30,000		10,000						45,000

		Evaluate seawater/freshwater inteface/trend from new data (geophys & monitoring)						20,000		20,000																				20,000						20,000



		Stream-Groundwater Interconnection Studies/Evaluations 

		Improve mapping and estimates of surface water diversions																								5,000		5,000								10,000

		GDE Mapping/Remote Sensing for Vegetation Health																								5,000		20,000								25,000

		Compile and evaluate existing and relevant habitat field surveys																										5,000		10,000		5,000				20,000

		Focused sw/gw interaction studies																												50,000		50,000				100,000



		Monitoring Network Improvements		Number of Items		Cost per Item		Subtotal		Number of Sensors		Cost per Sensor		Sensors Subtotal 		Capital Cost Subtotal		ROW, CEQA etc		Staff/ Consultant		Subtotals				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals

		GWL Network - Voluntary Monitoring Program																								5,000		15,000								20,000

		GWL Network - video logging, surveying etc. of existing RMPs																								10,000		20,000								30,000

		GWL Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (500 ft)		2		200,000		400,000		8		1500		12000		412,000		40,000				452,000						40,000		206,000		206,000				452,000

		Seawater Intrusion Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (300 ft)		3		125,000		375,000		9		2,000		18000		393,000		60,000				453,000						60,000		196,500		196,500				453,000

		ISW Network - Dedicated shallow MWs		2		20,000		40,000		4		1,000		4000		44,000		5,000				49,000				5,000		44,000								49,000







																								Totals		50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																										40,000		35,000		30,000		5,000		0		110,000

																										10,000		234,000		507,500		552,500		0		1,304,000

																										50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		1,414,000





PMA Planning

		PMA Planning and Studies																Subtotals 						2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Conservation/WUE 		Study		Pilot Project																												0

		Assess Opportunities/Study		25,000														25,000						10,000		15,000								25,000

		Implement Study Results*				40,000												40,000								5,000		15,000		10,000		10,000		40,000



		Recycled Water 		Coordination

		Assess & Update Additional RW opportunties - study																								10,000		30,000						40,000

		Assess & Update Additional RW opportunties - coordination with recycle agency		70,000														70,000								5000		5000		10,000		10,000		30,000



		Aquifer Storage and Recovery 		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up		O&M

		Three Basin Groundwater Banking (ASR) FS - study contribution				40,000																				20,000		20,000						40,000

		ASR/GW Banking coordination		50,000														50,000						5,000		5000		5000		15,000		10,000		40,000

		ASR Investigations				50,000		200,000										250,000										50,000		130,000		40,000		220,000



		Stormwater Capture and Recharge		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up		O&M



		Stormwater Capture & Recharge Study (including capital and on-farm projects)				15,000		65,000				100,000						180,000								20,000		75,000		70,000		15,000		180,000



		Farm Plan Coordination		Work Plan				Report& Implement

				5,000				35,000										40,000						5000		5,000		20,000		5000		5000		40,000



		Study Policy Options for GSA Consideration		Work Plan				Report

				10,000				75,000										85,000						15000		20,000		30,000		15000		5000		85,000



																						Totals		35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																								35,000		55,000		75,000		55,000		40,000		260,000



																								0		50,000		175,000		200,000		55,000		480,000		65%





																								35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000













Model Updates

		MODEL UPDATES								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Basin Boundaries Assessment 

		Aquifer Properties Refinements

		Groundwater Pumping Refinements

		Grid Refinement for Project Specific Evaluations

		Incorporate Land and Air-Base Geophysics into Model

		Model Focused Calibration 

		Update 50-Year Water Budget

		Model Technical Group Meetings

		Model Update Report

								Totals		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000				Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Five-Year Updates

		FIVE-YEAR GSP UPDATE		Hours*		Rate		Cost				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Prepare Outline and Tasks		20		200		4000

		Compile Data Updates		100		200		20000

		Update GIS Figures		60		200		12000

		Revise HCM		240		200		48000

		Update SMCs 		240		200		48000

		Update Monitoring Program Section		80		200		16000

		Update 50-year Water Budget		120		200		24000

		Assess Sustainability Progress		80		200		16000

		Prepare Five-Year Implementation Plan		120		200		24000

		Compile Draft GSP Update		120		200		24000

		Prepare and Adopt Final GSP Update		80		200		16000

		Public Outreach/Meetings		40		200		8000

								260000		Totals		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Hours estimated includes internal reviews





51126 Fund Detail

				Sonoma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						FY 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Monitoring (seepage only, starting in 22-23)

				Technical Support

				Grant Applications/Administration		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000

				Fee/Rate Study & Implementation		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

				Facilitation		0		0		0		0		0

				Administrator		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000





		51226		Consulting Services		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000

				Anticipated grant reimbursements

				Non-Grant funded consultant costs		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000





				Community Engagement:  Advisory Committee/TAC meetings, communications, social media, website, etc

				Technical: Annual report; five-year GSP update; oversee monitoring wells & projects & management actions

				Monitoring: Ongoing seepage monitoring and reporting

				Grant applications and admin:  Assume Prop 68 implementation grant received; apply for two additional grants annually



				Executive Director Budget

				Tasks		Hours
ED		Rate
Exec Dir		Hours
Clerical		Rate
Clerical		Total Hours		Total $				ED RATE		CLERICAL RATE

				Board Meetings (quarterly)																$250		$50

				  Preparation		80		$   20,000		40		$   2,000		120		$   22,000

				  Meeting		20		$   5,000		20		$   1,000		40		$   6,000

				  Follow-up		40		$   10,000		20		$   1,000		60		$   11,000

				Compliance (state; local documents; reports)		5		$   1,250		10		$   500		15		$   1,750

				Miscellaneous

				  Contracts		25		$   6,250		10		$   500		35		$   6,750

				  Inquiries		50		$   12,500						50		$   12,500

				  Grant Assistance		20		$   5,000						20		$   5,000

				  Other		50		$   12,500		50		$   2,500		100		$   15,000

				TOTAL 		290		$   72,500		150		$   7,500		440		$   80,000





















Funding Sources

PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 8

Member Agencies

Grants

GW Beneficiaries

Any Combination

Item Total Cost GSA Grants
Operational 233,000$        233,000$  -                

Data Gaps 346,000          21,000      325,000$  

Monitoring & Reporting 113,000          113,000    

Projects & Actions 50,000            21,000      29,000      

Outreach & Engagement 84,000            84,000      

GW Model Updates 50,000            -                50,000      

5-yr GSP Update 60,000            60,000      -                

Contingency & Reserves 117,800          77,200      40,600      

1,053,800$     609,200$  444,600$  

Grant funding is estimated; actual funding and availability are unknown at this time
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Summary Operational Budget

		PETALUMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR OPERATIONAL BUDGET



		GSA Operational Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		5-Year Annualized Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		GSA Administration Finance & Legal (7.2.1)		$   245,000		$   235,000		$   230,000		$   220,000		$   235,000		$   1,165,000		$   233,000

		Administration		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   675,000		$   135,000		Staffing for administrator, grant management, and fee implementation

		Insurance		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Accounting and auditing Services		$   22,000		$   22,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   119,000		$   23,800

		GUIDE program maintenance		$   30,000		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   80,000		$   16,000

		Office supplies, materials, misc. expenses		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Legal		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   40,000		$   53,000		$   243,000		$   48,600



		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement (7.2.2)		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		420,000		$   84,000

		Community engagement		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   175,000		$   35,000		Monthly newsletters, response to community inquiries, community meetings, press communications, etc.

		Advisory Committee coordination		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   100,000		$   20,000		Preparation and participation in quarterly advisory committee meetings

		Agency coordination and consultations 		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   45,000		$   145,000		$   29,000		Consultation and coordination with land-use planning agencies, resource agencies, stakeholder interest groups



		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting (7.2.3)		$   125,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   565,000		$   113,000

		Groundwater-level data collection 		$   30,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   130,000		$   26,000		Field measurements and download of groundwater level data

		Data management, compilation, evaluation		$   45,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   185,000		$   37,000		Compilation and analysis of groundwater level, groundwater quality, groundwater storage, interconnected surface water, subsidence, and groundwater extraction datasets. Evaluation of SMCs.

		Annual reporting		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   250,000		$   50,000		Preparation of draft and final versions of text, tables and figures for annual report and data uploads to DWR's SGMA Portal



		Subtotal		$   450,000		$   425,000		$   420,000		$   410,000		$   445,000		$   2,150,000		$   430,000



		Reserve - rounded to nearest $1000		$   23,000		$   21,000		$   21,000		$   21,000		$   22,000		$   108,000		$   21,600		3 months of operational expenses



		Member Agency Reimbursement												$   - 0		$   - 0		TBD



		Total		$   473,000		$   446,000		$   441,000		$   431,000		$   467,000		$   2,258,000		$   451,600

		Fixed		$   348,000		$   336,000		$   331,000		$   321,000		$   357,000		$   1,693,000		$   338,600

		Per AF		$   125,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   110,000		$   565,000		$   113,000

				$   473,000		$   446,000		$   441,000		$   431,000		$   467,000		$   2,258,000		$   451,600





Summary Implementation Budget

		PETALUMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET



		GSA Implementation Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		Annualized 5-Year Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027



		GSA Operational Budget (7.2.1, 7.2.2 & 7.2.3)		$   473,000		$   446,000		$   441,000		$   431,000		$   467,000		$   2,258,000		$   451,600		GSA administration, finance, legal, community and stakeholder engagement, annual monitoring and reporting (see separate Summary Operational Budget spreadsheet for details)



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4) - GSA funding		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   30,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		105,000		$   21,000

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   20,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000		$   9,000		Integration of parcel-specific information obtained through GUIDE with existing well log databases and assessment/refinement of extraction estimates.

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   1,000		Planning for voluntary water quality monitoring

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   7,000		Improve mapping of surface water diversions, planning for GDE remote sensing and review of existing or new habitat studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network (voluntary wells)		$   5,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0						Outreach and coordination for voluntary monitoirng program (assume up to 20 voluntary private wells) 



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4)- Grant or other funding		$   10,000		$   318,000		$   626,000		$   671,000		$   - 0		1,625,000		$   325,000

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   25,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   145,000		$   29,000		Evaluate AEM data, perfrom up to 3 aquifer tests to assess aquifer properties and boundary conditions

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   12,000		Outreach, performance and evaluation of voluntary water quality monitoring at up to 25 private wells

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   120,000		$   24,000		Perform focused surface water/groundwater interaction studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network 		$   10,000		$   80,000		$   309,000		$   309,000		$   - 0						Install 3 new dedicated multi-level wells and perform video logging and surveying of existing RMPs

		Seawater Intrusion Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   80,000		$   212,000		$   212,000		$   - 0		$   504,000		$   100,800		Install 4 new dedicated multilevel wells

		ISW Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   88,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   88,000		$   17,600		Install 4 new dedicated shallow wells



		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - GSA funding		$   20,000		$   40,000		$   25,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   105,000		$   21,000

		Water-use efficiency/alternate water sources		$   10,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   25,000		$   5,000		Perform initial assessment of WUE and other demand management projects

		Recycled water expansion - coordination		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   20,000		$   4,000		Coordination with recycled water purveyors on expanding or improving recycled water use efficiency

		Policy options development		$   5,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   4,000		Study and develop potential policy options for GSA consideration or recommendation

		Farm Plan coordination		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   20,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Coordinate with growers on integrating Farm Plans with GSP implementation

		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - Grant or other funding		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   60,000		$   35,000		$   20,000		$   145,000		$   29,000

		Water-use efficiency/alternate water sources		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Implementation of WUE and other demand management projects

		ASR - studies and investigations		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   25,000		$   5,000		Co-fund update to regional groundwater banking feasibility study and perform investigations and pilot studies in favorable areas

		Stormwater capture and recharge		$   - 0		$   15,000		$   30,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   12,000		Co-fund study of stormwater capture and recharge project opportunities and implement pilot studies

		Policy options coordination		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   20,000		$   4,000		Coordination for potential policy options



		Groundwater Model Updates (7.2.6)		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   50,000		$   100,000		$   70,000		$   250,000		$   50,000



		Five-Year GSP Update (7.2.7)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   200,000		$   300,000		$   60,000



		Subtotal - GSA funding		$   528,000		$   521,000		$   496,000		$   546,000		$   677,000		$   2,768,000		$   553,600

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   53,000		$   52,000		$   50,000		$   55,000		$   68,000		$   278,000		$   55,600

																		

tc={557E24F7-379A-4DB1-840C-45FC706BECF7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Reduce or eliminate for GSA-funded items?		

tc={D620647C-1F58-4991-9FCB-6ED9F0D22D1D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could consider grant funding for update as well		Total - GSA funding		$   581,000		$   573,000		$   546,000		$   601,000		$   745,000		$   3,046,000		$   609,200



		Subtotal - Grants or other funding		$   10,000		$   378,000		$   736,000		$   806,000		$   90,000		$   2,020,000		$   404,000

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   1,000		$   38,000		$   74,000		$   81,000		$   9,000		$   203,000		$   40,600

		Total - Grants or other funding		$   11,000		$   416,000		$   810,000		$   887,000		$   99,000		$   2,223,000		$   444,600



		Grand Total		$   592,000		$   989,000		$   1,356,000		$   1,488,000		$   844,000		$   5,269,000		$   1,053,800



						: GSA-funded item

						: Grants or other funding source item

				: GSA-funded item

				: Grants or other funding source item												$   338,600		Fixed

																$   715,200		per AF

		Operations														$   451,600

		Data Gaps (GSA)														$   21,000

		Projects (GSA)														$   21,000

		GSP Update														$   60,000

		10%														$   55,600

		Data Gaps (Grants)														$   325,000

		Projects (Grants)														$   29,000

		GW Modeling														$   50,000

		10%														$   40,600

																$   1,053,800

																								Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

																						GSA		$   581,000		$   573,000		$   546,000		$   601,000		$   745,000

																						Grants		$   11,000		$   416,000		$   810,000		$   887,000		$   99,000

																						Rev-Grants		$   609,200		$   609,200		$   609,200		$   609,200		$   609,200

																						Rev-Full		$   1,053,800		$   1,053,800		$   1,053,800		$   1,053,800		$   1,053,800





Operations	Data Gaps (GSA)	Projects (GSA)	GSP Update	10%	Data Gaps (Grants)	Projects (Grants)	GW Modeling	10%	451600	21000	21000	60000	55600	325000	29000	50000	40600	

Five-Year Budget



GSA	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	581000	573000	546000	601000	745000	Grants	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	11000	416000	810000	887000	99000	Rev-Grants	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	609200	609200	609200	609200	609200	Rev-Full	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	1053800	1053800	1053800	1053800	1053800	











for PPT



						Item		Total Cost				GSA				Grants

						Operational 		$   233,000				$   233,000				-				$   -

						Data Gaps		346,000				21,000				$   325,000				$   -

						Monitoring & Reporting		113,000				113,000								$   -

						Projects & Actions		50,000				21,000				29,000				$   -

						Outreach & Engagement		84,000				84,000								$   -

						GW Model Updates		50,000				-				50,000				$   -

						5-yr GSP Update		60,000				60,000				-				$   -

						Contingency & Reserves		117,800				77,200				40,600				$   -

																				$   -

								$   1,053,800				$   609,200				$   444,600				$   -











Rollup Totals v1

		GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR BUDGET

				Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-yr total		5-yr total

		GSP Implementation Item		2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		GSA Administration & Operations		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		23%		1,165,000		25%

		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		100,000		8%		420,000		9%

		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting		125,000		110,000		110,000		110,000		110,000		17%		565,000		12%

		Data Gap Filling		50,000		353,000		656,000		676,000		0		34%		1,735,000		37%

		PMAs		20,000		70,000		85,000		45,000		30,000		6%		250,000		5%

		Model Updates		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000		5%		250,000		5%

		Five Year GSP Updates		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		6%		300,000		6%

		Subtotal		520,000		878,000		1,211,000		1,331,000		745,000		100%		4,685,000		100%

		10% Contingency		52,000		87,800		121,100		133,100		74,500				468,500		9%

		10% Contingency - rounded to nearest $5000		50,000		90,000		120,000		135,000		75,000				470,000

		Total		570,000		968,000		1,331,000		1,466,000		820,000				5,155,000

		GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR FUNDING PROJECTION

		GSA (thru fees)

		State Grants

		Totals



		Note - Rollup Totals V1 and V2 are the same, just different layout 







Rollup Totals v2

		Fiscal Year		GSA Administration & Operations		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation,  & Reporting		Data Gap Filling		Projects		Model Updates		Five Year GSP Updates		Subtotal		10% Contingency		Total

		2022-2023		245,000		80,000		125,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		0		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		2023-2024		235,000		80,000		110,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		30,000		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		2024-2025		230,000		80,000		110,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		50,000		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		2025-2026		220,000		80,000		110,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		100,000		100,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		2026-2027		235,000		100,000		110,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		70,000		200,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Management Actions?

		Note - Rollup Totals V1 and V2 are the same, just different layout 





GSA Admin & Ops

				Petaluma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						F& 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Beginning Fund Balance				(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)



		40002		Prop Tax - CY,Secured

		40003		Direct Charges - CY

		40005		Prop Taxes - RDA Increment

		40006		AB1290 RDA Pass Throughs

		40007		H&S 33401 RDA Pass Throughs

		40008		H&S 33676 RDA (2%) Allocation

		40010		Residual Prop Tax - RPTTF

		40011		Direct Charges - Intercounty

		40012		SB2557 Prop Tax Admin

		40050		Property Tax Accrual

		40101		Prop Taxes - CY, Unsecured

		40105		CollectCost Del CY Unsecured

		40111		Supplemental Prop Taxes - CY

		40201		Prop Taxes - PY, Secured

		40202		Direct Charges - Prior Year

		40211		Prop Taxes - PY, Unsecured

		40221		Supplemental Prop Taxes - PY

		40301		Sales and Use Tax

		40404		Timber Yield Tax

		40900		Other Taxes

		40999		Penalties and Costs on Taxes

		40000		  Total Tax Revenue		0		0		0		0		0



		41132		Licenses - Other

		41152		Mitigation Fees

		41000		  Total Licenses,Permits,Franchises		0		0		0		0		0



		42360		State Grant Revenue		0		0		0		0

		42461		Federal Other Funding

		42601		County of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42610		Other Governmental Agencies (SCWA)		0		0		0		0

		42618		City of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42627		Special Districts (VOMWD, NBWD, RCD)		0		0		0		0

		42000		  Total Intergovernmental Revenues		0		0		0		0		0

						0

		43201		Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties

		43000		  Total Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties		0		0		0		0		0



		44002		Interest on Pooled Cash

		44003		Other Interest Earnings

		44050		Unrealized Gains and Losses

		44101		Rent - Real Estate

		44102		Rent - Equipment

		44109		Concessions

		44000		  Total Revenue - Use of Money & Prop		0		0		0		0		0



		45008		NCPA Fees for Govt. Services

		45061		Planning and Engineering Svcs

		45062		Construct/Bldg Permit Rvw Svcs

		45065		Inspection Fees

		45221		Sewer/Water Usage Fees

		45253		Ambulance Fees

		45281		Library Services

		45283		Library Postage Recovery

		45284		Fines - Delinquent Collections

		45291		Parks and Recreation Services

		45301		Charges for Services

		45309		Retirement Administration Fees

		45310		Fire Dispatch Fees

		45311		Other Fire Services

		45313		Sale - Water

		45319		Abatement Revenue

		45507		Telecommunication Data Lines

		45530		Maintenance fees

		45533		Reprographics Photocopy

		45000		  Total Charges for Services		0		0		0		0		0



		46002		Sales - Taxable

		46003		Sales - Non Taxable

		46021		Capital Grants - Federal

		46022		Capital Grants - State

		46023		Capital Grants - Other

		46024		Connection Fees

		46027		Insurance Claims Reimbursement

		46028		Insurance Claims Rebates

		46029		Donations/Contributions

		46040		Miscellaneous Revenue

		46041		Discounts Earned

		46050		Cancelled/Stale Dated Warrants

		46051		Returned Checks

		46200		Revenue Appl PY Misc Revenue

		46210		Refunds

		46000		  Total Miscellaneous Revenues		0		0		0		0		0



		47002		Sale of Capital Assets

		47101		Transfers In - within a Fund

		47102		Transfers In - btw Govtl Funds

		47103		Transfers In - All Others

		47000		  Total Other Financing Sources		0



		49002		Advances

		49003		Advances Clearing

		49004		Administrative Control Account

		49005		Admin Control Acct Clearing



				Grand Total Revenues		0				0		0		0



		50701		Perm Position - Local Bds

		50702		Extra Help - Local Bds

		50703		Overtime - Local Bds

		50704		Boards/Commissions - Local Bds

		50705		Premium Pay - Local Bds

		50707		Standby Pay - Local Bds

		50708		Contract Employee - Local Bds

		50709		Temporary Help - Local Bds

		50751		Retirement - Local Bds

		50752		County Retirement - Local Bds

		50753		FICA Retirement - Local Bds

		50754		Deferred Comp - Local Bds

		50755		PERS - Local Bds

		50756		Medicare - Local Bds

		50801		Health Ins - Local Bds

		50802		Disability - Local Bds

		50803		Dental - Local Bds

		50804		Life Ins - Local Bds

		50805		Vision - Local Bds

		50806		Unemployment - Local Bds

		50808		Worker's Comp - Local Bds

		50000		  Total Salaries and Employee Benefits		0		0		0		0		0



		51041		Insurance - Liability		4,000		4,000		5,000		5,000		6,000

		51201		Administration Services

		51202		Election Services

		51204		Property Tax/Assessment Admin

		51205		Advertising/Marketing Svc

		51206		Accounting/Auditing Services

		51209		Information Tech Svc (non ISD)

		51207		Client accounting services (county)		10,000		10,000		12,000		12,000		12,000

		51206		Auditor		10,000		10,000		11,000		11,000		11,000

		51211		Legal Services

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
		50,000		50,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation		50,000		40,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		53,000

		51213		Engineer Services

		51214		Agency Extra/Temp Help

		51225		Training Services

		51226		Consulting Services

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000

		51241		Outside Printing and Binding

		51242		Bank Charges

		51244		Permits/License/Fees

		51249		Other Professional Services

		51250		Planning/Mapping/Inspections

		51251		Claims Processing

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51244		Well registration program		30,000		20,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		10,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		10,000		10,000

		51249		In-kind services (Sonoma Water)		0		0		0		0		0

		51421		Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		2,000		2,000		3,000		3,000		4,000

		51601		Training/Conference Expenses		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51916		County service charges		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000

				        Subtotal Services		244,000		234,000		229,000		219,000		234,000

		52031		Food		500		500		500		500		500

		52091		Memberships/Certifications		0

		52111		Office Supplies		500		500		500		500		500

		52114		Freight/Postage

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
1 mailing per year to all groundwater users						

Daniel Muelrath: Daniel Muelrath:
TBD		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
						

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation				

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget		0		0		0		0		0

		52117		Mail and Postage Supplies

				            Subtotal Supplies		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51000		  Total Services and Supplies		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000



		53012		Support and Care of Persons

		53101		Principal Payments - LT Debt

		53103		Interest on LT Debt

		53104		Other Interest Expense

		53105		Costs of Issuance

		53201		Judgments and Damages

		53301		Taxes and Assessments

		53402		Depreciation Expense

		53501		Contributions

		53611		Income Allocations

		53000		  Total Other Charges		0		0		0		0		0



		54101		Land

		54305		Machinery and Equipment

		54330		Grant Acquired Equipment

		54331		Mobile Equipment

		54333		Computer Equipment

		54405		CIP - Bldg & Impr

		54406		CIP - Infrastructure

		54503		Work in Progress - Eqt

		54000		  Total Capital Expenditures		0		0		0		0		0



		55011		Appropriation for Contingenc

		55000		  Total Appropriations for Contingencies		0		0		0		0		0



		56030		Residual Equity Transfers

		56000		  Total Special Items		0		0		0		0		0



		57011		Transfers Out - within a Fund

		57012		Transfers Out - btw Govtl Fund

		57015		Transfers Out - All Others

		57101		Other Financing Uses

		57000		  Total Other Financing Uses		0		0		0		0		0



		58010		Reimb. - General

		58011		Reimb. - Administration

		58016		Reimb. - Labor

		58000		  Total Reimbursements		0		0		0		0		0



		59002		Advances

		59004		Administrative Control Account

		59005		Admin Control Acct Clearing

		59000		  Total Administrative Control Accts		0		0		0		0		0



		19810		Acq-Land

		19820		Acq-Machinery and Equipment

		19821		Acq-Grant Acquired Equipment

		19831		Acq-CIP-Bldg & Impr

		19832		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure

		19834		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure Labor

		19840		Acq-WIP-Equipment

		19850		Acq-Intangibles-Amortizbl

		19000		  Total Capital Assets		0		0		0		0		0



				Grand Total Expenditures		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



				Increase/(Decrease) to Fund Balance		(245,000)		(235,000)		(230,000)		(220,000)		(235,000)



				Reserves		0		0		0		0		0



				Repayment of Member Agency Contributions		0		0		0		0		0



				Ending Fund Balance		(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)		(1,165,000)







































Communication & Stakeholder Eng

		Tasks		EXEC DIR		
Clerical		Total $

		Annual Community Engagement 										2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		  Monthly email/newsletter		$   5,000				$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Social media posts, responses (1 hour week)		$   10,000				$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		Community Meetings - one per year						$   20,000				$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		Advisory/Tech Committee Meetings (quarterly)

		  Prep (Assisting tech with posting, etc)		$   6,000		$   4,000		$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		  Meeting attendance		$   4,000		$   1,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Follow-Up		$   2,000		$   3,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000



		Agency Engagement and Coordination*

		Meetings, notifications, consultations 										25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		45,000



		* 2026-2027 additional cost redalted to updating GSP								Totals		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Annual Mon, Eval. & Reporting

										Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

		Annual Monitoring & Maintenance		Annual Cost						2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Groundwater levels*		25,000						30,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000

		Stream Flow Seepage Runs

		InSAR Data Download and Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Data Management System O&M		10,000						10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Storage Change Calculations**		5,000						10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Interconnected SW-GW Evaluation		10,000		20000				15,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Quality Download & Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Annual Report & Data Submittal***		50,000		100000				50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000

								Totals		125,000		110,000		110,000		110,000		110,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Includes start-up/transfer of outreach and voluntary program  in Year One

		** Assumes first year set up of consistent, repeatable calcuation process

		***Assumes analysis of data and development of contour maps, MT analysis in data submittal 





Data Gap Filling

		DATA GAP FILLING																								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells and Extraction

		Integrate well-log and GUIDE databases																								15,000		5000								20,000

		Assess technologies for improving extraction estimates																										5,000		20,000						25,000



		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Evaluate AEM and incorporate into HCM																										20,000								20,000

		Aquifer Tests - constant rate pumping (up to 3 locations)		25,000		50,000		50,000		125,000																				25,000		100,000				125,000



		Seawater Intrusion Study 		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Voluntary WQ Sampling near Baylands (up to 25 wells)		5,000		30000		10,000		45,000																5,000		30,000		10,000						45,000

		Evaluate seawater/freshwater inteface/trend from new data (geophys & monitoring)						20,000		20,000																				20,000						20,000



		Stream-Groundwater Interconnection Studies/Evaluations 

		Improve mapping and estimates of surface water diversions																								5,000		5,000								10,000

		GDE Mapping/Remote Sensing for Vegetation Health																								5,000		20,000								25,000

		Compile and evaluate existing and relevant habitat field surveys																										5,000		10,000		5,000				20,000

		Focused sw/gw interaction studies																												50,000		50,000				100,000



		Monitoring Network Improvements		Number of Items		Cost per Item		Subtotal		Number of Sensors		Cost per Sensor		Sensors Subtotal 		Capital Cost Subtotal		ROW, CEQA etc				Subtotals				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals

		GWL Network - Voluntary Monitoring Program																								5,000		15,000								20,000

		GWL Network - video logging, surveying etc. of existing RMPs																								10,000		20,000								30,000

		GWL Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (500 ft)		3		200,000		600,000		12		1500		18000		618,000		60,000				678,000						60,000		309,000		309,000				678,000

		Seawater Intrusion Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (300 ft)		4		100,000		400,000		12		2,000		24000		424,000		80,000				504,000						80,000		212,000		212,000				504,000

		ISW Network - Dedicated shallow MWs		4		20,000		80,000		8		1,000		8000		88,000		5,000				93,000				5,000		88,000								93,000







																								Totals		50,000		353,000		656,000		676,000		0		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																										40,000		35,000		30,000		5,000		0		110,000

																										10,000		318,000		626,000		671,000		0		1,625,000

																										50,000		353,000		656,000		676,000		0		1,735,000





PMA Planning

		PMA Planning and Studies																Subtotals 						2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Conservation/WUE 		Study		Pilot Project																												0

		Assess Opportunities/Study		25,000														25,000						10,000		15,000								25,000

		Implement Study Results*				40,000												65,000								5,000		15,000		10,000		10,000		40,000



		Recycled Water 		Coordination

		Assess & Update Additional RW opportunties - coordination with recycle agency		20,000														20,000								5000		5000		5,000		5,000		20,000



		Aquifer Storage and Recovery 		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up

		Three Basin Groundwater Banking (ASR) FS - study contribution and coordination				25,000												25000								10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		25,000



		Stormwater Capture and Recharge		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up



		Stormwater Capture & Recharge Study (including capital and on-farm projects)				15,000		45,000										60,000								15,000		30,000		15,000				60,000



		Farm Plan Coordination		Work Plan				Report& Implement

				5,000				35,000										40,000						5000		5,000		20,000		5000		5000		40,000



		Study Policy Options for GSA Consideration		Work Plan				Report

				5,000				35,000										70,000						5000		15,000		10,000		5000		5000		40,000



																						Totals		20,000		70,000		85,000		45,000		30,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																								20,000		40,000		25,000		10,000		10,000		105,000

																								0		30,000		60,000		35,000		20,000		145,000		58%





																								20,000		70,000		85,000		45,000		30,000











Model Updates

		MODEL UPDATES								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals

		Basin Boundaries Assessment 																		0

		Aquifer Properties Refinements																		0

		Groundwater Pumping Refinements																		0

		Grid Refinement for Project Specific Evaluations																		0

		Incorporate Land and Air-Base Geophysics into Model																		0

		Model Focused Calibration 																		0

		Update 50-Year Water Budget																		0

		Model Technical Group Meetings																		0

		Model Update Report																		0

								Totals		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000		250,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Five-Year Updates

		FIVE-YEAR GSP UPDATE		Hours*		Rate		Cost				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Prepare Outline and Tasks		20		200		4000

		Compile Data Updates		100		200		20000

		Update GIS Figures		60		200		12000

		Revise HCM		240		200		48000

		Update SMCs 		240		200		48000

		Update Monitoring Program Section		80		200		16000

		Update 50-year Water Budget		120		200		24000

		Assess Sustainability Progress		80		200		16000

		Prepare Five-Year Implementation Plan		120		200		24000

		Compile Draft GSP Update		120		200		24000

		Prepare and Adopt Final GSP Update		80		200		16000

		Public Outreach/Meetings		40		200		8000

								260000		Totals		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Hours estimated includes internal reviews





51126 Fund Detail

				Petaluma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						FY 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Monitoring (seepage only, starting in 22-23)

				Technical Support

				Grant Applications/Administration		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000

				Fee/Rate Study & Implementation		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

				Facilitation		0		0		0		0		0

				Administrator		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000





		51226		Consulting Services		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000

				Anticipated grant reimbursements

				Non-Grant funded consultant costs		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000

				Grant administration ranges $25,000-$50,000 annually; using $35,000 as mid range



				Community Engagement:  Advisory Committee/TAC meetings, communications, social media, website, etc

				Technical: Annual report; five-year GSP update; oversee monitoring wells & projects & management actions

				Monitoring: Ongoing seepage monitoring and reporting

				Grant applications and admin:  Assume Prop 68 implementation grant received; apply for two additional grants annually



				Executive Director Budget

				Tasks		Hours
ED		Rate
Exec Dir		Hours
Clerical		Rate
Clerical		Total Hours		Total $				EXEC DIR RATE		CLERICAL RATE

				Board Meetings (quarterly)																$250		$50

				  Preparation		80		$   20,000		40		$   2,000		120		$   22,000

				  Meeting		20		$   5,000		20		$   1,000		40		$   6,000

				  Follow-up		40		$   10,000		20		$   1,000		60		$   11,000

				Compliance (state; local documents; reports)		5		$   1,250		10		$   500		15		$   1,750

				Miscellaneous

				  Contracts		25		$   6,250		10		$   500		35		$   6,750

				  Inquiries		50		$   12,500						50		$   12,500

				  Grant Assistance		20		$   5,000						20		$   5,000

				  Other		50		$   12,500		50		$   2,500		100		$   15,000

				TOTAL 		290		$   72,500		150		$   7,500		440		$   80,000





















Fee Calculation

Total Costs 
divided by 

Total Acre-Feet 
Pumped

PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 9

Total Revenue divided by Total Acre-Feet

With Grant Funding

$609,200 ÷ 2,640 ≈ $230 per acre-foot

Total Budget

$1,053,800 ÷ 2,640 ≈ $400 per acre-foot
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Option A – Fees (1,250 Well Parcels)
Type Who Pays Pros Cons Annual Range

Regulatory 
Fees

All groundwater 
pumpers (cities, 
farmers, businesses, 
rural residences, urban 
sites with wells)

• Proportionate to
quantity pumped

• Example in SRP
(2019 Fee)

• Credit for recycled &
surface water

• Higher than before
• Most private pumping

not metered

$230 - $400 per 
acre-foot

Examples 50 Acre Vineyard
• $6,900 to $12,000

100-acre Pasture
• $920 to $1,600

Rural Residence
• $115 to $200

Well Head 
Fees

All groundwater 
pumpers

• Simple • Disproportionate to
quantity pumped

$490 - $850 per 
parcel

State Intervention Fees • $300 per well PLUS $40 per acre-foot

10PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Option B – Tax/Assessment (all 19,500 Parcels)
Type Who Pays Pros Cons Range

Parcel Tax All taxable 
parcels

• Lowest rate
• Could be tiered by

land use

• Requires voter approval (66.7%)
• Cannot be implemented until Year 2
• High cost to implement (±

$180,000)

$28 - $55 per 
parcel

Benefit 
Assessment

All 
benefitting

• Low rate
• Proportionate;

likely keyed to
water usage

• Requires landowner vote (50%,
weighted)

• High cost to implement (±
$110,000)

• Cannot be implemented until Year 2
• Still under legal review

$55 - $96 per 
acre-foot

Examples 50 Acre Vineyard
• $1,650 to $2,880

100-acre Pasture
• $220 to $384

Rural Residence
• $28 to $48

PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 11
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Next Steps

12PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

April
Community 
meeting     
May 12 

May 
Advisory Comm 
on May 11        
Board meeting 
on May 26

June
Public Hearing 
on Fees, Board 
adoption

August
Submit Fees 
to Tax 
Collector
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Policy Questions
• Basis of Costs (Budget)

• Budget for grant revenue of ~40% to keep rates down..??
• Prior Member Agency Contributions will not be repaid..??

• Timing
• Implement Funding Option by July 2022..??
• Defer fees for a year to determine Grant (or other) funding..??
• Consider Alternate Funding for Year 1..??

• Look to member agencies to fill Year 1 gap (monitoring, annual reporting, grant development, and
administration)..??

• Revenue Options
• Eliminate Wellhead Fee and Parcel Tax..??
• Pursue Fee based on Groundwater Use..??
• Pursue Benefit Assessment Option..??

• Cannot be implemented in Year 1
• Consider continued Member Contributions to fund monitoring, annual reporting, grant development,

and administration..??

13PETALUMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Agenda Item: 7C 
Meeting Date: April 28, 2022 
 

 1 

 

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Action Item 

 

TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM:  Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT:  Fiscal Year 2022-23 Budget 

 

Summary: The JPA for the Agency (Section 10.06) requires the Board adopt, by a date no later than sixty 
(60) days before the end of each Fiscal Year, a budget for the Agency for the ensuing Fiscal Year. 
  

Background  

The JPA for the Agency (Section 10.06 – Budget) requires the Board adopt, by a date no later than sixty 
(60) days before the end of each Fiscal Year, a budget for the Agency for the ensuing Fiscal Year.  
  
The JPA (Section 10.07 – Payments to the Agency) notes that costs of the Agency will be borne by 
assessments to member agencies, which require a unanimous approval (Section 7.07). 
Further, at its August 2018 meeting, the Board approved a methodology for member agency contributions 
for Fiscal Years 2019-2020 through FY 2021-22. This agreement anticipates that on July 1, 2022, the GSA 
will become self-funded through rates, fees, or taxes. The fee study is currently underway. 
 
Fiscal Year 2022-23 Budget 

Following the February review of the preliminary FY 2022-23 budget, staff revised the budget categories 
slightly to better mirror the Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) implementation budget. However, the 
amount of budget revenues and expenditures remain essentially the same. It is important to note that the 
adopted budget may (and most likely will) be amended to reflect available revenues, and consequently, 
revised expenditures after the Board has determined a funding plan. 
 
Revenues: To support the continued operations and activities of the Agency during the first full fiscal year 
of GSP implementation, the FY 2022-23 budget anticipates revenues derived from the funding plan 
currently in development and scheduled for consideration of by the Board at its May or June meeting, 
taking effect July 1, 2022. Potential revenue sources being considered are municipal pumper fees, 
estimated user fees for agriculture, commercial and rural residential well owners, member contributions, 
and grant income from Department of Water Resources (DWR). Reserves from prior years, preliminarily 
estimated to be $112,000, are also a source of revenues. 
 
Note that the attached preliminary budget carries forward $200,000 in estimated Proposition 68 grant 
revenues for monitoring well installation that will likely occur in FY 2022-23.  
 
Expenditures: The proposed budget anticipates administering the GSA and supporting implementation of 
the Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP), preparing an annual report, administering completion of the 
Proposition 68 GSP implementation grant (including an estimated $200,000 for monitoring well drilling 
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and completion), applying for additional grant funds, conducting stakeholder and public outreach, and 
conducting on-going operations. DWR grant fund revenues and the expenses associated with preparation 
of the Groundwater Sustainability Plan are lower compared to FY 2021-22 as the grant projects will be 
substantially complete. In the five-year budget projection created for the GSP, this activity is reflected 
during FY 2022-23. 

Table 1 provides an explanation of the major spending categories and Table 2 provides a summary of the 
budget. The full budget can be found in Attachment 1. 

Table 1. Explanation of Major Funding Categories 

Item Explanation 
State grant revenue $200,000 carried forward from current fiscal year to fund monitoring wells 

Member agency No member agency contributions 
contributions 
Sewer/water usage fees Assumes that fees would be approved to fund approximately $1.1 million 

on average annually (less 40% for assumed future grant income); fees are 
assumed to be the same in FY 2022-23 through FY 2026-27 and fees in 
excess of expenditures would be collected in the fund balance, to be used 
in years when spending is greater than revenues.  

Communication/Outreach Ongoing outreach (website; monthly updates; social media), 4 Advisory 
expenses Committee meetings, and regulatory stakeholder meetings for 

development Interconnected Surface Water sustainability indicator 

Administration Services 4 Board and 4 staff meetings; other contractual, planning and fiscal 
management 

Fee Study Estimated amount needed to implement fees 

Engineer services $200K for Prop 68 monitoring wells; first year GSP implementation tasks, 
including monitoring, annual reporting, model improvements and work on 
policy options. NOTE: The RCD has provided monitoring services for the 
GSA, and the budget assumed that this would continue. 

Grant administration Includes amount needed to complete administration of current grants, 
plus funding for new grant solicitation and administration 

Appropriations for Contingency included in GSP implementation budget and to build reserves 
Contingencies 
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Table 2. Budget Summary 

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency
76401

71110100
FY 22-23

Final
Account Description Budget

State Grant Revenue (Prop 1 and Prop 68) 200,000
County of Sonoma 0
City of Petaluma 0
Special Districts 0
  Total Intergovernmental Revenues 200,000
Sewer/Water Usage Fees 609,200
  Total Charges for Services 609,200
Grand Total Revenues 809,200

Communication Expense (Outreach) 80,000
Insurance - Liability 4,000
Administration Services 112,000
Property Tax/Assessment Admin (fee study) 20,000
Accounting/Auditing Services (Independent auditor) 10,000
Client  Accounting Services (County) 10,000
Legal Services (Kronick) 50,000
Engineer Services (Sonoma Water & RCD: tech work, monitoring wells) 390,000
Consulting Services (grant admin) 40,000
Permits/License/Fees (well registration) 30,000
Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land 2,000
Publications and Legal Notices 2,000
County Services Chgs 2,000
Appropriations for contingencies 40,000
        Subtotal Services 792,000
Food 500
Freight/Postage 500
            Subtotal Supplies 1,000
  Total Services and Supplies 793,000

Grand Total Expenditures 793,000
Increase/(Decrease) to Fund Balance 16,200
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Requested Board Action 
1. Adopt the FY 2022-23 Budget
2. Adopt Budget Resolution 003-2022

Fiscal Information 
Fiscal Year 2022-23 budget with expenditures of $792,000 and revenues of $809,200. 

List of Attachments 
1. FY 2022-23 Budget
2. Budget Resolution 003-2022

Contact 
Ann DuBay, (707) 322-8185, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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Agenda Item: 7C., Attachment 1
Meeting Date: April 28, ,2022

FY 2022-23 Preliminary Budget Summary
Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency

76401
71110100

(1)* Estimated Beginning Fund Balance @7/01/22: $111,576

(2) Plus: Budgeted FY 2022-23 Revenues: 809,200
(total from attached worksheet)

(3) Less: Budgeted FY 2022-23 Expenditures: (793,000)
(total from attached worksheet)

(4)* Estimated Ending Fund Balance @6/30/23: $127,776

(5) Preliminary Budget Approval Date: 28-Apr-22
(Please have your Board Members sign below or

   attach resolution confirming approval)

___________________________ ___________________________
Board Member Board Member

___________________________ ___________________________
Board Member Board Member

___________________________ ___________________________
Board Member Board Member

___________________________ ___________________________
Board Member Board Member

1 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency
FY 2022-23
Preliminary

Budget

Account Account Description Total

40002 Prop Tax - CY,Secured 0
40003 Direct Charges - CY 0
40005 Prop Taxes - RDA Increment 0
40006 AB1290 RDA Pass Throughs 0
40007 H&S 33401 RDA Pass Throughs 0
40008 H&S 33676 RDA (2%) Allocation 0
40010 Residual Prop Tax - RPTTF 0
40011 Direct Charges - Intercounty 0
40012 SB2557 Prop Tax Admin 0
40050 Property Tax Accrual 0
40101 Prop Taxes - CY, Unsecured 0
40105 CollectCost Del CY Unsecured 0
40111 Supplemental Prop Taxes - CY 0
40201 Prop Taxes - PY, Secured 0
40202 Direct Charges - Prior Year 0
40211 Prop Taxes - PY, Unsecured 0
40221 Supplemental Prop Taxes - PY 0
40301 Sales and Use Tax 0
40404 Timber Yield Tax 0
40900 Other Taxes 0
40999 Penalties and Costs on Taxes 0

40000   Total Tax Revenue 0
0

41132 Licenses - Other 0
41152 Mitigation Fees 0

41000   Total Licenses,Permits,Franchises 0
0

42103 State - Vehicle License Fees 0
42261 State Construction/Subventions 0
42281 State Emergency Preparedness 0
42291 State Homeowners Prop Tax Relf 0
42358 State Other Funding 0
42360 State Grant Revenue 200,000
42441 Federal FEMA Disaster Funding 0

1
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency
FY 2022-23
Preliminary

Budget

Account Account Description Total

42461 Federal Other Funding 0
42601 County of Sonoma 0
42610 Other Governmental Agencies 0
42611 City of Santa Rosa 0
42612 City of Petaluma 0
42613 City of Rohnert Park 0
42615 City of Cotati 0
42618 City of Sonoma 0
42619 Town of Windsor 0
42622 MTC (Metropolitan Transp Comm) 0
42623 Measure M 0
42624 RDA Asset Distribution 0
42627 Special Districts 0
42628 Cities 0

42000   Total Intergovernmental Revenues 200,000
0

43201 Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties 0
43000   Total Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties 0

0
44002 Interest on Pooled Cash 0
44003 Other Interest Earnings 0
44050 Unrealized Gains and Losses 0
44101 Rent - Real Estate 0
44102 Rent - Equipment 0
44109 Concessions 0

44000   Total Revenue - Use of Money & Prop 0
0

45008 NCPA Fees for Govt. Services 0
45061 Planning and Engineering Svcs 0
45062 Construct/Bldg Permit Rvw Svcs 0
45065 Inspection Fees 0
45221 Sewer/Water Usage Fees 609,200
45253 Ambulance Fees 0
45281 Library Services 0

2
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency
FY 2022-23
Preliminary

Budget

Account Account Description Total

45283 Library Postage Recovery 0
45284 Fines - Delinquent Collections 0
45291 Parks and Recreation Services 0
45301 Charges for Services 0
45309 Retirement Administration Fees 0
45310 Fire Dispatch Fees 0
45311 Other Fire Services 0
45313 Sale - Water 0
45319 Abatement Revenue 0
45507 Telecommunication Data Lines 0
45530 Maintenance fees 0
45533 Reprographics Photocopy 0

45000   Total Charges for Services 609,200
0

46002 Sales - Taxable 0
46003 Sales - Non Taxable 0
46021 Capital Grants - Federal 0
46022 Capital Grants - State 0
46023 Capital Grants - Other 0
46024 Connection Fees 0
46027 Insurance Claims Reimbursement 0
46028 Insurance Claims Rebates 0
46029 Donations/Contributions 0
46040 Miscellaneous Revenue 0
46041 Discounts Earned 0
46050 Cancelled/Stale Dated Warrants 0
46051 Returned Checks 0
46200 Revenue Appl PY Misc Revenue 0
46210 Refunds 0

46000   Total Miscellaneous Revenues 0
0

47002 Sale of Capital Assets 0
47101 Transfers In - within a Fund 0
47102 Transfers In - btw Govtl Funds 0
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47103 Transfers In - All Others 0
47000   Total Other Financing Sources 0

0
49002 Advances 0
49003 Advances Clearing 0
49004 Administrative Control Account 0
49005 Admin Control Acct Clearing 0

49000   Total Administrative Control Accts 0
0

Grand Total Revenues 809,200
0

50701 Perm Position - Local Bds 0
50702 Extra Help - Local Bds 0
50703 Overtime - Local Bds 0
50704 Boards/Commissions - Local Bds 0
50705 Premium Pay - Local Bds 0
50707 Standby Pay - Local Bds 0
50708 Contract Employee - Local Bds 0
50709 Temporary Help - Local Bds 0
50751 Retirement - Local Bds 0
50752 County Retirement - Local Bds 0
50753 FICA Retirement - Local Bds 0
50754 Deferred Comp - Local Bds 0
50755 PERS - Local Bds 0
50756 Medicare - Local Bds 0
50801 Health Ins - Local Bds 0
50802 Disability - Local Bds 0
50803 Dental - Local Bds 0
50804 Life Ins - Local Bds 0
50805 Vision - Local Bds 0
50806 Unemployment - Local Bds 0
50808 Worker's Comp - Local Bds 0

50000   Total Salaries and Employee Benefits 0
0
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51021 Communication Expense 80,000
51022 Telecom. Lines (non ISD) 0
51031 Waste Disposal Services 0
51032 Janitorial Services 0
51041 Insurance - Liability 4,000
51042 Insurance - Premiums 0
51046 Insurance - Workers Comp 0
51061 Maintenance - Equipment 0
51071 Maintenance - Bldg & Improve 0
51072 Landscaping Services 0
51074 Maint - Parks and Grounds 0
51077 Maint - Infrastructure 0
51101 Sewer Collection Services 0
51201 Administration Services 112,000
51202 Election Services 0
51204 Property Tax/Assessment Admin 20,000
51205 Advertising/Marketing Svc 0
51206 Accounting/Auditing Services 10,000
51207 Client  Accounting Services 10,000
51209 Information Tech Svc (non ISD) 0
51211 Legal Services 50,000
51213 Engineer Services 390,000
51214 Agency Extra/Temp Help 0
51215 Director/Commissioner Services 0
51218 Actuarial Services 0
51219 Burial Services 0
51221 Medical/Laboratory Services 0
51222 Safety/Emergency Services 0
51225 Training Services 0
51226 Consulting Services 40,000
51230 Security Services 0
51231 Testing/Analysis 0
51235 Dispatch Services 0
51241 Outside Printing and Binding 0
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51242 Bank Charges 0
51244 Permits/License/Fees 30,000
51248 Micrographics/Microfilm Svc 0
51249 Other Professional Services 0
51250 Planning/Mapping/Inspections 0
51251 Claims Processing 0
51301 Publications and Legal Notices 2,000
51301 Publications and Legal Notices 0
51401 Rents and Leases - Equipment 0
51402 Rents and Leases - Heavy Eqt 0
51421 Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land 2,000
51503 Foundation Expense 0
51504 Peace Officer Training Expense 0
51601 Training/Conference Expenses 0
51602 Business Travel/Mileage 0
51604 Other Transportation 0
51605 Private Car Expense 0
51801 Other Services 0
51802 Public Safety Realignment 0
51803 Other Contract Services 0
51901 Telecommunication Data Lines 0
51902 Telecommunication Usage 0
51903 Telecommunication Installation 0
51904 ISD - Baseline Services 0
51905 ISD - Improvement Projects 0
51906 ISD - Supplemental Projects 0
51907 ISD - Device Modernization Pro 0
51909 Telecommunication Wireless Svc 0
51910 Courier Services 0
51911 Mail Services 0
51912 Records Services 0
51915 ISD - Reprographics Services 0
51916 County Services Chgs 2,000
51918 HRMS Charges 0
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51919 EFS Charges 0
51920 Risk Mgmt Benefit Admin Chgs 0
51927 Unclaimable HRMS 0

        Subtotal Services 752,000
52021  Clothing, Uniforms, Personal 0
52031 Food 500
52041 Household Supplies Expense 0
52042 Janitorial Supplies 0
52043 Safety Supplies/Equipment 0
52061 Fuel/Gas/Oil 0
52071 Materials and Supplies Expense 0
52072 Chemicals 0
52081 Medical/Laboratory Supplies 0
52091 Memberships/Certifications 0
52101 Other Supplies 0
52111 Office Supplies 500
52114 Freight/Postage 0
52115 Books/Media/Subscriptions 0
52116 Photocopy Supplies 0
52117 Mail and Postage Supplies 0
52118 Printing and Binding Supplies 0
52141 Minor Equipment/Small Tools 0
52142 Computer Equipment/Accessories 0
52143 Computer Software/Licensing 0
52144 Equipment Allowance 0
52145 Grant Acquired Tools/Equip 0
52162 Special Department Expense 0
52163 Professional Development 0
52165 Physical Fitness 0
52166 Employee  Recognition Expense 0
52168 Recreational Supplies 0
52191 Utilities Expense 0
52193 Utilities - Electric 0
52194 Utilities - Water 0
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Account Account Description Total

        Subtotal Supplies 1,000
51000   Total Services and Supplies 753,000

0
53012 Support and Care of Persons 0
53101 Principal Payments - LT Debt 0
53103 Interest on LT Debt 0
53104 Other Interest Expense 0
53105 Costs of Issuance 0
53201 Judgments and Damages 0
53301 Taxes and Assessments 0
53402 Depreciation Expense 0
53501 Contributions 0
53611 Income Allocations 0

53000   Total Other Charges 0
0

54101 Land 0
54305 Machinery and Equipment 0
54330 Grant Acquired Equipment 0
54331 Mobile Equipment 0
54333 Computer Equipment 0
54405 CIP - Bldg & Impr 0
54406 CIP - Infrastructure 0
54503 Work in Progress - Eqt 0

54000   Total Capital Expenditures 0
0

55011 Appropriation for Contingenc 40,000
55000   Total Appropriations for Contingencies 40,000

0
56030 Residual Equity Transfers 0

56000   Total Special Items 0
0

57011 Transfers Out - within a Fund 0
57012 Transfers Out - btw Govtl Fund 0
57015 Transfers Out - All Others 0
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57101 Other Financing Uses 0
57000   Total Other Financing Uses 0

0
58010 Reimb. - General 0
58011 Reimb. - Administration 0
58016 Reimb. - Labor 0

58000   Total Reimbursements 0
0

59002 Advances 0
59004 Administrative Control Account 0
59005 Admin Control Acct Clearing 0

59000   Total Administrative Control Accts 0
0

19810 Acq-Land 0
19820 Acq-Machinery and Equipment 0
19821 Acq-Grant Acquired Equipment 0
19831 Acq-CIP-Bldg & Impr 0
19832 Acq-CIP-Infrastructure 0
19834 Acq-CIP-Infrastructure Labor 0
19840 Acq-WIP-Equipment 0
19850 Acq-Intangibles-Amortizbl 0

19000   Total Capital Assets 0
0

9

Grand Total Expenditures

Increase/(Decrease) to Fund Balance
0

793,000

16,200
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Resolution No.: 003-2022 
Dated: April 28, 2022 

RESOLUTION OF THE PETALUMA VALLEY GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY 
(“PVGSA”) ADOPTING AN ANNUAL BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2022-2023. 

WHEREAS, PVGSA Board of Directors gave direction to PVGSA’s Administrator to 
prepare and present an annual budget; and 

WHEREAS, an annual budget has been prepared and presented to PVGSA Board of 
Directors; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the PVGSA’s Annual Budget for the period July 
1, 2022 to June 30, 2023, attached hereto as FY 22-23 PVGSA Final Budget is hereby adopted. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk shall deliver a certified copy of this resolution 
to the Sonoma County Auditor-Controller. 

MEMBERS: 

B. Abelli-Amen S. Gorin M. Healy D. Rabbitt C. Wasem

AYES: NOES: ABSENT: ABSTAIN: 

SO ORDERED 

The within instrument is a correct copy of the original on file with this office. 

ATTEST: DATE: April 28, 2022 

____________________________________________________ 
Ann DuBay 
Clerk of the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
of the State of California in and for the County of Sonoma 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Information Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator, and Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager 
SUBJECT: Administrator and Plan Manager Report 

Summary: The purpose of this item is to provide updates on any major developments or milestones 
since the last Board Meeting, and any significant upcoming activities. All the items reported are carried 
out in coordination with Member Agency staff and with other Sonoma County Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies.  

Administrator & Plan Manager 
In March and April, most activities were defined by the preparation and submittal of the first Annual 
Report, providing data and feedback to fee study consultant, and the pre-construction work for the 
multilevel monitoring wells.  

Administrator 
March and April activities: 

• Fee study;
• Future agency administration and grant administration;
• Worked with outreach staff on Fee Study Community meeting, Monthly Updates, website

updates and fact sheets for GSP and fee study;
• FY 2022-23 budget preparation and review;
• Worked with grants administration staff on invoices for Proposition 1 and Proposition 68

funding;
• Preparation for Advisory Committee meeting; and
• Coordinated inter-basin staff meetings to discuss items common to all three basins.

Upcoming activity highlights: 
• Working with fee consultant on rate/fee study;
• Work with outreach staff and fee consultants on preparation and outreach on community

meeting;
• Continue working with technical team and outreach staff on GSP implementation; and
• Selection of and negotiation with new administrator and grants administration consultant.

Plan Manager 
March and April activities of technical staff and consultants (GSP team) include: 
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• Completion and submittal of the first GSP annual report;
• Working with Permit Sonoma and fee consultant on database questions;
• Refinement of GSP budget for fee study;
• Preparation for monitoring well construction; and
• Preparation for and follow up to Board and Advisory Committee meetings.

Upcoming activity highlights: 
• Implementation of Proposition 68 technical tasks, including oversite of monitoring well

construction (slated to begin in late April); ongoing work with Permit Sonoma for well/database
information upgrades; and developing contracts for geophysical surveys;

• Ongoing technical support of fee study; and
Preparation for and follow up to Advisory Committee meetings.

Staff Recommendation 
Information only. 

Fiscal Information 
None. 

Attachments 
None. 

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager, 707-484-7754, Jay.Jasperse@scwa.ca.gov 
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